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Abstract 
We present non-perturbative solutions for the fermion and boson propagators of 
QED in bo th three- and fom-dimensions, and Q C D . I n doing so, we solve the coupled 
system of Schwinger-Dyson equations numerically in Euclidean space, investigating 
crit icali ty, gauge dependence and phenomenology of the solutions. We do so by 
exploiting a new and novel three-point ansatz, the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex, 
designed to satisfy multiphcative renormalisability in unquenched Q E D . 
The efficacy of this is demonstrated numerically for QED4, where we f ind a 
marked improvement i n the gauge-invarance of the photon wave-function. The crit-
ical coupling associated w i t h d3mamical mass generation is investigated for a variety 
of gauges; remarkably a lessening of this dependence is seen, despite the ansatz's 
origins f r o m a massless theory, which is improved further by constructing a hybr id 
system. 
As w i t h many studies in the past, we apply this ansatz to the three-dimensional 
non-compact formulat ion of QED, checking gauge covariance of the propagators 
through a momentum-space formulat ion of the Landau-Khalatnikov-Pradkin trans-
formations. The cri t ical dependence on the number of active fermions was investi-
gated, w i t h the gauge dependence of the condensate unresolved. As an aside, we 
found numerically tha t L K F transforming the propagators gave rise to a constant 
condensate; a fact supported analytically through an explicit proof. 
We t u r n our at tention towards QCD, where we explore a variety of phenomeno-
logical models, including the f u l l ghost-gluon system, in which we make comparisons 
between t radi t ional vertices and the new KP-vertex. These models are used in a 
determination of the physical quark condensate for massive quarks, through the 
exploitation of a class of non-positive definite solutions accessible for small quark 
masses. 
Finally, we examine Generahsed Ward-Takahashi identities, which hold promise 
to further constrain the tranvserse part of the vertex. The identi ty is shown to hold 
true at one-loop through an explicit calculation, and a constraint on one of the basis 
coefficients is given as an example of its use. 
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Introduction 
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) is arguably one of the most significant developments 
of the last one-hundred years. Combining the equally influential ideas of special 
relativity and quantum mechanics, and considering the fundamental particles dual 
to fields, we have a tool that provides a highly successful description of elementary 
processes. However, QFT is lacking with its inability to describe gravity, due to its 
non-renormalisability; and in this respect we may regard i t as an effective theory 
of some broader, more fundamental theory (string theory, for example). Ignoring 
gravity, valid at the scales we are interested in, we have a more pressing problem 
- that of giving mass to the particles of our theory. The Standard Model (SM) is 
given by the S'L''(3) x 5'L''(2) x C/(l)y gauge group with SU{3) describing the quark 
sector, coupled to the electroweak SU{2) x f / ( l ) y group. In principle the masses are 
input parameters - arising from Yukawa couplings between the hypothetical Higgs 
field and the fermions - and require significant fine-tuning to keep their scale with 
added loop corrections. This tuning process is an unsatisfactory byproduct of the 
Higgs mechanism, and one feels this should be unnecessary. The Higgs sector is 
of great interest to particle physicists, and its exploration together with searches 
for other new physics, is the primary focus of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 
CEHN, to come online Summer 2007. While the already running Tevatron reaches 
coUisions at 2 TeV, the LHC will reach 14 TeV. These high energies are achieved by 
colliding these massive particles, at the cost of significantly reduced signals and far 
more complicated background. 
At hadron-hadron coUiders, we in fact observe interactions between composite 
particles at very high energies. Because QCD exhibits the property of asymptotic 
freedom, whereby the coupling strength tends to zero as energy increases, pertur-
bation theory may be used to describe these short range effects. We have not, 
however, observed these coloured quarks and gluons in our detectors, owing to the 
phenomenon of confinement. We must separate the short range effects from the 
long range by introducing a factorisation scale. Linking the two regions together 
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is a difficult task, with the resulting parton shower and hadronisation modeled by 
Monte-Carlo event generators. A thorough understanding of these background pro-
cesses is necessary to have any hope of detecting the Higgs, let alone measure its 
quantum numbers or those of other new particles. 
A more interesting possibility would be if a scalar Higgs was found to be absent, 
or replaced by a composite field. Several such propositions have been made, for 
example Technicolour [1,2], and the Top quark condensate [3], which both draw 
influence from the dynamics observed in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD): con-
finement; and dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry. While the current mass of 
Ught quarks is of the order of a few MeV, their constituent mass significantly exceeds 
the scale as set by the Lagrangian. This generation of a mass gap has its origins with 
chiral symmetry breaking and the vacuum structure of QCD. Whereas the vacuum 
of quantum electrodynamics (QED) is considered to be nearly empty, the opposite 
is true for QCD owing to the strong coupling at low energies. Here, the vacuum is 
highly non-trivial, and is polarised due to long range correlations between quarks 
and antiquarks. These objects are called condensates, whose scale determines the 
mass generated. Much of QCD phenomenology is related to the scale of these chi-
ral condensates: a scale determined by a multitude of calculational techniques such 
as the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) and QCD sum-rules. In perturbation 
theory, all corrections to the mass are proportional to the mass appearing in the La-
grangian, and so dynamical mass generation is entirely non-pertm-bative in nature 
- as is the process of confinement. 
In order to study non-perturbative processes, we must resort to tools other than 
perturbation theory. While there exist many useful models of QCD, such as the 
Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model which shares the same symmetries, we are inter-
ested in a representation stemming from the Lagrangian of QCD. Our choices here 
are Lattice gauge theory and the Schwinger-Dyson equations, both of which have 
their own advantages and drawbacks. Working on the lattice involves discretising 
space-time, but to be computationally tractible we must confine ourselves to small 
volumes and unphysically large values for the quark masses. With the Schwinger-
Dyson equations, we can work in either Minkowski or Euclidean space, for any value 
of the quark mass - but we must deal with an infinite number of coupled integral 
equations. This forces the introduction of a truncation, which in turn produces a 
model dependence that is difficult to quantify. However, these two methods are 
entirely complementary in their strengths and weaknesses. 
In this thesis we will be concerned with the Schwinger-Dyson approach to non-
perturbative physics. Chapter 1 introduces the central concepts for both Abelian 
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and non-Abelian field theories, with a review of some basic principles and the intro-
duction of the Schwinger-Dyson equations. 
Chapter 2 concerns strongly coupled QED in four dimensions, which we use as a 
prototype field theory in the development of truncation schemes for the Schwinger-
Dyson equations, at the level of vertex ansatze. We show how the Ward-Green-
Takahashi identities constrain the longitudinal part of the vertex, and demonstrate 
how multiplcative renormalisability offers constraints on the transverse components. 
Chapter 3 apphes what is learnt to the three dimensional variant of QED, employing 
the Landau-Khalatnikov-Pradkin (LKF) transformation to study the gauge covari-
ance of the truncation scheme. 
In Chapter 4 we move towards non-Abelian models, i.e. QCD, and investigate 
the ensuing phenomenology. This brings us to Chapter 5, in which we study the 
dependence of the chiral condensate, the order parameter governing the breaking of 
chiral symmetry, on the the current quark mass in a variety of phenomenologically 
inspired models. 
We end with Chapter 6, which suggests how an additional class of Ward identities 
may be used to constrain the transverse part of vertex ansatze further. Further 
investigation of this may lead to improved models of the three point vertices in both 
QED and QCD. 
Chapter 1 
Background 
High-energy particle physics is the study of the fundamental building blocks of na-
ture. These particles interact with one another according to a set of rules, whose 
form and structure is determined and hinted at empirically through experiment. The 
observed physics obey conservation laws, and so the underlying symmetries may be 
described by constructing a Lagrangian that too exhibits these characteristics. The 
Lagrangian approach to QFT is standard, and may be found in any text book on 
Quantum Field Theory [4-8]. In reality we may take advantage of approximate sym-
metries in nature, which are then broken explicitly, spontaneously or dynamically -
a discussion of the latter may be found in [9]. We will introduce the gauge principle 
for both Abelian and non-Abelian field theories. This follows with the functional 
integral formalism, from which our main tools of this thesis, the Schwinger-Dyson 
equations are most naturally derived. 
1.1 The Gauge Principle 
Both quantum electrodynamics (QED) and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) are 
derived from the principle of gauge invariance. We write down an interaction for 
matter fields, in which our Lagrangian is (usually) trivially invariant under global 
gauge transformations. Vector fields and gauge interactions are introduced naturally 
by the generalisation of this global gauge transformation to one that depends upon 
the local space-time coordinate, while still requiring that the Lagrangian remains 
invariant. I t is this idea that leads to QED and QCD, which we now present. 
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1.1.1 Abelian Gauge Theories 
The simplest non-trivial gauge theory we can construct is one obeying an Abelian 
transformation. I f we take the free Dirac field ^ and write down its Lagrangian we 
have: 
C = i;{iy^'^^^-m)^P, ( L I ) 
where m is the unrenormalised bare mass, ip a fermionic field and 7^  the Dirac 
gamma matrices. We first note that this Lagrangian describing the free Dirac field 
is invariant under the global transformation: 
V ^ ^ ^ ' = e'"^^, ^ ip' = i>e-''^ , (1.2) 
where A is a constant that parametrises the change of phase. In order to obtain a 
gauge theory, and hence QED, we generahse this to a local gauge transformation; 
that is, we make the change A —> X{x). On employing this local transformation we 
find that the Lagrangian changes according to: 
£'^£ - e^pri^d^ X{x) , (1.3) 
and is thus not invariant under this local transformation. Invariance of the La-
grangian may be restored by replacing the usual derivative with the covariant 
one: 
d^^ = + ieA^. (1.4) 
This introduces a new vector field A^, that must also transform in a particular way 
to preserve gauge invariance of the Lagrangian: 
A'^ = + X{x) . (1.5) 
We now have a new Lagrangian that is invariant under local gauge transformations: 
C = i;{iIp^-mo)i> . (1.6) 
To finally obtain QED, our vector field must have a corresponding kinetic term in 
the Lagrangian. A term simply of the form A^A'^ would not be gauge invariant, and 
so we construct: 
CQED = ^ (2 45 - mo) ^ - \F,,F>''' , (1.7) 
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where we have introduced the field strength tensor F^i., a quantity invariant under 
local gauge transformations. Its definition is: 
F^. = d^A,- . (L8) 
We will see later that this gauge should be fixed during calculations by imposing 
a constraint on A^"; in covariant gauges this would be = 0. The method of 
introducing a Lagrange multipher to achieve this is the most useful for dynamical 
systems, and so we obtain: 
Jl^QED = i>{iip -7n)i: - \F,,F>^^ - 1 [d.A^f , (L9) 
where ^ is the so-called covariant gauge parameter, with ^ = 0,1 corresponding to 
Landau and Feynman gauges respectively. 
We note that the gauge principle is to construct the most general Lagrangian that 
obeys the transformations laid down by local gauge invariance. However, require-
ments such as renormahsability, and the neglection of topological terms, restrict the 
choices significantly - leaving just those terms presented in Eq. (1.9). In the next 
section we generalise the Abehan gauge principle to the non-Abelian gauge group, 
and so obtain the Lagrangian of Yang-Mills and hence QCD. 
1.1.2 Non-Abelian Gauge Theories 
For an Abelian gauge theory, we found that the Lagrangian of Eq. ( L I ) was in-
variant under the global gauge transformation of Eq. (1.2). Promoting this to a 
local transformation, by forming the covariant derivative and imposing appropriate 
transformation rules on the gauge field we arrived at QED. This may be extended 
to non-Abelian gauge theories by generalising the algebra embodying the transfor-
mation to be non-commutative in nature. Since we will ultimately be dealing with 
the SU(3) colour group, we shall concentrate upon semi-simple Lie algebras. The 
transformation for our fermion fields is given by: 
V^,(x) i;',{x) = Ui.i:, , U - exp(-^^'^A'^) , (1.10) 
where the are the usual generators of the underlying Lie algebra, and we shall 
consider all gauge transformations to be infinitesimal. For QCD we have the SU(3) 
group and so = A"/2, where A" is the standard Gell-Mann choice of basis [10]. In 
order to satisfy the requirements of group theory, the commutator algebra of the T 
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must close and so: 
e , t ' ' ] ^ i r ' ^ f , (1.11) 
where the f"*'^ are the totally antisymmetric structure constants characterising the 
group algebra. 
The fermionic fields are in the fundamental representation, and so the covariant 
derivative is defined: 
D^^d^-igA;{x)t\ (1.12) 
The gauge field ^ ^ ( x ) , later corresponding to the gluons of the theory, transforms 
according to the adjoint representation: 
AI{X)^A;'{X) ^ Al{x)--^d,X%x) + r'>^X''{x)Al{x) 
= A';,{x)--DfX\x), (1.13) 
with D^* the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation: 
= d.S'^" - g r'-A';,ix) . (1.14) 
The equivalent of the Abelian field strength tensor for non-Abelian gauge theories 
is: 
F ; , ( X ) = d M x ) - d^A^ix) - g r^Alix)Al{x) . (1 .15) 
where F^^{x) does not transform covariantly. Wi th this we find the covariant deriva-
tive satisfies the commutation relation [D^, D^] = —igtT^^. 
With these transformation rules in place, our Lagrangian for fermionic fields ip'^ is 
given by: 
£ = 5 ] {ij^D^ - m,) r - IF^UF'"'" , (1.16) 
and yields QCD for the 51/(3) colour group. 
This machinery leaves the Lagrangian of Eq. (1.16) invariant under local gauge 
transformations. However, we are now left with the task of quantizing the gauge 
theory. This is the process of identifying the physical degrees of freedom of the 
soon-to-be quantum field theory, and is traditionally done by employing canonical 
quantization when treating QED. For QCD however, one prefers the functional 
integral approach for this and hence one employs the Faddeev-Popov method to 
perform the gauge fixing. As alluded to earlier in the context of QED, this is a 
necessary step since we must pick out one representative gauge orbit of the theory to 
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avoid integrating over an infinite and equivalent gauge volume. This is also necessary 
for performing the matrix inversion when we derive the photon propagator. 
1.2 Functional Integral Methods 
So far we have introduced the classical Lagrangian for both QED and QCD. We 
have not, however, yet arrived at a quantum field theory. In order to proceed, we 
must quantize the theory. The traditional approach is to promote the classical fields 
(p{x) to operators ip{x) via canonical commutation relations [11,12]. Difficulties with 
the canonical method arise when applied to QED due to the gauge freedom, which 
are circumventing by a gauge-fixing procedure. However, this is not sufficient in 
QCD and the canonical method remained inapplicable until the work of Kugo and 
Ojima [13-15]. Before this, Feynman introduced the functional integral approach 
[16] which we will introduce below. Here the Lagrangian is regarded as classical with 
c-numbered fields, thus preserving the same classical sjonmetries. One final method 
for quantization is achieved via the stochastic formalism [17] which treats the fields 
as stochastic variables. This draws analogy between the expressions of the path-
integral method in Euclidean space with statistical physics and thermodynamics. 
Since the path-integral approach will prove to be the most direct method for 
deriving the Schwinger-Dyson equations, we shall concentrate on this formalism. 
A quantum field theory is completely characterised by its Green's functions, which 
written as a functional integral over fields are: 
m i ^ ^ ^ - 0 i ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ % l ^ : ^ ; ^ ^ " > . (1.17) 
Here, (p(x) is the classical scalar field at space-time point x, and T indicates the 
operators are time-ordered. The quantity S is the classical action: 
S j d^xCix) . (1.18) 
We may write Eq. (1.17) with a more compact notation [18,19] by the introduction 
of an external source J. The Green's functions of Eq. (1.17) are then obtained by 
taking functional derivatives with respect to these external sources: 
( o ] r [ ^ ( x i ) - - - ^ ( x „ ) ] | o ) ^ ^ ^ " ^ t ^ ] 
Z[0] 5J{xi)---5J{Xn) 
(1.19) 
J = 0 
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where Z is the generating functional for the bosonic field, given by: 
Z\J\ = JV[ip] exp i Jd^x{C + J <f) :i.2o) 
The two-point Green's function, or propagator for a free bosonic field is thus: 
5^Z [J] 
{0\Tmx,Mx2)] |0) 
5Jixi)SJ{x2) 
iApixi -X2) . (1.21) 
In the case of fermionic fields, the generating functional would be: 
Z [r?, f},A = j T>[il>^A] exp i j d^x {£ + ipr] + f j i / j + J^A^) [1.22) 
where we have employed the shorthand VltpipA] = 'D['ip]'D[ip]'D[A]. The corre-
sponds to the gauge field, with an associated external source J''. The fermionic 
fields ^p and come with Grassmann-valued source terms f j and rj. The two point 
fermionic propagator is given by: 
(0 |T ^ (x i )^ (x2) |0) 
S'Z[v,fj] 
Z[0,0,0] Sfi{x,)5 {-ri{x2)) 
= iSp^Xi - X2) 
J=T;=7 )=0 
(1.23) 
where the rightmost equality is in the free-field case. Note the functional derivative 
with respect to -77 to account for the Grassmannian algebra. 
In the forthcoming sections, it will be useful to define some more quantities 
in connection with functional integrals. The first is the concept of the connected 
Green's function; that is, the class of diagrams that contribute towards the S-matrix. 
The generating functional for connected Green's functions, W, is defined by: 
.Z[f?,?7,J] = exp(W[^,77,J]) , (1.24) 
and is related to another quantity, the proper vertex or effective action F [i/i, •i/ ' , A ] : 
W [f], T], J] = iT [ip, 7p,A]+i J d'^x [i)r] + f ) t + A^J"] , (1.25) 
from which we can obtain one-particle irreducible Green's functions. We thus need 
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to define: 
J ^ - A - i ^ - ^ 
(1.26) 
MA] _ J 
' 5A^ ' ' 5^ - ' " ' 
which we must remember are functionals. We refer to these as the classical fields. 
1.2.1 Quantization of Gauge Theories 
If we ignore fermionic fields, the generating functional for a general gauge field 
is given by: 
[J] = jv[A] exp i j d^x [C + Al) (1.27) 
As i t stands, the Lagrangian C and the measure I>[A] are both gauge invariant, 
but the source term is not. Thus our generating functional does not respect gauge 
invariance, and hence our Green's functions are gauge dependent quantities. If we 
ignore fermionic fields and concentrate on the gauge part, our Lagrangian is given 
by: 
c = . (1.28) 
On attempting to quantize the gauge field, we encounter a difficulty associated with 
the freedom of gauge. On performing the integral over gauge configurations, we have 
an overcounting due to equivalent field configurations. In order for the generating 
functional to yield physically meaningful results, we must restrict the functional to 
pick out only one representative gauge-orbit. This is achieved by placing a restriction 
upon the gauge field AJ^ , which may be written in generality as: 
G^A^ = . (L29) 
This condition must be satisfied by all ^1° as a function of the gauge parameter. A**. 
To introduce this constraint in the functional integral, we insert unity in the form 
of a functional integral: 
AG[A] J V[[[ A"]5 - S") = 1 , (1.30) 
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which is directly evaluated to give: 
AG[A] = det MG , with (MG(XI ,xa) ) at_S{G^ 4 '^"(xi)) 
5X'>{x2) 
Thus putting Eq. (1 .30) in our expression for the generating functional, we find 
( 1 . 3 1 ) 
Z[J] = J V[A] det MG JJ ^ (^ "4^ "^ - B") exp i J (fx (£ + A^) . (1 .32) 
The delta function may be removed, thus imposing the gauge fixing condition of 
Eq. (1 .29) , by introducing a Gaussian integral centered on B" and integrating over 
the auxiliary field functionally: 
Z[J] - J V[AB] det M G exp i j d'^x (^C + B'^G^A^ + ^ {B^f + J'^" A° 
(1 .33) 
This only affects the overall normalisation of the functional and is hence unimpor-
tant. We thus obtain, for arbitrary constant ^, the following form for the generating 
functional: 
[J] = J V[A] det M G exp i J d^x (>C - ( G " ^ ; ) ' + J"^ A^ (1 .34) 
If we employ the covariant gauge C — 9^ we see that this gauge fixing condition is 
equivalent to adding: 
1.35) CGF^-~Ad,A^{x)f 
2e 
to the Lagrangian. In this same gauge, the matrix M G of Eq. ( 1 . 3 1 ) is given by: 
( M G ( X , y ) t = {^'^'d'' - gr'"^d''A;) 5\x - y) . (1 .36) 
I t is here that the famous Faddeev-Popov procedure [20] is employed. For an Abelian 
theory, /"'"^ ~ 0 and so the determinant det M G is a constant. This is similarly true in 
both Coulomb and Axial gauges. However, in the covariant gauge, the determinant 
depends upon the gauge parameter A^ and hence is no longer a constant. I t must 
be considered carefully for i t will contribute towards the physical predictions. The 
method of Faddeev and Popov is to exponentiate this determinant by introducing 
an additional field, called the Faddeev-Popov ghost, and so obtain an effective 
Lagrangian. 
1 1 
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1.2.2 Faddeev-Popov Ghosts 
The dependence of the Faddeev-Popov determinant on the gauge field, together with 
the gauge coupling constant g, gives rise to an added complication when dealing with 
non-Abehan gauge theories. To deal with this, we write the determinant in terms 
of a fictitious complex field x"(a;) that belongs to the adjoint representation of the 
gauge group SU(3), is Grassmannian but whose propagator turns out to be bosonic: 
detMG = j P[xx1exp|-i j d'x.d'x^x^^x,) {MG{xr,x^)tx\x2)^ . (1.37) 
Simple integration by parts allows us to rewrite the exponent, so: 
detMG = J P[xx1exp|i J d'x (d^x'^^ix)) Dl^'x^x)^ , (1.38) 
where we have relabelled Xi to x. In the next section we put this machinery together 
in the context of QCD. We will find that the ghosts cannot appear in physical final 
states because they have the wrong spin statistics. 
On putting in the terms corresponding to the quark fields together with their 
sources we obtain the generating functional of QCD: 
Z[J,a,a*,T],f}]= jP[AxX*V'V^]exp|i / d ^ x i c p + CG + CGF + Cpp 
(1.39) 
J"^ + x V + a*x ^r? + ^ V j I • 
Where the Lagrangian has been decomposed into its constituent parts: 
CGF = {dAf , Cpp = (d'^xn Dfx' • 
1.2.3 B R S T invariance 
Instead of employing the fictitious complexified ghost field x", we can instead intro-
duce two real fields c and c, related to x" by: 
= (c« + ic")/x/2 . (1.40) 
12 
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The functional of Eq. (1.39) is minimally changed to: 
Z[J,a,a,T],f]] = jP[Acci/'^] exp j z jd^xi^Cp + Co + CQF + Cpp 
+Air'' + ca + CTC -t- V^ r? + #^  I , (1.41) 
and the Faddeev-Popov part of the Lagrangian changes from ip^x"'*) D'^^x'' to: 
CFP = i {d^e) D^'c" , (1.42) 
taking into account the Grassmann property that = = 0. 
Starting with the Lagrangian of QCD, keeping this time the auxiliary field 5" 
(and remembering the condition of Eq. (1.29)), we have: 
£ = {i^D, - m ) i j - -^{Pp' + i {B"f + B'^d^Al +1 (d,^) Dfc' , (1.43) 
with the fermion and gauge part of the Lagrangian invariant under the local gauge 
transformation. However, the gauge-fixing and Faddeev-Popov part of the La-
grangian are not invariant. The possibihty that this invariance may be restored 
by exploiting the simultaneous transform of the ghost fields was explored by Becchi, 
Rouet, Stora [21] and independently by Tyutin [22]. 
We akeady found that the Cp + JO-G part of the Lagrangian was invariant under 
the local gauge transformations: 
Al ^ A'^ = A;- -^DfX" , ^ ^ V' = V' - if'X''^ . (1.44) 
As an ansatz, Becchi et al. proposed the following connection between the ghost 
fields c, c and the gauge parameter A'*(x) 
-^A"(a;) = SXc^ix) , (1.45) 
where ^A(x) is an infinitesimal Grassmannian number and anti-commutes with c. 
Our gauge transformations of Eq. (1.44) become: 
A^-^ A'^ ^ Al + 5XDl^c'' , ip ^ij' = iP + i6Xgt''c''7p . (1.46) 
The Cp + Co part of the Lagrangian remains invariant under this new transfor-
13 
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mation. We can make the remaining CGF + CFP part invariant by introducing the 
following transformation laws for the ghost fields: 
c«-> c'-^  = c« + l a a ^ " , c'" = - ^^Ar '^cV . (1.47) 
This auxiliary field B^ simply transforms as S ° —» B'" = S". The most general QCD 
Lagrangian that may be constructed by recourse to BRS and anti-BRS invariance, 
neglecting topological terms is [23]: 
C = ^ ( i 7 M Z 5 ^ - m ) ^ - i ( F ; j ' - ^ ( a , ^ ° ^ ) ^ 
(1.48) 
+ f ( l - f ) I {ar'-^cf + z^D^'cfd^c" + ^ ( l - f ) d-^D^'c' . 
Any gauge choice a ^ 0,2 will result in a four-ghost interaction, with a — 1 pro-
viding the hermitian case where c can be viewed as the antiparticle of c. We choose 
here to work with linear covariant gauges, employing the usual Faddeev-Popov La-
grangian with real ghosts, by setting a = 0: 
C = ^{i^'^D^-m)i>-^[F^,Y-^{d,A'''^f + id>'cf^Dfc\ (1.49) 
Furthermore, our studies of QCD will be restricted to the Landau gauge, ^ = 0 due 
to the simpHfications that occur. 
1.3 Ward-Green-Takahashi Identities 
The Ward-Green-Takahashi [24-26] identities are most readily obtained using the 
path integral formalism just presented. Here, we start with the generating func-
tional, Eq. (1.22), with the QED Lagrangian of Eq. (1.9): 
Z[v,V,J] = J P [ A ^ ^ ] | e x p i J dxC{A^,^,i>) + A^J'' + T]1p + T]1p (1.50) 
We wish to make an infinitesimal gauge transformation of this functional, which 
should be left invariant under such changes. This is because a gauge transformation 
amounts to nothing more than a shift in the variables, that leave an integral un-
changed. By varying the functional, we need only worry about the gauge fixing term 
and the coupling to the external sources for these are not gauge invariant. With 
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A(a;) parameterising the gauge transformation, we have: 
Z + 6Z = Jv[ArPi!]!.expiJdx{C{A^,ij,i>) + A^J^ + f]ij + T]'ip) 
(1.51) 
We may use integration by parts on the variation terms to ehminate the derivatives 
acting upon the A, and expand the exponential to 0{X) exploiting the infinitesimal 
transformation: 
5Z X ' [ A V V ' ] | exp i j dx {C{A^, ^, V ' ) + A^J" + r?-!/) + r]ip) 
V 
(a^^") - d^^J" + ie [ipr] - # ) ) iX{x) > . (1.52) 
The condition 5 2 = 0 is wr i t t en as a funct ional differential equation acting upon 
the generating funct ional Z: 
'6rj{x) 'Sfj{x)J C ""SJ.l 
Z[J,r),fi] = 0 (1.53) 
We may t r iv ia l ly rewrite this i n terms of connected Green's functions, Eq. (1.24), 
by use of the proper vertex, Eq. (1.25): 
'SA^ix) 5i){x) 5^{x)J ^ 
2 [ J , 7 7 , 7 ? ] - 0 . (1.54) 
The Ward-Green-Takahashi for QED in coordinate space is then obtained by taking 
funct ional derivatives w i t h respect to il> and ip, and setting the fields A, tp and •ip 
equal to zero: 
6t^ 
5^r 
6ip{z)Sip{y)5A^^{x) 
J 6r ^ 6T 
le 
(1.55) 
6ilj{z)6ip{x) 
Fourier transforming to momentum space, we find: 
q^T'^ip, q,p + q) = S^' (p + q) - S^\p) 
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which is the well-known Ward-Green-Takahashi identi ty ( W G T I ) in momentum 
space, w i t h q = k — p. On taking the g —> 0 l i m i t of this, we obtain the first 
Ward identity: 
(1.57) 
We may obtain a fur ther Ward-identi ty for the photon by taking Eq. (1.54), but 
this t ime we differentiate w i t h respect to the field A^. On setting the fields to zero 
we f ind : 
5 ^ 
^ 5A,{y)5A^{x) i 
whose Fourier transform yields: 
d l 5 \ x - y ) (1.58) 
(1.59) 
This tells us the transverse part of the photon receives no higher order corrections, 
at least i n linear covariant gauges. 
1.4 Schwinger-Dyson Equations 
The start ing point for the derivation of the Schwinger-Dyson equations is the fact 
that the funct ional integral of a t o t a l derivative is zero: 
/ I ' M ^ - O . (1.60) 
I f we use Eq. (1.60) in the context of a simple scalar theory, we can wri te: 
0 = j V[<f\j^e^pi^i{^S{ip) + j dxJ^^ (1.61) 
6S 
Sep 
+ J eK^lyi[S{ip) + j d x J i f ^ ^ . (1.62) 
In terms of the generating funct ional Z this can be wr i t t en as a differential equation: 
. i ( -4)+- ' ]^i ' ' i=°-
We w i l l now derive the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the fermion propagator and 
gauge boson propagator of QED. Following this we present the equations for QCD, 
whose derivations are contained w i t h i n [27,28]. 
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1.4.1 Fermion S D E 
To derive the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the fermion equation of QED, we take 
the derivative w i t h respect to V j ( a ; ) : 
V [AiP^ ^ exp [iS {A^, ^, ^) + A^J^ + ^r] + V^P} 
Z['r],r],J] . 
5S 
_Sip{x) \ 5J' 5ri' 6T] 
The action 5 is given by: 
I — ,I— 1 + r]{x) (1.64) 
2 4 
(1.65) 
Performing the funct ional derivative we have: 
0 = Z[fj,r,,J] . (1.66) 
Since we are interested in the two point Green's funct ion, we take one more func-
t ional derivative w i t h respect to '>l}{y): 
6{x-y)Z%n.J\-{i^ - m + e r { - ^ ) J ^ ^ Z % r ) , J \ S F [ x - y ) . (1.67) 
We use the defini t ion of the connected Green's functions to remove Z , via Eq. (1.24) 
and apply the chain rule to obtain: 
. (L68) 
We can now divide out this extra factor Z = exp ( W [r], ij, J]) and rewrite i n terms 
of the classical fields, Eq. (1.26), to arrive at: 
5{x-y)-(^i^ -m + ej'^A.ix) + e ^ j j ^ ^ j S, F i x - y ) = 0. (1.69) 
The inverse propagator is given brewrite i n terms of the : 
6^r 
Silj{x)SiJj{y) 
(1.70) 
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and so we have: 
6J^^{x) 
S p i x - y ) = 
,4 5A,{z) 5 / 6^T 
- e f d^zd*ud^w{-i)^^^4^SF{x-w)T,{u,w,z)SF{w,y) 
J ^J^'{x) 
-ie J d'^zd'^ud^wD^^{x, Z)SF{X - w)Vi, {u, w; z) SF{W, y) . 
(1.71) 
We now take Eq. (1.69) w i t h external fields set to zero, mul t ip ly through by Sp^{y, y'), 
integrate w i t h respect to y' and relabel to find: 
Sp\x,y) = -{i^ - m)5{x - y) 
-ze^ j d*z d^D^-^ix, Z)J^SF{X, U)T^{U, y; z) . (1.72) 
This is the SDE for the fermion propagator of Q E D in coordinate space. Performing 
the Fourier t ransform gives the usual momentum space equation: 
5 ^ ' ( p ) - / - r n o - - — 4 / d'krS{k)T''{k,p;k-p)D,,ik-p) , (1.73) 
(27r) J 
and is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: Tiie unquenched fermion SDE. Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and ver-
tices. 
1.4.2 Photon S D E 
The derivation for the photon proceeds similarly to tha t of the fermion. We vary 
the action w i t h respect to the external photon field: 
0 = 
^5 
—I 
5 . 6 , 
. 2 — ) +V) 
6Af,{x) V SJ' Sfj' 6r] 
Z[T],r],J] . (1.74) 
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Performing the derivative w i t h respect to the action yields: 
0 = 1 -1) S A j i6\ ( - i b - e 1 — 1 7^ 8r] 5r] .W[fj,7,,J] 
(1.75) 
We have already substituted in the generating funct ional for connected Green's 
functions. We now use Eq. (1.25) to replace this W w i t h the proper vertex funct ion 
r through the Legendre transformation: 
5T 
SAf,{x) 
I 
d'g^u - 1 - - a^a. A^ix) - ze7^ 
5'ip{x)tp{x) 
(1.76) 
We want the photon propagator, so we take a fur ther derivative w i t h respect to A^ 
at a different space-time point, y: 
5Au{y)5A^,{x) A=Tp=ip=0 d'^9ix^ ~ ~ ^) ^^^^ 
S{x-y) 
6^r 
- 1 
ip=ip=0 ) ?)A^{y) \ b'4){x)'^{x) 
To perform the funct ional derivative of an inverse mat r ix one uses 
(1.77) 
-M-
w i t h 
M = 
6A. 
-M M-^ (1.78) 
(1.79) 
6'ip{xi)Sip{x2) ' 
and the appropriate integrals i n the relation implied. This reduces Eq. (1.77) to: 
5^T 
6A^{y)5A^{x) 
1 
= ^-^]d^d. 6{x-y) + U^,{xuX2) , {1.80) 
w i t h the photon polarisation tensor given by the expression: 
n = • ^ ( y ( '^'^ 
I V ^"^^^"^'^^{s^p^^Mx,)) 6A^iy)Si;{xMx,) \6^{x,)6,^{x) 
(1.81) 
The derivatives w i t h respect to these proper vertices can be idenfified w i t h the 
connected two and three point Green's functions of the theory, and so we arrive at 
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the photon SDE in coordinate space: 
[D^,]-\x,y) 7 - 1 d^d^ 6{x - y) 
+iNfe^ J d''xid'x2TrD[7^SFix,x,)r,{xuX2;y)Sp{x2,x)] . (1.82) 
This can then be Fourier transformed to momentum space, yielding the usual fo rm 
of the SDE for the photon propagator: 
+ n ^ ^ ( g ) . (1.83) 
w i t h the photon polarisation vector: 
n ^ , ( g ) = / d'kTro [rSF{k)r{k, k - q)SF{k - q)] . (1.84) 
(27r) J 
This is represented diagrammatically in Fig . 1.2, where we have generalised the 
par t i t ioning of the loop momenta by the parameter 77. 
k + Tjq 
- 1 - 1 
W W \ ^ A A A A / * = V W W W W W — Nf 
k - T T - ri)q 
Figure 1.2: The unquenched photon SDE. Filled dots indicate fuU propagators and ver-
tices. 
1.4.3 Schwinger-Dyson Equations for QCD 
We have derived the Schwinger-Dyson equations for quantum electrodynamics which 
involve just one three-point Green's funct ion, the fermion-boson vertex, and two 
corresponding to the propagators for the fermion and photon. QCD, however, is 
a much more complicated animal as a result of its non-Abelian structure, and so 
we have SDEs for the ghost, gluon and quarks. These in t u r n require knowledge 
of the quark-gluon vertex, 3- and 4-gluon vertices and the ghost-gluon vertex. The 
Schwinger-Dyson equations are necessarily more comphcated than for Abelian the-
ories, w i t h the Yang-Mills sector involving diagrams tha t are two-loop in nature in 
addition to one-loop forms. Of particular importance here are the diagrams proving 
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self-interactions. 
We w i l l employ the Lagrangian of Eq. (1.49), which must s t i l l be renormalised. 
This is done according to the following field renormalisation prescription: 
9 = ZgQR , i = Z(^U , V'V^ = Z2'ipRipR , 
c^c" = ZSS},C'R , A; = ZI^'AIR , (1.85) 
w i t h the subscript R indicating the renormalised quantity. I n addit ion to this, the 
vertices for the ghost-gluon (F^) , three-gluon (T^^p), four-gluon (F^J,p;^), and quark-
gluon (F^) interactions are renormalised via: 
(1.86) 
These factors are related through the Slavnov-Taylor identities, for which: 
Zi = ZgZ^^^, Z\ — ZgZsZl^^, ZiF — ZgZlj'^Z^, Z = Z'^gZ\ . (1.87) 
The prescription of Eq. (1.85) leads to the following renormalisation for the propa-
gators of the theory: 
D§{k) = Z^'Dcik) , (Ghost) 
D^.ik) = Z^'D^^ik), (Gluon) (1.88) 
S§{k) = Z^'Spik) , (Quark) 
where again the superscript R indicates the renormalised quantity. 
Pu t t ing these together, and dropping the R f r o m now on, the ghost Schwinger-
Dyson equations presented directly in Euclidean space, following the notat ion of [27], 
is: 
[Dcip)]-' = Z,\D^°\P)Y' 
+ Z i ( - A ^ e ) ^ J d'kTf{p,k)D,^{p-k)T,{k,p)DG{k), 
where the superscript (0) indicates the quanti ty is hare. This SDE we show dia-
grammatically in Fig. 1.3. 
The Schwinger-Dyson equation for the gluon propagator has been similarly de-
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rived [28], in which we neglect the contribution from quark loops: 
[Dip)];!; = Z,[D^'\p)];l + Z,^,ld'kT<~^\p,k)DG{p-k)Uk,p)DG{p) 
- jd'kTfl{p,k)D,,,{p-k)T,,,„,{k,p)D„Ak) 
- 4^0? Jd%d%Tf^^,D,,,{k2)D,Ap-h-k2) 
x r p v v a ' ( p , h,k2)Dxy{ki) 
- ^ 4 ^ ' jd%d%T^XxI^,,,{p-k,-h)D^Ak2) 
xrp'c<7'(p - k i - k2, k2)Dc^<^\p - k])Tc^>^x'{p - ki, ki)Dx\'iki) . 
(1.90) 
Whose diagrammatic fo rm we again see in Fig . 1.3. 
'QMOOOOOOOO' - 5 '"0"0"0"crO"(5 
- 5 'OOOOO 
OTTO 
Figure 1.3: The quenched ghost and gluon Schwinger-Dyson equations for the Faddeev-
Popov Lagrangian. Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and vertices. 
Dashed lines represent ghosts and springs show gluons. 
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Finally, we have at this level of Green's functions the Schwinger-Dyson equation 
for the quarks. Fig. 1.4. Their derivation is similar to that for QED, w i t h the 
addit ion of the appropriate colour group factors: 
[S{p)]-'= [S^'\p)Y'- Z , F ^ , Id'kTf''{p,k)D,^{p-k)S{k)Tl[p,k) . (1.91) 
(27r) J 
A common method of solving the SDE, Eqs. (1.90, 1.89, 1.91), is to expand each 
Green's funct ion to a given order i n the coupling a. Here we wish to undertake 
studies in which this coupling is not small, and so perturbat ion theory is inapphcable. 
B y introducing ansatze for the higher order Green's functions (vertices), we can 
coUapse the inf ini te tower that is the Schwinger-Dyson equations and so solve for 
the propagators of the theory. I t is this approach that we take throughout this 
thesis. 
+ 
Figure 1.4: The quark Schwinger-Dyson equation for the Faddeev-Popov Lagrangian. 
Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and vertices. Springs show gluons and 
unbroken lines are for quarks. 
1.5 Landau-Khalatnikov-Fradkin Transformation 
The Landau-Khalatnikov-Pradkin ( L K F ) transformations [29,30] are a set of rules 
for relating Greens functions in one gauge to that of another. They are most eas-
i ly derived and presented in coordinate space [31] where we have for the photon 
propagator: 
D^,{x, A ) = D^,{x, 0) + d^d^^ix) , (1.92) 
and for the fermion propagator: 
5 ( x , A ) - S{x, o)e(^(^)-^(°))'=' , (1.93) 
where A ( x ) is some funct ion corresponding to the particular gauge fixing choice. I n 
linear covariant gauges, such as those employed throughout this thesis we have the 
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explicit f o r m in d-dimensions: 
I f we insert Eq. (1.94) into Eq. (1.92) and perform a Foiurier transform, we obtain 
the famihar result: 
V p' J p"- p^ 
The gauge dependent part is separate f r o m the wave-function renormahsation, Qip'^), 
which is a gauge-invariant object. 
The transformation for the fermion propagator requires direct evaluation of the 
funct ion A . Employing dimensional regularisation we have: 
a quanti ty tha t is divergent in 4-dimensions, creating additional complexity in per-
forming the transformation. However, i f we work in just three space-time dimen-
sions: 
A ( x ) = - f ^ . (1.97) 
The corresponding transformation for the Fermion propagator is then easily wr i t t en 
in coordinate space: 
Six,O = S{x,0)e-^\ (1.98) 
where the parameter a is equal to e^^/(87r). 
One may similarly wri te down the L K F transformation for the three-point vertex 
of QED, f r o m Landau gauge to arbi t rary gauge | . I f we define the non-amputated 
vertex (in momentum space) as: 
B^{k,p) = SF{k)T,{k,p;q)SFip)D^Ak - P) , (1.99) 
where F^ is the amputated vertex, then the corresponding L K F transformation, in 
position space, is: 
B,{x,y,z;A) = B ^ ( x , y , 0)e^^[^W-^(^-^)l 
+ SF{X - y; o ) e ^ ' [ ^ W - ^ ( ^ - ^ ) l ^ [A(a; - z) - A{z - y)] .(1.100) 
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Wri t ing the part ia l ly amputated vertex as: 
A^(fc,p) = SF{k)r^{k,p; q)SF{p) , (1.101) 
its L K F transformation is just given by [31]: 
A^(x , y, z- A ) = A^(x , y, z- Q)e-'\^W-^i-y)] . (1.102) 
We must of course include the appropriate Fourier transformations between coordi-
nate space and momentum space (and vice-versa), which compUcates the application 
of the L K F transform. Regularisation of the integrals, necessary in renormaUsable 
quantum field theories, brings further difficulties i n applying L K F to propagators 
and vertices. 
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Q E D in Four Dimensions 
Strongly coupled QED has been extensively studied in the literature, for i t promises 
to give us insight into the non-perturbative treatment of quantum field theories. 
Its gauge transformation is governed by the AbeUan U{1) group; there are thus 
no self-interactions between the gauge fields tha t comphcate the studies of Q C D . 
However, since we choose to work w i t h a coupling of C ( l ) - much like in Q C D 
- we are prohibited from a direct application of perturbat ion theory, and so non-
perturbative methods must be employed. 
The Schwinger-Dyson equations for the two-point Green's functions of QED were 
derived and presented in Sect. 1.4. I t is from these tha t our non-perturbative treat-
ment begins. However, all is not so straightforward for these two-point correlation 
functions involve three-point Green's functions - the fermion-boson vertex - which 
in t u r n obeys its own SDE, involving Green's functions of progressively higher order. 
Thus our Schwinger-Dyson equations fo rm an inf ini te tower of non-linear integral 
equations, giving rise to a system so complicated i t would be impossible to solve as 
a whole. I t is at this point that we are forced to introduce some fo rm of t runcat ion. 
Perturbation theory, applicable only i f the coupling were small, would simply gener-
ate al l of the one-particle irreducible Feynman diagrams we are all so famihar w i t h . 
Instead, we introduce an ansatz for one of the higher-order Green's functions - i n 
principle the three-point funct ion - so as to collapse our tower of Schwinger-Dyson 
equations to the basic building blocks, the propagators of the theory. This neces-
sitates the belief that the inclusion of even higher order Green's functions should 
not drastically change those of lowest order. Put another way: do we really need to 
know the 100-point Green's funct ion to describe the propagators? 
I t is hoped tha t what we learn w i t h regards to four-dimensional QED may be 
applicable, or at least serve as a guide, to t runcat ing and solving other strongly 
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coupled field theories. We refer, of course, to quantum chromodynamics, whose 
features of asymptotic freedom and confinement give rise t o regions tha t may or 
may not be probed by perturbation theory respectively. We w i l l explore this i n 
forthcoming chapters, but for now focus on Abelian theories i n the hope of developing 
appropriate techniques and tools applicable to the non-Abehan field theory that is 
Q C D . 
I n this chapter we demonstrate how consideration of the symmetries of the 
gauge theory gives rise to constraints on the f o r m of the non-perturbative vertex. 
The W G T I and Ward identities fo rm the basis of the well-known Ba l l -Ch iu vertex 
that constrains the longitudinal part, while imposing multiplicative renormalisabil-
i ty ( M R ) yields the largely successful Curtis-Pennington vertex for quenched Q E D . 
We proceed to discuss the novel ansatz of Kizilersi i and Pennington that respects 
M R for the massless unquenched theory. This follows w i t h a detailed numerical in-
vestigation of these vertices in different gauges, so determining the cri t ical coupling 
and quant i fying the residual gauge dependence. 
2.1 The General Fermion-Boson Vertex 
The non-perturbative fermion-boson vertex of QED, T^{k,p;q), must satisfy sev-
eral key constraints [31]. Not only does i t obey its own Schwinger-Dyson equation. 
Fig . 2.1, i n which is hidden twelve coupled integral equations, but i t must satisfy 
the Ward-Green-Takahashi identi ty ( W G T I ) of Eq. (1.56), and be free of kinematic 
singularities by satisfying its differential fo rm, the Ward identity, Eq. (1.57). I n 
the weak-couphng l i m i t , the vertex r^^{k,p;q) must reduce to the bare-vertex, j^; 
they must also share the same transformation under charge conjugation, C, and the 
Lorentz transformations P and T. The f u l l vertex is required to satisfy gauge covari-
ance, as exhibited through the L K F transformations [29,30]. Note that satisfying 
the W G T I is not sufficient for this constraint, for i t acts only upon the longitudinal 
part of the vertex. Finally, our vertex F*^  must ensure tha t mult ipl icat ive renormal-
isabihty is preserved in the SDEs, a requirement tha t is not t r iv ia l ly satisfied. 
+ 
Figure 2.1: The Schwinger-Dyson equation for fermion-boson vertex in QED. Note the 
four-fermion scattering kernel in the loop. 
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2.1.1 The Ward-Green-Takahashi Identity 
I n gauge theories, i t is necessary to pick out a representative orb i t out of inf ini te ly 
many, thereby removing (in QED at least) an infini te constant i n the pa th integral. 
This is achieved using the t radi t ional method of introducing a Lagrange multipUer. 
Doing so breaks the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian, though this symmetry is 
s t i l l manifest in the action leaving physical quantities independent of the gauge 
parameter. This principle of gauge invariance leads to the Ward-Green-Takahashi 
identities, whose satisfaction is required to all orders in perturbat ion theory, and 
indeed non-perturbatively. Whi ls t these identities exist for Green's functions of al l 
orders, i t is those tha t concern the three-point functions that we focus upon here. 
For the fermion-boson vertex of quantum electrodynamics we have: 
q,T>'{k,p;q)^Sp'{k)-S:^'{p) . (2.1) 
From here, we make our first a t tempt to satisfy condition one of the vertex as 
given above. We know tha t the vertex may be wr i t t en in terms of longitudinal and 
transverse components: 
r^(A;,p; q) = r^(A;,p; q) + r^(A;,p; q), (2.2) 
where the transverse part satisfies the transversality condit ion q^Tt^{k,p;q) = 0, 
w i t h the outgoing photon momentum. Fig. 2.2. This means that the transverse 
part is b l ind to the W G T I , so i t is solely the longitudinal part that must satisfy 
Eq. (2.1): 
q,r^ik,p) = q,Tl{k,p) = S^\k) - S^'ip) . (2.3) 
We can clearly see a t r i v i a l way of satisfying the W G T I f r o m the longitudinal part 
by wr i t ing : 
riik,p) = ^{S^\k)-S]^\p)) , (2.4) 
q 
k < p 
Figure 2.2: Fermion-vector boson vertex and its momenta. 
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and using this in an at tempt to specify the f u l l vertex: 
V^ik,?) = ^ {S]^\k) - S^\p)) + (^9^^ - ^ ) Uk,p) , (2.5) 
where the second term is the as yet unconstrained transverse part Tj,{k,p). I t is 
clear that this satisfies the W G T I independently of the choice of the transverse part . 
However, we must also satisfy the Ward identi ty - that is to say we must have a 
unique l im i t when k p: 
F^(p,p) = ^mr^{k,p;q) = . (2.6) 
Taking this same hmi t in Eq. (2.5) we find: 
which can only satisfy the Ward identi ty i f the transverse part also has the following 
hmit : 
T-iP'P) = • (2-8) 
Though the W G T I is satisfied for any funct ion T^, the Ward identi ty requires a very 
specific f o r m of in the q 0 l im i t . This connection arises because the Ward 
identi ty is only the l im i t of the W G T I i f F^ is free of kinematic singularities at 
q'^ = 0, whereas our construction, Eq. (2.4), has such a singularity. 
Instead of starting w i t h the Ward-Green-Takahashi identity, as we attempted 
previously, we begin w i t h the W a r d identity of Eq. (1.57). I n general we can write the 
inverse fermion propagator i n terms of i t ' s Dirac-odd and Dirac-even components: 
S^'{p)^A{p')^+B{p-'), (2.9) 
and so the Ward identi ty gives: 
r^(p,p) = -Q^ = ^ip'h" + 2A'{p')p^^ + 2B'{p')p^ . (2.10) 
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I f we now wri te this in a (fc,p)-symmetric fashion we find: 
r^{p,p) = l i m 
k->p 
I {A{e) + A{p^)) r + \ "^^^2 + P T {¥+1^ 2 ^ ^ ' " ' • 2 fc2-p2 
(2.11) 
Making the identification T^'ip^p) = r ^ ( p , p ) + T^{p,p) and not ing tha t Eq. (2.11) 
also satisfies the W G T I , we find that we can specify the longitudinal part to be: 
r%a(k,p)^n(k.p) = I {A(k^)+A(p')) r + 1 •^''^^^ -_ (k+prw+ 
(2.12) 
There are some additional constraints found w i t h this construction. Not only is the 
transverse part of the vertex perpendicular to the photon momentum, F" = 0, 
but: 
r^(p,p) = 0 , (2.13) 
i.e., the transverse part of the vertex is zero in the l im i t of vanishing photon mo-
mentum. The f u l l vertex is thus decomposed into two pieces, the longitudinal piece 
and the transverse piece: 
T^{k,p) = Tl{k,p) + T^{k,p) , (2.14) 
w i t h the longitudinal part of the vertex given by Eq. (2.12), and ri^{k,p) as yet 
unspecified. 
2.1.2 Decomposing the Vertex 
Although we have succeeded in wr i t i ng down an exphcit f o r m for the longitudinal 
part of the vertex, we have not yet elucidated its transverse part . According to 
Bernstein [32], the f u l l vertex consists of twelve spin amphtudes comprised of 1, 7^ * 
and two independent four-momenta, A;'' and j / . Thus the f u l l vertex may be wr i t t en 
as: 
12 
Yf^ = J2P'Vf, (2.15) 
i = l 
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where the vectors Vf' are as follows 
= P'^^^, Vro = k^f(^, ^ 1 1 = 7 " ^ , 1^^ 2 = 7 " ^ . (2.16) 
We are free to choose any basis of twelve vectors f r o m these, and do so in the manner 
laid out by Ba l l and Chiu [33]. These w i l l yield four longitudinal vectors and eight 
transverse. The f u l l vertex is then wri t ten: 
4 8 
r^{k,p;q)^^Xi{k,p;q) Lt{k,p;q) + Y,n{k,p;q)Tr{k,p;q) . (2.17) 
i=l 1=1 
Three suitable basis vectors for the longitudinal part have been identified in Eq. (2.12), 
viz. 
Lt{k,p;q) = 7 ^ 
L'^iKp-q) = {^k + prW+'^) , 
L^(fc ,p;g) = {k + pY , (2.18) 
where the four th component, {k + pY, has a coefficient of zero owing to gauge 
invariance and the W G T I . 
B y recourse to perturbation theory, Bal l and Chiu constructed a set of basis 
vectors for the transverse components free of kinematic singularities i n Fejoiman 
gauge [33]. A calculation in arbi t rary covariant gauges by Kizilersi i et al. showed 
that a modificat ion to one of the components was necessary [34]. The same calcula-
t ion has been performed for QCD by Davydychev et al. [35] correcting some minor 
+ 
Figure 2.3: The unquenched fermion SDE. Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and ver-
tices. 
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typographic errors in the text . We present the final basis here: 
mk,p;q 
T^{k,p;q 
Tnk,P;q 
Tt{k,p;q 
= p^ik-q)-k'^ip.q) 
= {p^k-q-k>'p-q){l/ + j^) 
= - ^ V + g V 
= 9 ' ^ ) - - kf^) - 2{k - pYkYa,, 
= q.a-"^ 
= j ' ^ { e - p ^ ) - { k + p r ^ 
= \ { P ' - k') {Yill +}i)-p^-k>^) + {k + pf k Y a , , 
= r<T''^k^P0-k''l^ + p^'l/ (2.19) 
In this thesis we w i l l concern ourselves w i t h the longitudinal vectors, but restrict 
our at tention to those Ti w i t h i = 2 ,3 ,6 ,8 , for these latter are the only ones tha t 
appear in the massless fermion case. 
I n principle, we have the choice as to how to par t i t ion the momentum travelling 
in the loops of our Schwinger-Dyson equations. This impacts upon how we wri te 
down this basis, and in terms of which momenta. This w i l l be discussed in context 
in the next two sections, giving reasons as to the pros and cons of the available 
choices of momentum par t i t ion in the loops. 
Our task is now to wri te out our Schwinger-Dyson equations for the fermion 
and gauge-boson propagators in terms of this general basis. This w i l l be done in 
d-dimensions, for we later intend to study the three-dimensional variant of Q E D . 
We first note that these propagators conform to a certain structure, allowing us 
to parameterise their behaviour in terms of scalar functions: two for the fermion 
propagator; and one for the photon. Thus we have: 
S^\p) = A{p')]^+B{p') 
for the inverse fermion propagator, which is often wr i t t en as: 
(2.20) 
Spip) = 
HP' 
^-M{p^) p^-M^ip^) 
( ^ + > ! ( / ) ) (2.21) 
using A{p^) = I/HP") and Mip") = B(j)^)/Aip"). 
Similarly, the photon propagator may be decomposed into its representative 
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Basis Vector Dimension 
Ls {k + pf d}/^ 
T3 -q^l^ + q^4 d 
n i ^ { e - p ^ ) - { k + p f 4 d 
Table 2.1: Basis vectors wi t l i an asymmetric momentum partition. 
Lorentz structure: 
i f _ / n n \ n n "] 
(2.22) 
w i t h the photon renormahsation funct ion Q{q'^) related to the scalar polarisation 
tensor by: 
and a(g^) = a {K^) Q (q^, K^) is the running coupling. I t is the Ward identi ty for 
the photon, Eq. (1.59), tha t teUs us in covariant gauges the ^-piece does not receive 
corrections due to loops. 
We can reduce these f u l l propagators to their bare fo rm, denoted by S^^ and 
by setting the scalar functions A^G = 1, while B = mo, the bare mass of the 
fermion entering the Lagrangian. Recall tha t this means in perturbat ion theory, i f 
the bare mass is zero then B — 0. 
2.1.3 Fermion Schwinger-Dyson Equation 
The derivation for the fermion SDK of Q E D was presented in the introduction, cul-
minat ing i n its momentum-space form, Eq. (1.73), which we wri te in ^-dimensions: 
S f ' (p) = / - rrio - / d''krS{k)r{k, p;k- p)D,^{k - p) . (2.24) 
(27r) J 
We have chosen an asymmetric choice for the momentum par t i t ion, which is appro-
priate since the loop is over two different propagators. The appropriate vectors for 
the decomposition of the vertex are given in Table 2.1. The incoming momentum 
is denoted p, w i t h loop momenta k through the internal fermion line. The photon 
carries momentum q — k — p, in keeping w i t h conservation of momentum. 
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Basis Vector Dirac Trace 
-4Aie)giq') ( (2 -d)q' + {d- 3) (k' + p') + - p ' f ) /2q' 
-8^(A;2)C?(g2)(A;2+p2)^2/^2 
- 8 g ( P ) g ( 9 ^ ) A 7 g ^ 
T2 = 4 4 ( F ) a ( ? ) ( F + 7 ) A ^ 
T 3 2Aik')giq') ( - {d -2)q' + {d- 3) + + _ p2)2 j 
Te 4{d-l)A{e)g{q^)k-p{p'-k^) 
Table 2.2: The trace factor of Eq. (2.27) evaluated with an asymmetric momentum par-
ti t ion. 
Prom Eq. (2.20) we see the fermion propagator consists of a Dirac odd part, w i t h 
scalar funct ion Aip^)^ and an even part, described by B{p^). We may project out 
these two functions by taking appropriate Dirac traces of Eq. (2.24). 
D i r a c - O d d P r o j e c t i o n 
The scalar funct ion A{p'^) is projected out f r o m the SDE by taking the Dirac trace 
w i t h the inclusion of an extra factor of We have: 
-^(P') = 1 - VTTTVd / ^ ' ^ ^ ^ WS{k)V'{k,p)] D,, ( k - p ) . (2.25) 
4j9^ (27r) J 
The f u l l vertex here r ' ' ( /c ,p) is replaced by the decomposition given in Eq. (2.17), 
save for the part proport ional to ^q^ i n D j /^ . This latter piece may be replaced by 
the W G T I in Eq. (1.56) directly, and can hence be exactly specified in the SDE 
irrespective of our ansatz. We must be careful to exploit translational invariance 
here, by directly evaluating the integral: 
/ d'k^. = J d ' i f . . (2-26) 
to be zero, thus avoiding a potentially spurious te rm due to the imposit ion of a f in i te 
cut-off. 
We concern ourselves only w i t h those basis coefficients A, for i = 1 . . . 3 and r, for 
2 = 2 ,3 ,6 ,8 . I t is necessary to evaluate the Dirac trace contained in the integrand 
of Eq. (2.25): 
TrDWrS{k)r^{k,p)] . (2.27) 
The results of this trace are given in Table 2.2, in which d is the number of space-
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t ime dimensions, and = (A; • pY — k^p^ is the triangle funct ion. These traces are 
substituted into Eq. (2.25), upon which we perform a Wick rotat ion to Euclidean 
space. We replace the integration measure df-ks by introducing hjq^er-spherical 
coordinates: 
d-2 
fc=i 
= Qdk'^-^sm'^-^ijdk'^dil; , (2.28) 
w i t h the t r i v i a l angular integrals performed. The angular measure yields f2d=3 = tt 
for three dimensions, Vld=4 = 2n for four. The f inal fo rm of the projected .A-equation 
in Euclidean space is thus: 
+Hk,p) 2 A 3 ( A : , ; . ) - A _ Z _ 
+T2{k,p;q) {k'+p') A' 
-Mk,p; q) ( - (d - 2) ^ - f (d - 3) {k' + p^) ^ + ( P - / ) ^ 2 ) 
+Te{k, p;q)id-l))k-p{e-p^)-Ts{k,p;q){d- 2) A' | 
+ A^ip'') . (2.29) 
The last piece A^{p'^) is proport ional to ( and can be projected either by exploiting 
the W G T I through g'^F'^, or by direct use of the f u l l longitudinal part of the vertex 
as specified by Bal l and Chiu, where the Aj may reflect the ansatz being employed. 
The former gives: 
=2*^  /• ^dk'^-'^ / - ^ sin'^-2^p2 
'^^^ " {2^Yp^j ^ A\k^)k^ + B^{B)j ( 7r)>2 7 -' '+ E'[k') J ' q2 q2 
Bik^_)B{p^) 
p2 X I Aie)Aip') { k ' - k . p ) - t^M^JpU. [ p ^ - k . p ) \ , (2.30) 
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while the latter provides: 
Infp^ J (2, 
xlxi{k,p) 
dki 
2 ^dk'^-^A{k'') f sin'^-^j; 
A^ik^)k^ + B^{k^)J g2 
2q^ 
+X2{k,p){p'-k') 
B{k') 
2g2 
Aik^) 2 + 2g2 
(2.31) 
I t is understood tha t in Eqs. (2.29-2.31) we have Wick rotated the coefficient func-
tions Aj and the according to their dimension. We note that on employing a cut-off 
in the integration range, the two forms of the ^-part, Eq. (2.30) and Eq. (2.31) w i l l 
differ by terms spoilt by the violat ion of translational invariance. Addit ional ly, the 
angular integrals relating to these ^ pieces may be evaluated analytically, as given 
in Appendix B.2. 
D i r a c - E v e n P r o j e c t i o n 
The scalar funct ion B{p^), corresponding to the mass funct ion M{p'^) through the 
rat io B/A, is projected out f rom the SDE by taking the Dirac trace of Eq. (2.24) as 
i t stands. Hence we have: 
S(p2) = rrio -f- le 
4(27r)' / d^k TTD b''S{k)T''{k,p)] D,^ {k - p) (2.32) 
We spHt this into two pieces, one of which is proport ional to ^ g^, and exploit the 
W G T I to arrive at: 
S ( / ) 
(2^)" J^ 
d'^k 1 
Tr D 
4 { -Kf JM ^2(A;2)A;2 - ^^(A;^) 
Y {A{k')I/ + B{k')) r^ik,p;q)giq') f p , . - ^ 
{Aik'W + Bik')) {A{p')i^ - B{p')) (2.33) 
The f u l l vertex T' ' is decomposed into its set of basis vectors. We perform traces on 
these in Minkowski space in d-dimensions, w i t h the results listed in Table 2.3. We 
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Basis Vector Dirac Trace 
Lr. 
Ls 
4(d - l)B{k')g{q') 
- 1 6 ^ ( P ) a ( 9 2 ) A V g 2 
-8Aie)g{q')Ayq' 
T2 
Ts 
Te 
Ts 
-813{P)g{q')A' 
-4{d - l)B{e)g{q^)q^ 
A{d-i)B{e)g{q^) ( /t2-p2) 
0 
Table 2.3: The Dirac trace part of the even projection of the fermion SDE wi th an 
asymmetric momentum partition. 
insert this basis into Eq. (2.33) and Wick rotate: 
Y,, 2^ A ^ , , ^dk'^~'^ /• , sin'^-^V'^/ 2> 
XI (d - 1) \iik,p)B{e) - 4X,{k,p)Bik')^ - 2X,{k,p)A{k')^ 
-2T2{k, p- q)Bie)A^ - T,{k, p; q) {d - 1) B{k')q' 
+re{k,p;q) {d - 1) B{k') { k ' - p')"^ 
f,^2 ^<ik'-' / , „ , s i n ' ^ - V l 
^ {27,)" J A^{k^)k^ + B^k^) J "^"^ q^ q^ 
XI ( P - A; • p) B{p^)A{k^) +{p^-k-p) B{k^)A{p^)^ . (2.34) 
Here, we do not exploit the B a l l - C h i u vertex directly in the ^-part for i t gives the 
same result. Analy t ic results for the integrals may be found in Appendix B.2. 
2.1.4 Photon Schwinger-Dyson Equation 
The SDE for the photon was given in Eq. (1.83), and can be wr i t t en explici t ly in 
d-dimensions: 
D;.HQ) = [D^^KQ)V' + '-^ [d''kTvo[rSF{k)r^ik,k-q)SAk-q)].{2.35) 
(27r) J 
The loop consists of two fermions, one w i t h momentum k and the other carrying k—q. 
This is, of course, not a problem for any theory satisfying translational invariance 
- a necessary requirement for our physical world - but what i f this invariance is 
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broken? We clearly see that this equation involves an integral over all space-time; an 
impossible calculation for any computer to undertake numerically. Bearing in mind 
that very large scales are irrelevent since we enter the realms of new physics, the 
easiest way to tackle the calculation is to impose an upper l im i t K i n the integration 
- a scale tha t should disappear on renormalisation. I t is this hard cut-off that breaks 
translational invariance, giving rise to spurious terms that should have integrated 
to zero. We choose our two loop momenta to he k + r)q and k — {1 — rj) q, where 
the parameter 77 determines the momentum par t i t ion . The asymmetric choice often 
employed takes rj = 0,1, whose benefit is a simpler numerical treatment. However, 
i f we choose 77 = 1/2, the two fermions, and indeed the vertex, are put on a more 
equal foot ing. I t is hoped that this w i l l ehminate or reduce spurious contributions 
arising f r o m the breaking of translational invariance. This entails the symmetric 
basis choice, as given in Table 2.4 w i t h q the incoming photon momentum and 
Basis Vector Dimension 
L2 / 7 d 
T2 2 ( / V - g ' ' ^ 9 ) / d^ 
Ts -q^r + 9 V d 
Tg 2YI • q - 2^"^ d 
Table 2.4: Basis vectors of the full-vertex wi th a symmetric momentum partition. 
I = k + p the loop momentum. We use the following: 
Z A ' ^ p + p M ^ / ^ ; = P + g''/2 , t = l ' ' - q ^ / 2 , (2.36) 
upon which our basis coefficients depend through Aj = Xi{l+, l-;q), n = Ti{l+, l-;q), 
in which we have introduced the convenient shorthand A± = A{1±), B± = B{1±). 
k + yq 
^ A A A / \ ^ A / V W = V W W W W W - Nf vAAAAA/» Q y W W V 
Figure 2.4: The unquenched photon SDE. Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and ver-
tices. 
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To project out the scalar funct ion Q{q^) of Eq. (2.22) we employ the Brown-
Pennington projector [36]: 
-P - ( rlMlL _ n 'fit/ \ q2 ^f-" 
eliminating quadratically divergent pieces in the integrand, thus yielding: 
1 . i e'Nf f ... 1 
(2.37) 
'27TY J {27rY  {A%ll-Bl){Alll-Bl) 
^ V,.Txn {A+U + B+) r il+,L;q) {AJ- + B. {d-l)q^' 
(2.38) 
The d-dimensional traces are evaluated according to the basis decomposition of 
the f u l l vertex. Table 2.4, w i t h the results given in Table 2.5. We final ly have in 
Euchdean space: 
1 
= 1 + / dl'dip 
2^, QJ'^-^ sm'^-^ tPA+A-
{2nY{d-l)q• 
( 
2Ai + {d-\)q^ -U 
( ^ i / i + B 2 ) ( ^ 2 _ / i - f S2) 
-FAS 
+2A3 
A^A-
d^^^ - n - i ^ A - { d - 2 ) ] {I. qY + Al' + I'q' 
2d^±^-2f 
\ A^A- ) 
+r3 (4 {d - 1) + 8 (Z • g)^ + (4 {d - 3) P - (d - 1) q^) q^ 
-2 {d - 1) re ((4/2 - q^) + 4 ; ^ ^ ) (/ • 9) + 4 (d - 2) r s A ^ j , (2.39) 
which should be a gauge-independent object. One can see tha t this requirement is 
non-tr ivial since the integrand is a compUcated funct ion of gauge-dependent quan-
tities. The triangle funct ion here is given by A ^ = (/ • qY — Pq^ and the angular 
measure Q,d is TT i n three dimensions and 2TT i n four. 
The choice of momentum par t i t ion is only of real importance in renormaUsable 
theories, when we eUminate the cut-off K i n favour of the renormalisation point, ^ . 
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Basis Vector Projected Drrac IVace 
T3 
Ts 
2A+A-
A+A. 
M^±f-Ae-{d-l)q' 
_ ( 4 d J - (d - 2 ) ) {I . qf - Al' - ^V] + 4 5 + ^ - (d^^ - I') 
4 {A^BI + A+B-) ( d ^ - P) - 2{d - 1) iA^B+ - A+B.) {I • q) 
2[4B-B++A-A+ (4 /2+ g2)] a 2 
4(d - l)B+B-q^ - 2A-A+ (8 (/ • qf + (4(d - 3)^ 2 - {d - l)q^) q^) 
2 { d - l ) { l - q) {A+A- (4/2 - g2) _ 4S+B_) 
- 4 ( d - 2 ) > t + ^ _ A 2 
Table 2.5: The contraction V^UTTD [• • • ] of Eq. (2.38) evaluated for a symmetric momen-
tum partition. 
Thus, in three-dimensional Q E D i t does not matter how we choose r]. For numerical 
comparison, we also use the photon equation for an asymmetric par t i t ion choice in 
four-dimensions. W i t h o u t giving the explicit traces, the projected SDE is: 
1 
1 + / dA;2#-7r3p2 J 
k^sin^M{k^)Aiq'') 
6^ (p2) 67r3p2 7 '^iA^{k'^)k'^ + B^{k'^)){A{q^)q^ + B^{q^)) 
x|2Ai(A;^g2) [k'^{l - Acos^ ^) + Sk • p 
B{k^)B{q^) 
+Uk\q') k' + q' - 2-
A{k^)A{q') 
- g2) (k 
( 2 r ( l - 4 c o s 2 ^ ) + 3fc-p) 
2 „ 2 ^ / . 2 B{k^)B{q^) 
A{k^)A{q') 
-Hk\q^^ 
B{e) , fi(g2) 
+ A{k^) A{q^) (2A;2(1 -4cos^V^) + 3A;-p) 
U(A;2) 
+ r . . p 2 , 2 (,2 + , 2 ) _ 2 ^ ( m a . . „ 2 
^(fc2)^(g2) 
T g - / h ; 2 ( H - 2 c o s ^ V ) - 3 f c - p + 3 
sin -i/ ' 
g(fc2)g(g2) 
^(A;2)^(g2) 
^(^2)^(^2 
+r8-4A;2(A;2-g^)sin2V'> . (2.40) 
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2.2 Multiplicative Renormalisability 
I n the previous section, we satisfied two key constraints of the vertex through the 
Ward-Green-Takahashi identi ty and its differential counterpart, the Ward identity. 
This allowed us to wri te an expficit non-perturbative f o r m for the longitudinal part 
of the basis. Perturbative investigations of the structure of the vertex gave rise to a 
general basis decomposition for the transverse part tha t was also free of kinematic 
singularities. In order to constrain the as yet unknown transverse part, we t u r n our 
attention to a further constraint on the vertex: multiplicative renormalisability. 
When one performs calculations in quantum field theory we are confronted w i t h 
integrals tha t are divergent. I f we th ink of our Q P T as an effective theory, this 
breakdown at high energies is a t t r ibuted to our poor understanding of physics at 
these scales. However, any satisfactory field theory must be able to make predictions 
independently of this unknown high energy (or short distance) behaviour. This is 
accomphshed by the theory being renormalisable. 
The usual procedure of regulating the divergences such that the expressions 
become mathematically meaningful is to employ dimensional regularisation. Instead 
of working in , say, four dimensions, we shift io d — A + e dimensions for some small 
parameter e. The U V (and IR) divergences are identified i n this formalism as poles 
in £, which we remove through a renormalisation prescription. This procedure, 
however, is d i f f icul t to implement numerically [37,38], and moreover breaks chiral 
symmetry for all values of a. I n these studies we resort to a more crude cut-off /t i n 
the ultraviolet, whose breaking of translational invariance we have abready touched 
upon. As a result of the regulating procedme, our Green's functions are dependent 
upon the regularisation parameter, K. The process of renormalisation should remove 
the dependence of our theory on this cut-off, t rading i t i n favour of another scale / i 
at which we may define our physical constants. 
The renormahsation procedure is achieved by introducing a finite number of 
multiplicative factors, Z j ( / / , K ) , for each Green's function. Pollowing the prescription 
for QCD, Eqs (1.85-1.88), we have for the fermion-boson vertex of QED: 
r^(A:, p- ii) = Z i (M, « ) r ' ' ( / c , p; K ) , (2.41) 
whilst for the fermion and boson propagators: 
S^(p- /x) = Z^\ix, K)SF{P; K) , (2.42) 
D ^ , ( Q ; / X ) = Z^'{,,,K)D^,iq; K) . (2.43) 
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From these we can define a renormalised coupling, related to the bare one tha t 
appears in the Lagrangian: 
\Zi{fJ,,K)J 
w i t h a = e^/Air. We also renormahse the gauge parameter via ^ = Z^^R, which 
f r o m the invariant imphes = Z3. I n terms of the photon wave-function 
renormalisation, G, the running coupling is defined as: 
afi(^>2) = a ( / i ) g ( p ^ / x ) . (2.45) 
Prom now on we drop R f r o m subscripts and superscripts as i t w i l l be obvious f rom 
the context whether or not we are working w i t h renormalised quantities. 
A t this stage we find relations between the renormalisation constants of Q E D 
by looking at the Ward-Green-Takahashi identi ty of Eq. (2.1), which holds for bo th 
bare and renormalised quantities. This implies: 
Z^\fx,K)q^T^{k,p,f,) = Z^\IX,K) {S-p\k,y) - S^\p,i^)) , (2.46) 
which can only be satisfied i f we make the identification: 
Zi{fi,K) = Z2{IX,K) . (2.47) 
This simplifies Eq. (2.44) to Q;fl(/i) = Z3{fj,, K ) a{K). We now have a l l the necessary 
tools at hand to renormalise the Schwinger-Dyson equations of Q E D . 
Introducing the appropriate renormalisation constants, the fermion SDE is wr i t -
S^\p;ti) = Z^iii,,^) { \ s f \ p ) Y - S ( p ; / i ) J , (2.48) 
w i t h E representing the integral of Eq. (2.24). This may be projected out in terms 
of its scalar functions A and B: 
A{P;PL) = Z2{n,K){l-td{p;n)) , 
(2.49) 
B{jp;ii) = Z2{I^,K) {Zm{iJ.,K)mR{id) + E^{p'^;fi)) . 
Here, the bare mass is related to the renormahsed mass by mo = ZmrriR, w i t h the 
additional definit ion Z4 = ^ 2 ^ ^ . Note that we have M{p) = B{p;/j,)/A{p; fj,) w i t h 
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the mass-function M.{p) independent of the renormalisation point, as seen f rom 
Eq. (2.48): 
A{p\ ii) - M{p; M)^ = Z2A{p; K) - M{p] K)] . (2.50) 
We ehminate the renormalisation constant Z2{pi, K) by setting A(p; p) equal to some 
number at renormalisation point p = /x. This w i l l give: 
A{p•,^l) = Z2{fi,K) (1 - td{p;ii)) , (2.51) 
w i t h 
^2 ( /x ,^ ) = - ^ ^ ^ , (2.52) 
1 - Ed(/x; / i ) 
and a common choice being A{p,; p.) — I. I f we have no mass in the Lagrangian, i.e. 
mo = TUR = 0, the renormahsed equation for B is: 
M{p)A{p; p) = Z2(M, K) E,(p; /x) , (2.53) 
w i t h Z2 given by Eq. (2.52). When an explicit mass te rm is present, we must under-
take an additional subtraction. Defining M{p) = TUR, through B{p; p)/A{p; p.) = 
M{p) at p = p we f ind : 
Mip)A{p; p) = Mip)A{p; p) + Z^ip, K) (E,(p; p) - E , ( / i ; / / ) ) , (2.54) 
where again Z2 is as Eq. (2.52), and Zm can be determined by an appropriate 
rearrangement of Eq. (2.49) w i t h renormahsation conditions p = p. 
Lastly, we must renormalise the photon SDE. Its projected form, i n terms of 
photon scalar Q{p; p) is given by: 
^ Z3(M, K ) + Z2(M, « ) % ; / / ) , (2.55) 
Q{(l\P) 
w i t h the integral term represented by E . The Z2 is readily determined f r o m the 
fermion SDE, and so we subtract this equation q = p, specifying Q{p;p): 
Typically we choose the condition Q{p; p) = 1 for simplicity. 
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2.2.1 The Curtis-Pennington Vertex 
The first at tempt to restrict the transverse part of the vertex using mult ipl icat ive 
renormahsability was made by Curtis and Pennington [39]. Since multiplcative 
renormahsability is related to the ultraviolet divergences of loop-diagrams, we can 
concentrate on the fo rm of the vertex ^^{kjp) for momenta :§> 
Resorting to perturbation theory, and working in the quenched approximation, 
the fermion-boson vertex at one-loop in the leading logari thm approximation is given 
by: 
r^{k,p) log ^ ) - ^ ( ^ 7 ^ ^ + i^-l)k^j^^log^ + .-- . (2.57) 
In the same leading logari thm approximation to one-loop, the massless fermion 
propagator •j^A{p'^) is; 
^ ( p ' ) = l + ^ l o g ^ + --- . (2.58) 
Inserting this into the BC piece of Eq. (2.12), and subtracting f r o m Eq. (2.57) we 
get the transverse part i n the leading logari thm approximation: 
Notice that the transverse part is subleading being as i t is of 0{a). Taking the l i m i t 
for » |p|: 
and using Eq. (2.58) to eUminate a gives the following fo rm of the transverse par t 
of the vertex i n the l im i t of large k: 
rUk,p;q) ^ l i A i k ' ) - A { p ' ) ) ^ . (2.61) 
This is i n the l i m i t fc^ S> p^, so Curt is and Pennington chose to wri te this i n a way 
that is symmetric in k and p by replacing the k'^ in the denominator by a symmetric 
funct ion d{k,p) free of singularities: 
r'T{k,P;Q) = I {A{k') - A{p')) ^ . (2.62) 
Massive fermions were then considered. I t was found that no fur ther transverse basis 
vectors were required to mainta in multiplicative renormalisability. The coefficient 
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re required regulating, and so they proposed that : 
{e - p^f + {M^{k^) + M^p""))' 
d{k,p) A;2+p2 
(2.63) 
was a suitable choice for the unknown symmetric funct ion d{k,p). This gives the 
Curtis-Pennington ansatz: 
r^p(A:,p;g) = r>'Bcik,P;q) + Mk,p;q) { k ' - p ' ) - {k + p f i ) , (2.64) 
w i t h 
r(kva)^^ {k'+p'){k'-p') 
M^^,P,q) 2 ^ ^2_p2 ; ( p _ ^2)2 + (^2(^2) + ^2(p2))2 
2.2.2 M R and Vertex Ansatze 
(2.65) 
The provision of a vertex ansatz is not the only method in which we may truncate 
the Schwinger-Dyson equations. The procedure most often employed is tha t of per-
turba t ion theory, and so the SDEs simply generate all of the one-particle irreducible 
diagrams corresponding to a particular Green's funct ion. 
I f we expand our fermion wave-function renormalisation as a series of logs, w i t h 
K the ultraviolet cutoff, we obtain: 
( 2 \ / 2 2 \ 
^1,1 h i ^ + A i , o ) + A2,2 In^ ^ + In ^ 
K y Y K ^ / + ( ^ . 3 In^ ^ + Aa.o In .2 r + (2.66) 
The coefficients of these leading order and next-to-leading order logarithms are not 
independent. The Aij are related through: 
An,n-l ~ ^n-2,n-2^2,l ~ ^ n - l , n - l ^ l , 0 
(2.67) 
I f we consider the bare-vertex approximation in the quenched massless case we have; 
HP') 
1 + 47rp2 ' dk-'T{e)^+ / d^nk 0 P^ V A;2 
(2.68) 
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This can be solved iteratively for J^{p'^), s tart ing w i t h !F{p'^) = 1. Expanding in 
powers of a and displaying only the leading order terms we have: 
Looking at the coefficients, we find: 
^1.1 = ^ , ^ , 2 = ^ 4 i . A 3 = ^ 4 i - (2-70) 
Clearly, the do not obey the relation of Eq. (2.67) for arbi t rary covariant gauge 
^. Indeed, w i t h this vertex the Ward-Green-Takahashi identi ty is violated for C 0-
We see that the bare vertex is insufficient to ensure that mult ipl icat ive renor-
malisabihty be preserved. Can this si tuation be changed by preserving the W G T I 
in the vertex ansatz? I f we look at the B a l l - C h i u vertex in the quenched massless 
case, and integrate over the angular measure using Eq. B.9 of Appendix B.2, we 
have: 
JP-(p2) ^ 2 V 
+ f \ e H k ' ) [ - c A i ^ + A^l^ {e+p^) +ak'-p'))]} • 
(2.71) 
We once again solve for this iteratively w i t h starting condition T{p^) = 1, and 
perform a perturbative expansion in a at each step. We need only consider the 
2 
upper part of the integral, , for the leading pieces to be apparent, obtaining: 
The f u l l y specified longitudinal piece is again not sufficient to satisfy the require-
ments of multiplicative renormalisability. Thus the inclusion of the transverse piece 
is essential, and so we look at the Curtis-Pennington vertex in the same approxi-
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mation scheme: 
— - 1 - ^ 1 r \ e ( 3 - ^ ] ^ 
This can be solved via the same iterative procedure employed for the bare vertex 
and Ball-Chiu vertex, yielding the series: 
^ ( / ) - 1 + ? In 4 + 1 f 4 + 1 f ^ V ln3 4 + 0{a^) . (2.74) 
47r 2! V47r/ K? 3! V47r J 
We now see that the relation of Eq. (2.67) is upheld and multiplicative renormalis-
ability preserved for the quenched massless case. 
Curtis and Pennington [39] performed a similar leading log expansion for the 
mass function using: 
M{v'') = mJl + a f c i , i l n 4 + C i , o ) f c 2 , 2 l n 2 4 + <^2,iln4) 
V V ' ^ J \ 1^ 
+ f C3,3 In ' 4 + C3,2 In^ 4 V • • • V (2-75) 
Their generalisation of the massless CP ansatz to include a mass, Eq. (2.65), turns 
out to satisfy the same requirements of multiplicative renormaUsability for leading 
and next-to-leading logarithms. The C„,„ obey the same relations as the An,n of 
Eq. (2.67). We will give numerical solutions to these ansatze in the forthcoming 
sections. 
2 .2 .3 T h e K i z i l e r s i i - P e n n i n g t o n V e r t e x 
Although the Curtis-Pennington construction is successful in ensuring multiplicative 
renormahsability in quenched QED for the and M functions, and as a result has 
improved the situation regarding gauge invariance, i t has had limited success in the 
realms of the fully unquenched theory. The introduction of this ansatz into the 
transverse part of the vertex in the photon equation leads to unresolvable quadratic 
divergences, although one may make some modifications to avoid this. This does 
not lead us to a vertex ansatz that preserves multiphcative renormalisabihty in the 
photon equation because of the different momentum regions probed by the two 
Schwinger-Dyson equations; the vertex is found in the hmit > p for the fermion 
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equation, but in the photon propagator we must consider k q. 
The most recent innovation in the construction of vertex ansatze is that due 
to Kizilersii and Pennington [40]. They attempt to construct a vertex that satis-
fies the notion of multiphcative renormahsability for unquenched QED. This they 
achieve by considering a selection of forms for the transverse coefficients tq, T^, TQ 
and Tg, embodying the appropriate charge conjugation symmetries. This was first 
attempted by considering effective r '^s independent of the momenta q'^, and choos-
ing those that led to analytically solvable integrals [41]. From this analysis, i t was 
hinted that to achieve the correct resummation of logarithmic pieces, they needed to 
include logarithms of T. Since this component is fixed in very particular hmits, the 
generalisation of this piece does contain some ambiguity. The form we present below 
is therefore not unique. As with the Curtis-Pennington vertex, the longitudinal part 
of the vertex is specified by Ball and Chiu, Eq. (2.12): 
Hk,p) = {Aik') - A{p')) , 
with Kizilersii and Pennington [40] proposing the following form for the transverse 
part: 
f ^ ^ 4 2 ^ 1 2 , fA{k^)Aip-') r2{p,k,q) = ^^^^^X,{k,p)--j———X,{k,p)\og' 
^ ^ ^ w ^ ^ 1 2 , f A{e)Aip^^ Ti{p,k,q) = - — 2 A 2 ( A ; , p ) - - - ^ — - A i ( A ; , p ) l o g ' 
1 (/j2 — rp'') 
r6ip,k,q) = -^^-^2X2ik,p), 
Ts{p,k,q) - 0 . (2.76) 
The ful l set of transverse vectors are of course required when we have a dynamically 
generated mass. We know, however, that the transverse part of the vertex is sup-
pressed by one power of a in perturbation theory, compared to the longitudinal part, 
and that the mass-function in the chiral limit is renormalisation point independent. 
These tell us that the contribution from the mass-function - specifically that with 
regards to the consistent renormahsation of the SDEs - is sub-leading to that of 
the fermion and photon wave-function renormalisations. I t thus seems to be a good 
first approximation to neglect those Tj proportional to the bare mass in perturbation 
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theory. 
To demonstrate the efficacy of this ansatz, we first introduce i t into the massless 
Schwinger-Dyson equations for the fermion and photon propagators. We then ex-
amine the solutions in a perturbative expansion of a in the hmit of vanishing photon 
momenta. This will be sufficient to show that the leading logarithms are correctly 
summed to all orders. A more detailed analysis is needed to demonstrate the same 
process for sub-leading logarithms. To show how these transverse pieces combine 
together to satisfy multiplicative renormahsability, we replace the numerical coeffi-
cients 4/3, 1/3, 5/12, 1/6 and 1/4 by Q for i = 1..5. 
We work directly with the wave-function renormalisation of the fermion propa-
gator, and the photon renormalisation function G- In terms of an expansion in 
leading and sub-leading logarithms these are: 
( 2 \ / 2 2 \ 
1^,1 In ^  + yli.o ) + a ' I 2^,2 In ' ^ + 2^,1 In ^  I 
+ a' ( a , , . In' 4 + As,2 I n ' ^ ) + • • • , (2.77) 
and 
g{p')^l + a ( B u l i i ^ + ^ i , o ) + « M ^ 2 , 2 l n ' ^ + B 2 , i l n ^ ) 
+ a' ( b s , ^ In' 4 + ^3,2 In ' 4 V • • • • (2.78) 
The idea is to substitute this into the SDE, with ansatze for the Tj that permit the in-
tegrals to be performed analj^ically. The resulting solution must exhibit the correct 
relationship between the coefficients Aij and Bij in the leading-log expansion. 
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Fermion Propagator 
We first start with Eq. (2.29) with the mass set to zero, and insert the Kizilersii-
Pennington vertex: 
1 
HP') 
= 1 + 
27r2p-
f l 1 1 
+: 
2 \Hk') HP') 
1 / 1 1 
A2 
3fc-p + 2 — 
2\Hk') HP')) k^-p' 
1 2(/c2+p2) 
1 1 
Cl 
1 1 
1 
-C2 
1 1 \ , / ^ ( g ^ ) 
(fc2+p2)2 V^(A;2) ' J^{f] 
-{3k-pq'^ + 2A2) 
1 
-C4 
+ 
1 
In 
C3 
1 
Hk')Hp') 
1 
/j2 _ p2 ^_;r(fc2) _;r(p2) 
1 1 
+ 
A;2+p2 \^;r(fc2) jP(p2) 
1 r 1 
C5 
In 
+3k •p{k'-
1 
+ 
A;2+p2 \^jr(A;2) j r (p2)yj 
sin^ V p' 
g2 
{k'^-k-p) . (2.79) 
To tackle this equation in one go would be unpresentable, so we break it down into 
its basis components and deal with each separately. 
In order to considerably simplify the calculation and yet still obtain the leading 
log behaviour, we will work under two approximations. The first is to expand 
in powers of the coupUng a, considered here to be a small parameter. The second 
approximation is to work in the limit of vanishing photon momentum, that is k p. 
This final step considerably reduces the work involved in calculating the angular 
integrals, at the cost of rendering the sub-leading logarithms inaccessible. Thus we 
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write the photon renormahsation as a Taylor series about 5^  = fc^: 
+ {-2g'{e) - Ap'g"{e) + oip")) (k • p) 
+ (4a"(A;') + 12p'g"'ik') + 0[p')) {k • pf 
+ 0{{k-pf) . (2.80) 
Al l of the necessary angular integrals are given in Appendix B.2. 
The Ai-piece 
The first piece to evaluate is that associated with Ai(A;,p) from Eq. (2.29). Employ-
ing Eqs. (2.77, 2.78), keeping only those terms to 0(a') we have: 
L i = r ^ P d ^ ^ a ( g W ) A i ( f c , p ) [ 3 f c - p g ' + 2 A ' ] 
/ dk^Hk^)\iik,p) 
{g{k') + p'g'ik')) ( - 2 fcV/0,2 + 3/1,1 + 2/2,2) 
+ {-2g'{e) - 4p'c;"(fc')) ( - 2 kYh,2 + 3/2,1 + 2/3,2) + 
a 
27r2p2 
(2.81) 
with the Ik,m defined in the Appendix. For the angular integrals we are interested 
in the region k'^ > p^ to O(p'): 
^ ^ ^ 2 ^ / . ' rffc'^(P)Ai(fc,p) 
37r 
p-'g'ik') (2.82) 
Expanding the product ^(A;2)Ai(A;,p) in logarithms, together with 5'(A;') we can 
easily perform the radial integral: 
Stt 
a' (5 i , i ) In ^ + a M £2,2 - 7^1,1^1,1 In 2^ ' " V"^'^ 4-- . , ." . , . 2^ 
.2^ (2.83) 
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The A2-piece 
The coefficient of this piece does not have any additional angular dependence, sim-
plifying the calculation. Thus: 
, sin^ ijj 
dedi;^-^g{q')Hk') {k' - p') A2 {k,p) 
^ ^ [ ^ d k ' H k ' ) {e-p')X,(k,p) 
2 jk^+p^) 
[q^ (A;2-p2)' 
{g{k')+p'g'{k')) {-kVlo,2 + l2,2) 
+ {-2g'{e) - V c ; " ( P ) ) {-kVh,, + 73,2) + • • • (2.84) 
Performing the angular integrals to 0{p^) for the appropriate region gives: 
') (2.85) 
We expand the remaining functions in terms of logarithms and perform the radial 
integral: 
8n 
1 
12' 
3P' 
(2.86) 
The r2-piece 
The T2 piece brings an added complication due to the angular dependence on the 
photon momentum g^. We need to evaluate the expression: 
1 d k ' H k ' ) J d ^ ' ^ g i q ^ ) {{k.pf - k Y ) 
1 / H(a'^^ 
c,2\2{k,p) - C2j^^-^2\{k,p) In ' 
•(/c2+p2) ^(A:2)^(p2) 
(2.87) 
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We thus expand the g^-dependent part in powers of alpha: 
-Ai^i I n ^ + l n — - 2 1 n \ ) a 
+ ^ K , - 2 ^ 2 , ) ( ^ l n ^ ^ + l n ^ ^ - 2 1 n 
followed by an expansion about 0 using the substitution: 
This yields: 
T^^V J 
k' ' 2{k^f 
27r
x | - c i 2A2(A;,p) 
- C 2 2Xi{k,p) 
(k^+p^) 
{g{k')+p'g'{k')) ( / 2 , i - A ; V / o , i ) + 
{g{e)+p'g'ik')) 
In ^ ( /2 , i - A;V/o,0 - I ( /3 , i - W M ) 
{Al - 2 ^ , 2 ) [ in^ ^ (A;V/o,i - /^ . i ) 
8 , 1^2 
-f- A:4 
In 1 (74,1 - kVh,,) 
a 
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
(2.90) 
The angular integrals are substituted in, keeping only terms to order p'^. The radial 
integrals are then trivially performed, giving: 
- 8^ 
- ^ ^ , ( c i - 2 c 2 ) l n ^ g 
+ ^ ( 3 4 i - - 4^2,2) (ci - 2C2) In ' ^ + • • (2.91) 
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The Ta-piece 
Like the T2 coefficient, this piece has a dependence upon the photon momentum q^: 
^3 - ^ / dk'Hk') I di;'^g{q'){3k.pq' + 2A') 
C32A2(A;,p) + C4 
1 
( F + p 2 ) 2Xi{k,p)In 
(2.92) 
The function G is expanded using Eq. (2.80), with the logarithmic piece replaced 
via Eqs. (2.88, 2.89). 
27r2p^  
x | c 3 2A2(fc,p) (a(fc2) + p'a '(fc ')) (3/1,0 + 2/2,1 - 2 f cV/o , i ) 
+ ( -2g ' ( fc2) - Ap-^g'^k^)) (3/2,0 + 2/3,1 - 2A;V/ i , i ) + 
1 
+C4 2Ai(A;,p) ( ^ 2 + p 2 ) {G{k')+p''g'{e))l^ 
aAi • In ^ (3/1,0 + 2/2,1 - 2 f c V / o , i ) - ^ (3/2,0 + 2/3,1 - 2A:V/ i , i ) 
W \ [Al, - 2^2,2) - In^ ^ (3/1,0 + 2/2,1 - 2A;V/o,i) 
+ ^ In ^  (3/2,0 + 2/3,1 - 2fcV/^^^) I 
+ {-2G'{e) - 4p2g aAi , i 
2 
I n - ( 3 / 2 , 0 + 2 / 3 , 1 - 2 A ; V / i , i ) 
p 
W ^ ( 4 i - 2 ^ 2 , 2 ) - I n ^ ^ ( 3 / 1 , 0 + 2 / 2 , 1 - 2 A ; V / o , i ) } (2.93) 
We substitute in these angular integrals for k'^ > p^ and employ the leading log 
expansion for and Q. On performing the radial integrals we have: 
87r ' " ^ ( t ' - - ^ ' " i 
- (3^2 1 - 5 i , i ^ i , i - 4^2,2) (cs - 2C4) In^ ^ + (2.94) 
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The Te-piece 
This coefficient function does not have any dependence upon the angle and is hence 
simple to compute. We are concerned with: 
Q. 
J d^Hk') I d^P~^g{q')Te{k,p-q) [3 k • p {k'- p')] 
{k'-p'), 
27r2p2 
(A;2+p2) 2 A2 {KP) {g{k')+p'g'{k'))3h,. 
+ ( - 2 a ' ( P ) - 4 p V W ) 3 / 2 , i 
+ (2.95) 
We perform the angular integrals to 0{p'^) for the region k'^ > p^gives: 
7^6 = ^ J l dk'Hk')c,2X,{k,p) j k ' - p ' ) (A;2+p2) 
371^ 
4A;2 
gik') - 2g'{k') 
(2.96) 
Expanding the remaining functions in terms of leading logarithms and performing 
the radial integral we have: 
a. 
1 ,2P 1 In^ + a-^  -A' - l2,2 In' 
+ (2.97) 
The ^-piece 
The final piece to compute is the most trivial 
Lf = 
On expanding the fermion wavefunction renormalisation in leadings logs and inte-
grating we find: 
_3_ 
87r 
P' , 1 a^ln^l^ + ^ ^ i . i a ^ ^ l n ^ 
p' 1 
(2.99) 
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Combining Terms 
Combining Eqs. (2.83, 2.86, 2.91, 2.94, 2.97, 2.99) and exploiting the relationship 
between the coefficients Aij we have: 
1 _ 3_ 2 p" 
- a ' In ' ^ 4 ^ (3ci - 6c2 - 6C3 + 12c4 + 6C5 - 4 ^ - 3 ) 
p2 / 1 
+ a' In' ^ — {Al^ - fii,iAi,i) (ci - 2c2 - 2c3 + 4c4 + 2c5 - 1) 
- l ^ U ) + • • • • (2-100) 
The Kizilersii-Pennington vertex requires, via comparison with perturbation the-
ory [40], that the coefficients Cj take the values: 
ci = ^ , C2 = ^ , C3 = A , , , = 1 , e5 = ^ , (2.101) 
resulting in: 
1 = l - f « l n 4 + : ^ A , , l „ ' 4 - ^ . 4 M n ' 4 + . - . . (2^02) y^(p^) 47r k2 ^2 247r ' ^2 
Comparing this with the leading log expansion Eq. (2.77): 
' = l - a A , , l n g + a ' 4 ^ 1 n ' ? ^ - a ^ 4 ^ 1 n ^ ^ + . . . , (2.103) 
jr(p2) - - ' ^ , ^ - ^ 2 ' " 2! k2 " 3! ^" «;2 
and setting A^^i = |/47r we find agreement between Eq. (2.102) and Eq. (2.103). This 
demonstrates that the Kizilersii-Pennington ansatz satisfies multiplicative renor-
malisabihty in terms of leading logarithms in the SDE for the unquenched fermion 
propagator. 
Photon Propagator 
The investigation of leading logarithms in the photon propagator proceeds in a 
similar fashion to that of the fermion. We work in the massless limit with no 
dynamical symmetry breaking, and so are to consider the projected Schwinger-Dyson 
equation of Eq. (2.39) in four dimensions with symmetric momentum partition. 
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Inserting the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex here exphcitly yields: 
= 1 -
oN^ f 
67r2g2 J 
P sin^ V> 
+ 
+^ 1 16—^ 
+ 2 { { l . q f - i y ) (4/^ + g^) 
C2 1 
1 6 ^ - 2 j { l - q f - A l ' - f q ' 
1 ( ^ - - ^ + ) Cl 
4 /2 + q2/4 (/ . ^) 
^2(9^) 
+ (3g'' - 8 (Z • g) ' -
C4 1 
C 3 ( . ^ - - ^ + ) 
{T- + T+) In 
^2(g2) 
2 2^ + q2/4 V- - . - - \J^_T+ 
2^ / .,2 2N / C5 1 ( ^ - " ^ + ) +Hl-qf[Al'-q') ( 2 /2 + ^2/4 . (2.104) 
where we have employed the shorthand T± = J^{1±), with l'^ = l^" ± q^/2. I t is 
apposite to expand these functions T{1±) in the limit Q using the Taylor 
expansion: 
HK) = F{1) + {l.q- gV4) ^ (Z) + ^ (Z • g - g V 4 ) ' ^ " ( / ) + • • • 
.F(Z_) = F(Z) + ( - Z - g - g V 4 ) r ( 0 + ^ H - Q - W 4 ) V " ( Z ) + •••', 
which allows us to expand terms of the form: 
(2.105) 
l-q 
+ ~ - 2 r { i ) - ^ r ' { i ) + 
(2.106) 
2T{1) + \ t \ 1 ) - f ((/ • qf + gVl6 ) + 
The expansion of Eq. (2.104) wil l be broken up into its component basis pieces and 
calculated individually in the following sections. The necessary angular pieces are 
given in Appendix B.2. 
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Ai-piece 
To begin the calculation we look at the leading piece in the UV; that belonging to 
the L i basis vector: 
aNf - -^^21di'd^\ri. 1 6 ^ - 4 / ^ - 3 , ^ .(2.107) (P + qyAY - (I . qY 
Taylor expanding the functions for small q using Eq. (2.105) gives: 
aNf r 
6 ^ 7 ' Qn'^q 
+/^2,l 
+/^4,1 
16 (^ "(0 + (2.108) 
For the angular integrals we are interested in the region P 3> to 0{q'^), and so 
find: 
L i = + • (2-109) 
Finally, we substitute in the leading log expansion for via Eq. (2.66) and per-
form the radial integral: 
i i 
aNf 
' UTT 
41n4 + «Ai (2ln'^ + ln^^ 
1 ,3 r + ; a 2 ^ 2 , 2 ( 4 1 n ^ \ + 3 1 n ^ \ - 6 1 n ^ ) + .2 (2.110) 
A2-piece 
For this basis vector we wish to evaluate: 
/2sin-^ 
.1^ 
Qir'^q'^ {P + qy^Y-ll.qY 
1 6 ^ - 2 ) (/ • qY - 4/^ - lY 
-2T'{i) - |-r'(o 16 ^ 3 (2.111) 
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which on writing out the angular integrals symbolically becomes: 
^2 - / dPff^Ko,, [ ( - 4 / ^ - / 'g ' ) ( - 2 ^ ' ( / ) - + • 
+ ( 1 6 ^ - 2 j ( - 2 r ( / ) - ^^'(1) + • • 
+/^4,l + (2.112) 
Using the Appendix to evaluate this angular integrals explicitly to the required order 
gives: 
aiV 
"T27r i J di' (0 - ^^"'(/)) (2.113) 
which one may trivially integrate on inserting the logarithmic expansion of the 
remaining functions: 
aNf 
' 1 ^ 
1 • • 1-2 . 2 r , T - a A i , i In ^  - -a^^2,2 ( In^ \ + 6 In ^ ) + (2.114) 
T2-piece 
The first transverse piece to be calculated, exhibiting a non-trivial angular depen-
dence through its logarithmic term is: 
X | ( - | ) ( - 2 . ^ ' ( / ) + - - - ) 
This gives a lengthy expansion and so we only present those pieces that contribute to 
our final answer at the order we are working. To evaluate the angular dependence, 
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we must expand In with the aid of Eqs. (2.66, 2.105): 
2P 7 
+ 1 - ^ ci'\ {l-df + (2.116) 
in which we have akeady exploited the expected relationship between the expansion 
coefficients of the leading log expansion, Eq. (2.67)^ Terms higher than 0{a) vanish 
in this limit. Identifying the relevant angular integrals gives: 
67r2g2 J dVl 
2,2 
+ 
( - f ) [s^o.! (-^V) ( - 2 r ( 0 + 
+8^2,1 (-2.:r'(o+ •••) +• 
' ' ^ ^ ' 8Ko , iHV)(2^ (0 + ( - ! ) i' . 
x f - 2 ^ , , a f l n ^ - l n ^ ) - f 
+8i^2,i {2T{V) + • • •) {-2A^,yCx f In 4 - In 4 V • • • ' 
which are evaluated according to the appendix for the region > g^: 
+ 
(2.117) 
(2.118) 
^If this relationship was not preserved, we would later find inconsistency in the equations 
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We obtain our final result here by introducing the leading log expansion for the 
function T and its derivatives, and perform the radial integral to give: 
"Vhx 
2 2 
C l ( 3 A i , i a hi ^ + 3^,20^ In^ %- + 
' ^2 
+ C 2 ( - 3 A , i a l n 2 4 - 4 i " ' l n ' 4 + (2.119) 
Ts-piece 
The second non-trivial transverse piece to be calculated is that owing to the Ts basis 
vector: 
aNj_ f 
67r2g2 J 
Z2 sin^ tp 
{P + qyAY-ii-qy 
( 3 g ^ - 8 ( Z - g ) - 4 / V ) 
| ( - | ) (-2^'(0 + ---) 
^ ( - f ) K - S - ) < - < " - " " ^ } (2.120) 
The procedure is the same as for T2, whereby we expand the logarithmic term: 
2 | l n - L - l n % ) + (2.121) 
and identify the angular integrals. Substituting these in from the appendix gives: 
+ ( - t ) i 1-12^(0 + • • • l ( - 2 . 4 . , a ( in 
+ (2.122) 
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The last step is a leading log expansion of the remaining functions, followed by the 
evaluation of the radial integral: 
aNf 
'^2Tr 
2 2 
C3 ( 6A i , i a In ^ + 6A2,2a^ In^ ^ + • 
+ C 4 f - 6 ^ 1 l a In^ 4 - la^ In^ 4 + """ ^  (2.123) 
Te-piece 
The last transverse piece of the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex is described by: 
il2 + q2/AY-il-q) 
r 6 ( / - g ) ( 4 - | ^ 
{ ( l ) ( - S - ) < - - ' " ) - ) } (2.124) 
The angular integrals are identified: 
Te = J dlH' (I) [6/^2.1 i-SF'il) + •••)] + • • • , (2.125) 
and are easily evaluated, giving: 
= / (I) + •••)• ^^ -'"'^  
Introducing the leading logarithm expansion and performing the radial integral gives: 
aNf 
' 127r C5 
2 2 
6>li,ialn ^ + 6^2 2^^ In^ ^ + (2.127) 
Combining Terms 
The leading log expansion of the photon functions is given by the sum: 
1 
= 1 + L i + L2 + + r3 + Te + Tg . (2.128) 
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Exploi t ing the relationship between coefficients of the log expansion, Eq. (2.67) and 
s impli fying we obtain: 
1 
— a l n • 
+ T ^ i . i a ^ In ^ ( (2 - 3c2 - 6C4) In ^ + ^ (9ci + I8C3 + I8C5 + 2) 
+ 
^11 „.2 i„2 </ 
4 3 
a ' hi^ ^ (2 - 3c2 - 6C4) In (9ci + I8C3 + I8C5 + 2) 
+ (2.129) 
This is to be compared w i t h Eq. (2.78): 
5 ( f ) 2! 3! «;2 
on substi tution of the Kizilersi i-Pennington choice for the coefficients c,: 
(2.130) 
Cl 
1 
C3 = 12 C4 
1 
6 ' 
1 
(2.131) 
A l l bu t the 0{a) leading logarithms cancel w i t h this choice, and so Eq. (2.129) 
becomes: 
^ = 1 + ^ a In • (2.132) 
which is the expected result. 
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2.3 Quenched QED 
I n the course of studying coupled non-linear integral equations, one finds i t appro-
priate to introduce a fur ther series of approximations i n order to make the problem 
numerically tractable. The first of such simplifications, and one that leads to an in-
teresting theory in its own r ight , is that of quenching the model, i.e. setting Q ^ I, 
leading to the SDE of Fig. 2.5. The coupHng now no longer runs, w i t h the result tha t 
angular integrals may (usually) be calculated analytically rather than numerically. 
Despite this, when not concerned w i t h analytic results, we in fact choose to perform 
these integrations numerically thus demonstrating the robustness of our numerical 
method. 
There have been many numerical studies of strongly coupled quenched QED, 
bo th w i t h the Schwinger-Dyson equations and on the lattice. The aim of these 
has been to determine the phase-structure of the theory, an indication of which is 
given by scaUng laws close to cri t ical points. The anomalous dimensions of the mass 
funct ion of the fermion propagator are related to those associated w i t h operators 
such as 'ip{x)ip{x). Whi le renormalisabihty prevents us f r o m including terms such as 
G {iptpy jt^ i n the Lagrangian - due to its canonical dimensions - the anomalous 
dimensions can mod i fy this significantly, thus rendering them renormalisable [42,43] 
and hence relevant [9,44]. I t is thus beheved that the study of the phase structure of 
Q E D is incomplete wi thout the inclusion of such terms. Ear ly lattice studies [45-47] 
were found to be contaminated w i t h these four-fermion interactions, i.e. G ^ 0, and 
hence exhibited a different phase structure to pure Q E D . I t was hoped in a later 
reformulation of the lattice in momentum space [48] tha t the contr ibut ion f r o m the 
four-fermion interaction could be controlled, thus allowing comparisons of the two 
approaches to be made. 
Our goal is not to investigate the f u l l phase structure of the theory. Instead, 
we are solely interested in dynamical mass generation and its cri t ical point in the 
coupling constant for pure Q E D . This cri t ical point should, i n principle be a physical 
observable and hence be gauge independent. We first explore the residual gauge 
dependence of the cri t ical coupling in quenched Q E D for a selection of vertex ansatze, 
including that of Kizilersi i and Pennington [40]. 
Figure 2.5: The quenched fermion SDE. Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and ver-
tices. 
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2.3.1 The Rainbow approximation 
The rainbow approximation is the name a t t r ibuted to the simultaneous use of bo th 
the bare vertex and quenched approximations. This is due to the rainbow-like 
structure appearing in the pictorial expansion of the SDEs, as i l lustrated in Fig. 2.6. 
Our SDE for the fermion propagator in this case is given by: 
-1 _ /• ^ 
7M (27! 
^2^^, i - i e r ) tSAk) i - i e Y ) iAlM , (2.133) 
where we have replaced the f u l l vertex appearing in Eq. (1.73) by and the photon 
propagator remains undressed. 
This equation has been investigated extensively in the hterature [49-52] where i t 
has been determined when dynamically generated mass is supported. I f we project 
out the Dirac-odd and even parts of the fermion propagator, by substi tution of the 
general forms given in Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.22) we have: 
Aip') = 1 + 
and 
Jo 
Aik^)^ 
+ r A{k^)k^ r A^{k^)k^ + B^ik^) p2 A^{k^)k^ + B2(A;2) k^ 
(2.134) 
S(p2) = rn + « ( 3 + 6 
47r 
(2.135) 
where we have analytically performed the angular integrals according to Appendix 
B.2, and presented the equations in Euclidean space. I n Landau gauge the wave-
funct ion renormalisation is t r iv ia l ly 1, and for general gauge is l + 0{a) i n perturba-
t ion theory - leading to another oft-employed approximation, A{p^) = 1. I n Landau 
gauge, the mass funct ion M = B/A is: 
3a f 
Jo 
dk' 
,A:2 A^(fc2) 
p2A;2 + A ^ 2 ( p ) + 7p2 dk' 
M{k'^) 
fc2+>12(fc2) 
(2.136) 
+ + 
Figure 2.6: The quenched fermion SDE in the rainbow approximation. 
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which can be recast as a differential equation; 
d ( ,dM{x)\ _ 3a xM{x) 
d x y dx J ~ Anx + M^{x)- ^ 
Rewri t ing this w i t h x = and for x » we may explore the asymptotics of 
Eq. (2.136): 
x^M"{x) + 2xM'{x) + ^ M { x ) = 0 , (2.138) 
which admits solutions of the f o r m M{x) = x^. Substi tut ing this i n we find that: 
1 f I a ' \ 
s ^ - [ - l ± J l - - ) , (2.139) 
2 V V "c y 
w i t h ttc = 7r/3 representing some cri t ical point of the behaviour of the solution, above 
which dynamical mass generation occurs. We show typical solutions for two gauge 
choices in Fig. 2.7. In Fig . 2.8 we see the Euclidean mass, defined as M^{p^ = 
M | ) = M | , as a funct ion of the couphng for Landau, Fejmman and Yennie [53] 
gauges, where the unphysical dependence of the cri t ical coupling on the gauge is 
clearly evident. 
This mass-function exhibits an infini te order phase transi t ion as a ^ ac and so 
obeys the Miransky scaling law [52]: 
- exp - 5 ) . (2.140) 
Using this to fit against our numerical data, we obtained the cri t ical coupling for a 
selection of gauges, see Table 2.6. 
0 1 3 
etc 1.0472 2.0535 2.9378 no W G T I 
1.0472 1.690 2.040 W G T I 
Table 2.6: Critical couplings for the quenched baxe-vertex approximation, wi th and with-
out the W G T I employed in the ^^^F** part of the vertex. 
2.3.2 The Curtis-Pennington Vertex 
The CP vertex was developed in an at tempt to restrict the transverse part of the 
vertex through the requirement that multiplicative renormalisability be preserved. 
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Figure 2.7: Wave-function renormalisation and mass-function in Landau Gauge (left-
hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), in the quenched rainbow 
approximation, without W G T I . 
Figure 2.8: The Euclidean mass. M e , in the quenched rainbow approximation. The 
explicitly gauge dependent part is derived from the vertex ansatz and is in 
violation of the Ward-Green-Takahashi identity. 
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The details of this vertex may be found in Sect. 2.2.1. I n summary we employ the 
following in Eqs. (2.29, 2.34): 
Hk,p) = 
r&{k,p) = 
1 
2 
1 
2A;2 - p 2 
1 
{A{e) + A { p ' ) ) , 
1 
A;2 — p 
\2{k,p) 
, {B{e) - A{B^)) 
(P+p2) (A;2_p2) 
{k^ - p^Y + {M-'ik^) + M^ip')) 2 ' 
(2.141) 
w i t h the remaining transverse components unconstrained and set to zero. Since oiu: 
longitudinal and transverse coefficients do not depend upon the loop momentum 
q^, and the photon equation is quenched, the angular integrals can be performed 
analytically (Appendix B.2) to yield: 
Aip') = 1 -
3a f 
Jo 
dit : P'Ak') \k' I 
A^{k'^)B + B^{k-') [p^ A;2 + 
M{k,p) (A;^  + / ) - U K p ) ^ ^ - r,{k,p) {k' - / ) (2.142) 
47r /" 
Jo 
dk' 
A{k^)A{p') 
B{p') 
3a C 
8nJ 
A^ik^)k^ + 62(A;2) [(p2)2 A{k^)A{p^) 
,2 
B{e)B{p^ 
dk^ 
+ 
^2(A;2)A;2 + ^2(yt2) 
x^2{Xrik,p) + Teik,p) ( k ' - p')) B{k 
+ {2\2ik,p)B{e) + Aik'')\s{k,p)) 
— J d k ' ^(''')^(P') Ik'Bik-") 
p. fc2 
r,2 
^2(A;2)A;2 + ^2(^2) p2 A{k^) ^(p2) 
} 
(2.143) 
For notational brevity, we use 6 + = ©(A;2 — p^) and 6 _ — G(p2 — k^) where 6 is 
the Heaviside step-function. We are able to investigate the cri t ical behaviour of this 
ansatz through two methods. The first is a brute force numerical determination of 
the cri t ical coupling strength by directly solving the coupled integral equations for 
A and B. Results for this are presented i n Fig. 2.10(a), where we note ac is almost 
constant cf. Fig. 2.8. We determine the cri t ical coupling ac by fitting the Miransky 
scaling law of Eq. (2.140). The results are presented in Table 2.7. 
The second method we can employ is a bi furcat ion analysis of the mass equation. 
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Oic e 
0 0.9339 4 0.8124 
1 0.8909 5 0.7953 
2 0.8584 6 0.7807 
3 0.8329 
Table 2.7: Critical couplings with the CP vertex in the quenched approximation. 
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Figure 2.9: Wave-function renormalisation and mass-function in Landau Gauge (left-
hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), wi th the quenched Curtis-
Pennington vertex. 
This was presented in [54] w i t h the unfortunate inclusion of a piece tha t should 
vanish due to translational invariance; the corrected analysis can be found i n [55]. 
The method essentially requires us to linearise the equations w i t h respect to the 
mass func t ion B. The A equation is then simply: 
A{k^r^ Anjj^ k^ Aik^) 
(2.144) 
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' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 
— Bifurcation Analysis 
* Numerical Detennination 
-
. 1 . 1 < 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 , 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.10: For the quenched Curtis-Pennington vertex, we show (a) the dynamically 
generated EucUdean mass as a function of the gauge parameter, while (b) 
shows the critical coupUng a.^ as calculated through a bifurcation analysis. 
which has the solution 
,2\ -aS/47r 
(2.145) 
due to the CP-vertex respecting multiplicative renormalisability. The exponent of 
this is denoted by i/ = Q;^ /47r and this solution is inserted into the linearised fo rm 
of B. A t the cr i t ical point the equation is scale invariant and so is solved by: 
B^v') = i f ) 2X-3 / V 
n2\ 1^  
(2.146) 
w i t h the factor i n parenthesis coming f r o m the A^p^) funct ion. Following the method 
contained w i t h i n [54,55] we are lef t to solve a pair of coupled transcendental func-
tions: 
2^ 
27r cot STT — TT cot vv: - f 37r cot(i/ — s)7r 
3 1 2 1 
+ 
1 
+ - -1 —s v-\-\ V v — s — s-I-1 
1 - s 
(2.147) 
These two equations are solved using an iterative method, giving and s^, for 
a given ^. This allows us to compute the cri t ical coupling ac f r o m the relation 
V = Q! /^47r. The results are given in Fig. 2.10(b) i n agreement w i t h our direct 
numerical approach. 
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2.3.3 Kizilersii-Pennington Vertex 
Although not designed for quenched QED, nor specifically for the (J", A^)-system, 
we may employ this ansatz and examine the gauge dependence of the cri t ical cou-
pling. Our coupled system of equations are given by Eqs. (2.29, 2.34) w i t h the 
longitudinal components of Eq. (2.12), and transverse part specified by Eq. (2.76). 
Examining the chirally symmetric phase, we should obtain results for the fermion 
wave-function renormalisation similar to the CP-vertex, see Eq. (2.145). This is 
indeed the case, and we may see this comparison in Fig . 2.11(a). The logarithmic 
scale of Fig. 2.11(b) clearly indicates the scaUng behaviour is well approximated by 
{p^ jn'^y. Thus, we indeed see that multiplicative renormalisability is preserved for 
fermion wave-function, i n the absence of dynamical mass generation and for Nf ^0. 
• ' 1 1 " 1 
. • 5=0.5 
i -
^-5=1.0 
r — . 1=2.0 
• ^ ^ - ' ^ ^ i 1 1 1 • 
le-06 0.0001 
p/K 
0.01 
- "" 1 
« 5=0.5 
.^5=1.0 
• 
"5=2.0 
1 i 1 1 
le-08 le-06 0.0001 2, 2 P /K 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.11: Dressing functions (a) T and (b) l o g ^ for the quenched KP vertex in a 
variety of gauges, without dynamical mass generation. Dashed Unes show 
the solution for the CP vertex, Eq. (2.145), for comparison 
Now, we consider solutions in which M reahses a non- t r iv ia l solution, and de-
termine values for the cri t ical couphng as a funct ion of the gauge parameter. The 
results are in Table 2.8, w i t h the approximate result for ^ = 3 indicating a break-
down of the Miransky scahng law here for large values of the gauge parameter. I n 
0 1 3 
0.9351 0.7222 - 0.5 
Table 2.8: Critical couplings for KP-vertex in the quenched approximation. 
Fig. 2.12 we show the Euclidean mass as a funct ion of the coupling for three choices 
of gauge. Surprisingly, despite this vertex's failure to preserve multiplicative renor-
malisabili ty of the mass funct ion, the situation is much improved when compared 
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Figure 2.12: For the quenched Kizilersii-Pennington vertex, we show the dynamically 
generated Euclidean mass as a function of the gauge parameter. 
to the bare-vertex. However, i t is not competitive for the quenched approximation 
where the Curtis-Pennington vertex performs better. This shortcoming is likely 
to be evident i n the unquenched studies which follow. However, we feel that the 
KP-vertices abi l i ty to cope w i t h M R of the photon equation w i l l compensate for the 
lack of consideration for fermion masses. 
2.4 Unquenched QED 
Now tha t we have made some progress w i t h solving the SDEs for quenched Q E D , 
we move on to the more interesting unquenched case. Here we w i l l investigate the 
residual gauge dependence of the cri t ical coupling by direct numerical calculation 
in a variety of gauges for a selection of vertex ansatze. This t ime we include the 
SDE for the photon i n our coupled system of integral equations. B y doing this, 
we introduce a fur ther dimensionless parameter into the theory, tha t of the number 
of active fermions N f , in addit ion to the ahready present coupling a. A first step 
towards including the running of the couphng can be accomplished by introducing 
the one-loop running f r o m perturbat ion theory as an ansatz: 
a ( / ) = ao (2.148) 
w i t h [• • • the photon-renormalisation funct ion, Gip"^)- This has formed the basis of 
several studies [56-60] where i t has been suggested the infini te order phase transit ion 
in the quenched case becomes second order, w i t h the mass-function described now 
by the scaling law: 
B{0) ~ K ( a - a e ) ' ^ ^ , (2.149) 
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in contrast to Eq. (2.140). I n these studies, we don't wish to simply employ the one-
loop approximation. Instead, we choose to couple in the equation for the photon 
propagator and solve for the system of three equations simultaneously. We assume 
that Eq. (2.149) w i l l s t i l l approximately apply in the v ic in i ty of the cri t ical point. 
On coupling in the photon equation, Fig. 2.13, we find tha t there are several 
choices for the momentum par t i t ion rj. Most studies to date have employed the 
asymmetric choice, 77 = 0 ,1 in the photon SDE. Whi le this is easier to implement 
numerically, i t is believed that the unequal foot ing of the two fermion lines can in -
troduce spurious dependences upon the cut-off momentum, due to the breaking of 
translational invariance of our regulation scheme. I t is believed that the symmetric 
choice T] — 1/2 w i l l reduce the contr ibution f r o m these terms w i t h the symmetry 
allowing cancellations to take place. Despite this, we w i l l continue to use the asym-
metric photon equation u n t i l the final section, where we renormalise the theory and 
introduce new results w i t h the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex. 
We should make a fur ther comment on the momentum inside the fermion loop. 
For the fermion w i t h momentum = (/c - I - rjq), we see that while bo th k and q are 
restricted to the range [S,K], the composite momentum is / G [0,2K] for 77 = 0,1 
and 0, | K for a symmetric par t i t ion . This requires extrapolation on the part of 
our functions beyond their own range of definit ion, [e, K]. HOW this is implemented, 
whether by: 
g { q ' > K ' ) = g { K ' ) , 
(2.150) 
M{p^>n^) = M { t ^ ) ^ / p \ 
or through a logarithmic fit as expected f r o m one-loop perturbat ion theory, w i l l 
affect the result. U n t i l we impose renormalisation conditions upon the theory, we w i l l 
simply use Eq. (2.150) w i t h = 10^° to make contact w i t h the work of Bloch [55]. 
Through the rest of the section we w i l l consider one active flavour of fermion to be 
present, and so Nf = 1. 
k + Tjq 
^ A A A A ^ W V V > = ^ A A A y W W V W - Nf > A A A A A / i Q A A A A A / 
Figure 2.13: The unquenched photon SDE. Filled dots indicate fu l l propagators and 
vertices. 
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2.4.1 Bare-vertex Approximation 
The bare-vertex approximation is the simplest starting point for coupling in a t h i r d 
non-linear integral equation. Our SDEs in this case employ r'^(A;,p; q) = 7'' and are: 
- 2^^xl ''yA^{y)y + BHy) 
X T d ^ s i n V ^ 
Jo z 
47r 
2xysm'ilj 
— oy/xy costp 
z 
(2.151) 
/ ' ' ^ ' ' ' ^ ^ 2 ( ^ ) ^ 2 + ^ g 2 ( ^ ) [y - 4cos^ V )^ + 3 v / ^ c o s ^ ] , (2.153) 
w i t h z = a; -F y — 2y/xycos'ip. Rather than solve a l l three simultaneously, i t is only 
necessary to solve for the A and B equations together, updat ing G outside the main 
iterator. This procedure is looped un t i l we obtain convergence, which is achieved in 
only a few steps. The bare-vertex does not respect the W G T I , though we have used 
this identi ty directly to f i x the explici t ly gauge dependent part . 
We solve equations Eqs. (2.151, 2.152, 2.153) as a funct ion of the couphng, for the 
gauge parameter ^ e [0,1]. Using the second order scahng law Eq. (2.149) we obtain 
Oc, the results of which are displayed in Table 2.9. 
e ac 0!c 
0.0 1.72613 0.6 1.88649 
0.2 1.77469 0.8 1.94249 
0.4 1.82997 1.0 1.99704 
Table 2.9: Critical couplings for the unquenched bare-vertex approximation wi th the 
W G T I employed in the ^Q^F'' part of the vertex. 
Representative solutions close t o the cri t ical point are shown i n Fig . 2.14. A plot 
of the Euclidean mass as a funct ion of the coupling Q;(«;) is shown for a selection of 
gauges in Fig. 2.15. 
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Figure 2.14: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running coupling for the 
unquenched bare-vertex in Landau gauge. 
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Figure 2.15: Dynamically Generated EucUdean Mass in the unquenched rainbow ap-
proximation. The W G T I is enforced in the ^Qfj, part of the vertex. 
2.4.2 Minimal Ball-Chiu Vertex 
We can make a small modif icat ion to the model by introducing a minimal dressing of 
the bare-vertex; tha t is, we include just the first t e rm of the B a l l - C h i u construction. 
This eliminates the need to evaluate the terms X2{k,p) and A3(A;,p) numerically, 
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whose l i m i t as k p must be carefully evaluated, part icularly in the photon equa-
t ion. Thus we are solving Eqs. (2.151, 2.152) w i t h an extra fgictor of A i ( y , x ) , and 
Eq. (2.153) w i t h an extra Xi{y, z) i n the kernels. 
A{x) = 1 -
/ d-ipsin'^tpgiz) 
Jo 
:Ai(y,a:) 
^2 (y )y + B2(y) 
2a:ysin^'0 Sy/xycosip 
I 
B{x) mo + 
3 a r \ , yBjy) 
27r^Jo ^A^iy)y^ + B^y) 
B{y)B{x)Q_ - A{y)A{x)e+ 
Ai 
Jo 
dip sin^ ip Giz) 
+ dy-
1 
G{x) 
1 + 
A^{y)y + B-'{y) 
ANja yA{y) 
Jo 
'-Biy)A{x)Q^ + B{x)Aiy)Q+ 
37r^x 
I sin^V 
Jo 
dy 
A''iy)y + B^{y) 
A{z) 
A^iz)z^ + B^{z) 
>^i{y,z) [y {l - Acos^ ip)+3^/xycos^p . 
I n Fig. 2.17 we show the djoiamical ly generated mass as a funct ion of a(K^) for a 
variety of gauges, w i t h the W G T I employed. Comparing this w i t h its counterpart 
in the rainbow approximation, Fig . 2.15, we see that the gauge dependence is i n 
fact more severe. Clearly simply dressing the first basis component is insufficient; 
one must consider the whole longitudinal part of the vertex, most hkely w i t h some 
specification for the transverse part . We present solutions close to the cr i t ical point 
in Fig. 2.16. 
Oic 
0.0 1.89785 0.6 1.43815 
0.2 1.70233 0.8 1.34002 
0.4 1.55606 1.0 1.25067 
Table 2.10: Critical couplings for the unquenched Minimal Ball-Chiu vertex with the 
W G T I employed in the ^qf^T^' part. 
We solve the SDE numerically as a funct ion of the coupUng a for a variety of gauges 
so as to determine the cri t ical point ac. For the Min ima l B a l l - C h i u vertex we used 
the second-order scaling law to fit the results of which are in Table 2.10. 
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Figure 2.16: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running couphng in 
Landau Gauge (left-hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), wi th 
the unquenched Minimal Ball-Chiu vertex. 
2.4.3 Full Ball-Chiu Vertex 
The B a l l - C h i u vertex poses a small challenge t o solve numerically, part icularly in 
the photon equation. Here, we must ensure a smooth interpolation is employed, 
for there are delicate cancellations in the angular integrals that w i l l blow-up i f not 
treated properly. One must correctly integrate over the derivative-like pieces of the 
BC-vertex in order to cancel a potential numerical singularity. These problems 
have been dealt w i t h in [55] by employing the Chebyshev expansion - the details 
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Figure 2.17: Dynamically Generated Euclidean Mass in the unquenched Minimal Ball-
Chin approximation. The W G T I is enforced in the ^-part of the SDE. 
of which can be found there, or i n Appendix A . Away f r o m Landau gauge, as 
w i t h a l l solutions given thus far, we must appropriately approximate the missing 
infrared part of the integral. This may be done analytically since the behaviour of 
the functions is generally known, or at least easily approximated, for small momenta. 
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Figure 2.18: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running coupling for the 
unquenched ful l Ball-Chiu in Landau gauge. 
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Figure 2.19: Dynamically generated Euclidean mass in the unquenched Ball-Chiu ap-
proximation. 
I n Fig . 2.18 we show solutions in the Landau gauge for couplings close to the 
cri t ical point ad^ = 0). I t is evident tha t there exist some numerical instabilities i n 
the fermion wave-function. These manifest themselves here due t o the d i f f icul ty i n 
accurately evaluating the differences of the func t ion for small momenta, and are also 
par t ly due to extrapolations employed for the mass-function in the U V , Eq. (2.150). 
Removing the kink inherent sA, p = K, and introducing suitable extrapolations for 
reduces the presence of the bumps in the infrared. 
We solve the A, B, ^-system for a selection of gauges, determining the cr i t ical 
coupling Qc- A plot of this is shown in Fig . 2.19, w i t h extracted values hsted i n 
Table 2.11. 
etc 
0.0 1.91220 0.6 1.63747 
0.2 1.78815 1.0 1.54439 
0.4 1.70200 
Table 2.11: Critical couphngs for the unquenched Ball-Chiu vertex with the W G T I em-
ployed in the ^QfiT^' part. 
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2.4.4 Curtis—Pennington Vertex 
The Curtis-Pennington vertex was designed for use in quenched Q E D , in which i t 
was successful at significantly reducing the gauge dependence of the cri t ical coupling 
ac- One is therefore tempted to employ i t directly in the unquenched system in the 
hope tha t i t proves equally successful. The ansatz in this case requires: 
Ai(A:,p) = \{A{k^)+A{3?)) , 
Unfortunately, the transverse piece of this vertex, rg, causes problems in the pho-
ton equation introducing an unresolvable quadratic divergence. The tack employed 
in [55], and used elsewhere in other studies, is to f o r m a hybrid system. The B a l l -
Chiu vertex alone is employed in the photon equation, w i t h the CP-vertex used for 
the fermion SDE. 
I n Fig. 2.20 we show solutions to J^, M. and Q for a close to the cri t ical coupling, 
i n b o t h Landau gauge and Feynman gauge. The gauge dependence of this cr i t ica l i ty 
is portrayed through the Euclidean mass as a funct ion of a for a selection of gauges 
in Fig. 2.21. Using the approximate scahng law of Eq. (2.149) we found the cr i t ical 
points, and give these i n Table 2.12. 
0.0 1.61435 0.6 1.41316 
0.2 1.54205 0.8 1.36640 
0.4 1.47570 1.0 1.29152 
Table 2.12: Critical couplings for the unquenched, unrenormalised hybrid CP-vertex for 
a variety of gauges. 
I f we compare the numerical solutions for the hybr id Curtis-Pennington ansatz. 
Fig. 2.20, w i t h those of the B a l l - C h i u vertex. Fig . 2.18, we see that the numerical 
artefact present in the infrared for T{p'^) has disappeared. The introduct ion of the 
transverse piece of the vertex stabihses the numerical procedure, i n addit ion to i m -
proving the convergence of our procedure due to the el imination of local min ima i n 
the v ic in i ty of our global one. I f we look at solutions in different gauges, for which 
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Figure 2.20: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running coupling in 
Landau Gauge (left-hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), wi th 
the unquenched hybrid Curtis-Pennington vertex. 
we compare similar masses M ( 0 ) , we see the structure of the mass functions are 
qualitatively similar. However, as w i t h aU of the unquenched solutions thus far the 
photon wave-function renormalisation is significantly different i n bo th the infrared 
and ultraviolet, being more squat in Feynman gauge despite being a supposedly 
gauge invariant quantity. We thus must conclude tha t the violat ion of gauge invari-
ance is s t i l l large for the hybr id CP vertex, despite its success for massless quenched 
QED. 
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Figure 2.21: Dynamically generated Euclidean mass in the unquenched hybrid-CP ap-
proximation. 
2.5 Renormalised QED 
Up un t i l this point we have not considered the renormalisation of the theory. As i t 
stands, the Green's functions tha t we have calculated each depend upon the unphys-
ical cut-off K tha t we introduced to regulate the integrals. To remedy this we must 
define our theory at some new scale n by employing a field renormalisation. This is 
most readily accomplished by introducing a f ini te quanti ty of Z-factors mul t ip ly ing 
each of the fields, as in Eqs. (2.41-2.43). 
We recall f r o m Sect. 2.2.2 tha t the vertex ansatz does not t r iv ia l ly respect the 
notion of multiphcative renormaUsability. Thus we may f ind a residual dependence 
upon the cut-off, i n addit ion to that arising f r o m the breaking of gauge invariance 
in part due to the regularisation scheme. Before we proceed w i t h our vertex ansatz 
that purports to satisfy multiplicative renormahsabiUty, i t makes sense to explore 
simpler ansatze in order to have a fair comparison. I n the studies tha t follow, we 
w i l l employ a symmetric momentum par t i t ion , rather than the asjrmmetric choice 
used thus far. I t is beUeved that this w i l l reduce fur ther some spurious terms arising 
due to the breaking of translational invariance. 
I n this section we examine the Kizilersi i-Pennington vertex w i t h and wi thout 
dynamical mass generation, i n unquenched Q E D renormahsed at the scale / i = 10® 
GeV. We compare this w i t h the bare and hybrid-CP vertices, in addit ion to a C P / K P 
hybrid, for a variety of gauges, thus determining the residual gauge dependence of 
the cri t ical coupHng ac-
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2.5.1 Renormalised Bare Vertex approximation 
The bare vertex approximation w i l l manifestly break mult ipl icat ively renormalis-
abUty, as may be seen in Eq. (2.69). One of the consequences of this is an exphcit 
dependence of the mass funct ion on the renormaUsation point , an artefact since this 
funct ion should be s t r ic t ly independent of //. We do, however, need to gauge the 
violat ion of multiplicative renormahsability before we can claim to have improved 
upon the situation. Thus we make the following study: 
dy- ^-^^^^ 
f 
Jo 
2 
Jo 
^NfaR r ^ yA{y) 
g{x) ' 7o '^^A^{y)y + B'iy) 
A(z) 
I A^{z)z^ + B^{z) " ^ 3 V 5 y cos^] , 
where Zi = Zi through the Ward identity, and the renormaUsation procedure is 
given in Eqs. (2.51, 2.53, 2.56). The couphng a and the gauge ^ are defined at the 
renormahsation point /x, w i t h cr i t ical couphngs given in Table 2.13, and a plot of 
the Euclidean mass in different gauges close to the cr i t ical point is given in Fig. 2.22. 
Note that here we are using the gauge parameter renormalised at /ix; to compare 
0.0 0.97615 ^ 0.0 1.89575 
0.6 0.91443 ^ 0.35 1.55221 
0.8 0.89251 ^ 0.49 1.46485 
1.0 0.87083 ^ 0.63 1.38847 
Table 2.13: Critical couplings for the unquenched, renormalised bare vertex for a variety 
of gauges. 
these calculations w i t h the unrenormalised ones, we must run the gauge f r o m \x to k , 
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Figure 2.22: Dynamically generated Euclidean mass in the unquenched bare vertex ap-
proximation wi th symmetric momentum routing in the photon equation. 
The coupling is given at a{K), wi th gauge defined at ^ ( / i ) . 
i n the same manner that the coupling is run . To do this we use the renormalisation 
group invariant a | = aR^n. 
2.5.2 Renormalised Curtis-Pennington Vertex 
The kinematic structure of the CP vertex is such that i t may not be used in the 
photon equation wi thout introducing a quadratic divergence, so as before we employ 
the B a l l - C h i u vertex in the renormalised photon equation, w i t h the CP-vertex in 
the fermion SDE. 
This vertex is constructed to satisfy mult ipl icat ive renormaUsability of the mass 
funct ion and wave-function renormalisation, up to leading and next-to-leading loga-
ri thms, for quenched QED. We saw the improvement this made to the gauge invari-
ance of the cri t ical coupling in Fig. 2.10. To date, the hybr id model represented the 
pinnacle of vertex ansatze for the unquenched theory. Unfortunately, i n this case 
we found there stiU to be significant gauge dependence. Fig. 2.21. 
First , let us investigate the case wi thout mass generation and so determine the 
extent of gauge dependence in the {T, Q) system. I n Fig. 2.23 we see solutions 
for four different gauges w i t h this ansatz employed. The fermion wave-function 
renormaUsation depends upon the gauge parameter ^ , as i t should. However, the 
photon wave-function renormalisation should be independent of our gauge choice 
due to covariance. I t is clear tha t this is not the case, w i t h the funct ion depending 
strongly upon changes in the gauge. 
Considering now solutions exhibit ing mass generation, we see representative so-
lutions in b o t h Landau and Feynman gauge in Fig. 2.25. We determined the cri t ical 
value for the coupling in a number of gauges by plo t t ing the Euclidean mass against 
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Figure 2.23: Wave-function renormalisation and running coupling in a variety of gauges 
for the s3Tnmetric momentum partition. We have employed the Curtis-
Pennington vertex. 
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Figure 2.24: Dynamically generated Euclidean mass in the unquenched hybrid CP ap-
proximation with symmetric momentum partition in the photon equation. 
The couphng is given at Q:(AC), wi th gauge defined at i{\JL). 
coupling. Fig . 2.24, and using the mean-field scaling law of Eq. (2.149). We present 
the results for the cri t ical coupling in Table 2.14. Comparing these renormalised 
ac(M) 
0.0 0.87127 ^ 0.0 1.61346 
0.2 0.88302 ^ 0.11 1.57683 
0.4 0.89263 ^ 0.23 1.54146 
0.6 0.89827 ^ 0.36 1.50705 
0.8 0.90348 ^ 0.49 1.47357 
1.0 0.90681 ^ 0.63 1.44091 
Table 2.14: Critical couplings for the unquenched, renormalised hybrid CP/BC vertex 
for a variety of gauges. 
solutions w i t h the unrenormahsed ones Fig. 2.20 we see tha t the flattening w i t h 
increasing ^ of the photon wave-function renormahsation is not so severe. One 
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Figure 2.25: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running coupUng in 
Landau Gauge (left-hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), wi th 
the unquenched hybrid CP vertex. 
concludes that the renormalisation procedure subtracts away some of the spurious 
dependence upon the cut-off due to the regularisation procedme, though w i t h this 
vertex not satisfying M R some w i l l remain. 
2.5.3 Renormalised Kizilersii-Pennington Vertex 
Our final ansatz is tha t of Kizilersi i and Pennington, whose properties and construc-
t ion we discussed in Sect. 2.2.3. I t is designed pr imar i ly to satisfy multiplicative 
renormahsability for the fermion and photon wave-functions, i n the massless l i m i t . 
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Since i t is bui l t upon the Ba l l -Ch iu vertex, i t automatically satisfies the Ward-
Green-Takahashi identi ty together w i t h the Ward identity. In terms of our standard 
set of basis vectors, we employ the following coefficients i n our projections of the 
Schwinger-Dyson equations: 
r , { p , k , q } - - 2 X , [ k , p ) g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l n ( ^ ^^^^^^ j . 
rs{p\e,q') = 0 . (2.155) 
The functions A i , A 2 and A 3 are defined as: 
X,{k^p') = ^^[A{k') + A{p')], 
\2{k'y) = 
1 1 
[Aik')-A{p')] 
2 A;2 - p 2 
which also play the role of the longitudinal coefficients. 
(2.156) 
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Figure 2.26: The wave-function renormalisation and running couphng calculated in 
Feynman gauge with the KP vertex, at two different renormalisation points 
\j? = 10° and iJ? — 10^ GeV^. The coupling remains identical, wi th the 
two fermion wave-functions related by the expected scale factor, Zi-
First , let us consider massless solutions in sorne gauge ^ 7^ 0. We ca,n solve the 
resulting system for T and ^ at a renormalisation scale, which we choose to be 
s = = 10^ GeV^. We must check that we may change to a new renormalisation 
point, t — \P = \ GeV^ say, and that our functions are either invariant, or scale 
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correctly. I n Fig. 2.26 we show this for Feynman gauge, and indeed see f r o m the log 
plot tha t T scales w i t h the expected renormahsation factor Z^. Addit ional ly, we 
find tha t the running coupling a.{j?) = a{iJ,^)Q{p'^, /j?) remains invariant. 
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Figure 2.27: Wave-function renormalisation and running coupling in a variety of gauges 
for the asymmetric (left) and sjnnmetric (right) momentum partition. We 
have employed the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex 
The K P vertex is inspired by the requirement that multiphcative renormalisabil-
i ty be upheld. I t is hoped tha t the structure required to achieve this w i l l improve 
gauge invariance, i n much the same way as achieved by the CP vertex. To test this, 
we calculate bo th T and G i teratively i n a number of gauges for a fixed coupHng, de-
fined at renormalisation point = 10^ GeV^. The results can be seen in Fig. 2.27, 
w i t h the left panel calculated for the asymmetric momentum par t i t ion r] — 0, and 
the r ight panel for symmetric momenta rj = 1/2. We can see tha t the dependence of 
the coupling a on ^  is significantly reduced, as compared to the Curtis-Pennington 
vertex of Fig. 2.23. One may also see tha t the symmetric momentum par t i t ion 
performs better than the asymmetric choice, w i t h the contribution due to spurious 
terms in our regularisation procedure reduced. 
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2.5.4 KP-vertex with Mass Generation 
We have demonstrated the eflScacy of this ansatz for QED in the massless case, 
and so we now wish to investigate its properties when dynamical mass generation is 
reahsed. I n Fig. 2.28 we give examples of T^ M. and Q for a selection of couplings 
close to the cri t ical point w i t h the left-hand side corresponding to Landau gauge, 
and the r ight for Feynman gauge. 
The solutions w i t h the K P vertex are similar to those of the CP vertex, w i t h the 
spurious numerical artefacts f r o m the BC part of the vertex removed. We do see 
a( | i )= 08936 
CKH) = 6.8932 
ct(n) = 0.8928 
a(ii) = 0.868 
• ct(|i) = 0.866 
a(ii) = 0.864 
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Ct(u) = 0i864 
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Figure 2.28: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running couphng in 
Landau Gauge (left-hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), wi th 
the unquenched Kizilersii-Pennington vertex. 
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0.0 0.90567 ^ 0.0 1.57830 
0.2 0.89071 w 0.12 1.54203 
0.4 0.87650 ^ 0.23 1.50726 
0.6 0.86290 ^ 0.35 1.47359 
0.8 0.84950 ^ 0.47 1.44023 
1.0 0.83658 ^ 0.59 1.40804 
Table 2.15: Critical couplings for the unquenched, renormalised K P vertex for a vai'iety 
of gauges, with partition rj = 1/2. 
(XcifJ.) Q C ( K ) 
0.0 0.89592 <^ 0.0 1.61493 
0.2 0.88206 ^ 0.11 1.57685 
0.4 0.86830 ^ 0.23 1.53707 
0.6 0.85500 ^ 0.34 1.50534 
0.8 0.84200 ^ 0.46 1.47228 
1.0 0.82914 0.58 1.43966 
Table 2.16: Critical coupUngs for the unquenched, renormalised K P vertex for a variety 
of gauges, with partition rj = 0. 
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Figure 2.29: Dynamically generated Euclidean mass in the unquenched K P approxima-
tion with asymmetric (left) and symmetric (right) momentum partition 
in the photon equation. All couphngs are given at a(/c), with the gauge 
defined at ^(^) - see Tables 2.15 and 2.16. 
w i t h like-for-like masses generated, that the photon wave-function renormaUsation is 
different for these two gauges, w i t h this reflected i n the value of the cri t ical coupling 
in Table 2.15. The dependence of the Euchdean mass on the coupling is shown in 
Fig. 2.29 for symmetric momentum par t i t ion (right) and asymmetric momentum 
par t i t ion ( lef t ) . Consequently, the cri t ical couplings for the asymmetric par t i t ion 
are given in Table 2.16. 
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2.5.5 Hybrid C P / K P vertex 
The K P vertex appears t o be somewhat lacking is preserving gauge invariance where 
dynamical mass generation is concerned. We thus fo rm a hybr id system, in which 
the CP vertex is used i n the fermion SDE, w i t h the K P vertex util ized in the photon 
SDE, w i t h 77 = 1/2. I t is hoped that , since bo th these ansatze are formulated i n 
different momentum regimes appropriate to their particular SDE, that this hybr id 
system wiU prove a useful combination. 
I n Fig. 2.30 we show solutions close to the cri t ical coupling ac for bo th Landau 
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Figure 2.30: Wave-function renormalisation, mass-function and running coupling in 
Landau Gauge (left-hand side) and Feynman gauge (right-hand side), wi th 
the unquenched CP /KP hybrid vertex. 
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Figure 2.31: Dynamically generated Euclidean mass in the unquenched hybrid CP/KP 
approximation with symmetric momentum partition in the photon equa-
tion. The coupling is given at Q : ( K ) , wi th gauge defined at ^(/x). 
0.0 0.89860 0.0 1.55043 
0.2 0.89130 < — > 0.12 1.54214 
0.4 0.88450 <—> 0.23 1.53399 
0.6 0.88720 0.35 1.52618 
0.8 0.87268 < — > 0.46 1.51972 
1.0 0.86726 ^r-> 0.57 1.51260 
Table 2.17: Critical couplings for the unquenched, renormalised hybrid CP/KP vertex 
for a variety of gauges, with partition r] = 1/2. 
and Feynman gauge. We see tha t this choice of hybr id vertex exhibits the same 
qualitative features as our other ansatze. The real difference lies in the residual 
gauge dependence of the cri t ical coupling. Crucially, we now see strong similari ty 
between the photon wave-function renormalisation in different gauges, i n contrast 
w i t h results of our other vertices. We plot the Euclidean mass as a funct ion of 
the coupling for a selection of gauges in Fig. 2.31, and give numerical values i n 
Table 2.17. We clearly see tha t this combination significantly reduces the gauge 
variance of the cri t ical coupling, cf. Figs. 2.22, 2.24 and 2.29, though the actual 
magnitude deplends on the scale at which ac is measured. 
I t appears that , even in the unquenched theory, i t is the CP-vertex is most 
apposite for the fermion SDE. Though i t does not know anything about the photon 
and its renormahsation, i t is its abihty to preserve M R of the fermion mass-function 
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that appears to be most important . For the photon SDE, i t is the KP-vertex's 
abi l i ty to preserve M R for the photon and fermion wave-function renormalisations 
that is key, w i t h knowledge of the mass-function less relevant. Learning lessons 
from the construction of bo th vertices - to produce a consistent ansatz respecting 
multiplicative renormalisability of al l three scalar functions A,B,Q - is the obvious 
next step in future studies. 
2.6 Summary 
We presented the fermion-boson vertex of QED in detail , giving a summary of 
the construction of non-perturbative ansatze that are most commonly used in the 
literature. To this we added the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex whose f o r m is such 
that i t preserves the mult ipl icat ive renormalisability of and Q i n the massless 
Umit. 
We investigated this novel t runcat ion scheme, in addit ion to a selection of ver-
tex ansatze, i n both quenched and unquenched Q E D . Our analysis concentrated 
pr imar i ly upon the numerical solution of the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the 
propagators, i n which we systematically changed the couphng in order to f ind as 
a funct ion of the gauge parameter. To quant i fy the residual dependence of ttc upon 
the gauge, we fo rm the quantity: 
/S^, (2.157) 
where 6^ is the difference between the two ^ at momentum K and is typical ly 1 when 
unrenormalised, or ~ 0.6 at the renormaUsation point /j. = 10^ GeV. 
For the quenched studies, we looked at the bare-vertex approximation for which 
a sizeable dependence upon the gauge choice was found, which we quant i fy w i t h a 
A of 61 - 96% depending on our use of the W G T I . Employing the CP vertex, one 
could determine either through brute force numerical methods or by a bifurcat ion 
analysis, the cri t ical coupling as a funct ion of the gauge parameter. I t was seen 
that the violat ion of gauge invariance is significantly reduced, yielding A = 4.8%. 
As a precmsor to unquenched studies, we looked at the KP-vertex in the context of 
quenched Q E D . Al though performing better than the simplest vertex ansatz, w i t h 
A = 30%, we found tha t the logarithmic pieces of the ansatz are not well-suited 
to the quenched theory, though this vertex shares some favourable characteristics 
to the CP vertex, such as M R of the wave-function renormalisation in the chirally 
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symmetric phase. 
We continued our investigation by reviewing calculations in unquenched and 
unrenormalised Q E D , typically restricted to the Landau gauge in the literature, 
and looked at the gauge dependence of the cri t ical coupling as a funct ion of the 
gauge parameter. We began w i t h the bare-vertex approximation, and found tha t 
A = 16%. Introducing a min imal dressing of the first longitudinal piece worsened 
the situation, yielding A = 52%. We thus considered the f u l l BaU-Chiu ansatz, 
requiring careful treatment of numerical singularities in the photon equation, for a 
range of ^. The gauge dependence of a^. was quantified by A = 24%. Looking at 
the hybr id CP vertex, where the E C vertex is used i n the photon equation due to 
quadratic divergences, we finally found A = 25% w i t h this ansatz. 
To conclude our studies of unquenched QED, we chose to renormahse our theory 
at the point /x^ — i q ^ GeV^. Finding solutions once again for the bare-vertex ap-
proximation, this t ime w i t h symmetric momentum par t i t ion in the photon equation, 
yielded a deviation of 58% as determined by Eq. (2.157). This is exacerbated here 
by the manifest violat ion of multiplicative renormalisability. We then considered the 
hybr id C P / B C vertex, finding this t ime that A = 19%. The Kizilersi i-Pennington 
vertex was examined for bo th symmetric and asymmetric momentum par t i t ion in 
the photon equation, yielding A = 20% and A = 2 1 % respectively. Despite per-
forming exceptionally well i n the absence of dynamical mass generation, maintaining 
near gauge invariance of the photon wave-function renormalisation, its lack of re-
spect for M R of massive fermions seems to indicate a shortcoming. Mot ivated by the 
hybrid C P / B C vertex, we formulated a new hybrid ansatz employing the CP vertex 
in the fermion SDE, for whose momentum regions i t is designed, using only the K P 
vertex in the photon SDE. This combination resulted in a significant improvement, 
as quantified by a A of only 4.4%. 
I t is envisaged that improvements to the K P vertex that w i l l respect multiphca-
tive renormahsability of the fermion mass-function w i l l improve the gauge invariance 
of the cri t ical couphng further. We w i l l then have a tool that (approximately) satis-
fies the symmetries of the underlying field theory, which w i l l allow one to investigate 
in detail the phase structure and t r i v i a l i t y of unquenched QED on the inclusion of 
irrelevant operators. 
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QED in Three Dimensions 
Three dimensional QED is an interesting theory for a multitude of reasons. In the 
study of finite temperature field theories, i t has been proposed that at high tem-
peratiu-es the four dimensional formulation reduces to that of three dimensions [61], 
so long as the coupling a is small and we look at distances greater than the Debye 
screening length T / y ^ . Interest in QED3 has enjoyed a resurgence in popular-
ity with potential apphcations to condensed matter physics, for example in certain 
cuprate superconductors where the conductivity is confined to a two-dimensional 
plane [62-65]. 
Of more pedagogical importance are the characteristics intrinsic to this theory. 
It is quite different to its four dimensional cousin for, despite being an Abelian gauge 
theory, its compact version exhibits the property of confinement [66-69] with the 
non-compact formulation realising dynamical symmetry breaking [70], at least for a 
small number of fermion flavours. Moreover, in three dimensions this theory is super-
renormalisable and so avoids the additional complication of UV regularisation of the 
quantum field theory, as this can obscure the connection between the intrinsic scales 
and those that appear as a consequence of symmetry breaking. Since we have one 
fewer spatial dimension, the coupling becomes dimensionful, which may be useful 
for the study of dynamical mass generation in GUTs where we can link the natural 
scale of the theory to the scale of generated masses. 
Here we do not consider compact QED in three dimensions. Instead, we concen-
trate on the non-compact version at zero temperature where the criticality of the 
theory is of interest. Here dynamical mass generation occurs for a small number of 
active fermions in the loop corrections to the photon propagator, with potential for 
some critical point NJ'^^. The degree of mass generation is measured by the correla-
tor (^°i\)i>). This correlator may depend upon the parameter A'^ ,^ but of course should 
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be gauge independent since i t is reasoned to be a physical observable. There have 
been many studies of the hierarchy of mass generation in this theory [71-76] and 
several lattices studies have been performed [77-79]. These have taken a number of 
different approaches to the problem at hand - one of identifying the existence of a 
second order phase transition. Each have come to different conclusions. 
Extensive investigations have been employed using the SDE approach to non-
perturbative phenomena. The SDE studies of [71,72] employed the l/Nf expansion 
to leading order, when the fermion wave-function renormahsation was taken to be 
identically 1. Following some further simplifications and writing the SDE as a dif-
ferential equation, the critical value for the number of active fermions could be de-
termined to be A^^"* = 32/7r^ 3.24. Higher order corrections were considered [80] 
which modified the result to Nf^^ ~ 3.28, supporting convergence of the expansion 
within this approximation scheme. 
However, the existence of a critical number of active fermions in non-compact 
QED3 was contested in [73,81] where they argue that the l/Nf expansion is a poor 
approximation for momenta p <^ M{0), the region of importance for dynamical 
breaking of chiral symmetry. Indeed, i t was argued that the fermion wave-function 
renormahsation could contribute large 0 { N f ) corrections, a possibility that could be 
equally true for the mass function. I t was suggested that the scale of the dynamically 
generated mass m was related to the number of flavours via: 
l o g M ( 0 ) ~ - A f / , (3.1) 
that is, the mass function decreases exponentially as a function of the number of 
flavours. This behaviour is a numerical challenge in Schwinger-Dyson studies, for we 
must work with a large momentum range. The scale poses an even greater challenge 
for calculations performed on the lattice, necessitating huge volumes to work with 
such potentially small masses. I t has also been suggested that finite volume effects 
may lead to an artificial phase transition on the lattice [82]. 
In the Uterature there have been many attempts to determine A'^"* through 
methods other than SDE and the Lattice. A renormahsation group analysis [83] 
suggests that the critical number of flavours may fall in the range 3 < N^* < 4. If 
one considers the inequality fm < fuv, where / is the thermodynamic free energy, 
one finds through counting of the number of degrees of freedom that Nf^*- < 3/2. 
However, this inequality may be inappUcable due to the system not being weakly 
interacting [84]. One further approach is to draw analogy between QED3 and the 
Thirring model, which has the same breaking of global symmetries. Numerical 
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studies [85-87] suggest 4 < iV)"* < 6. 
Calculations of non-compact QED3 performed on the lattice have been performed 
for a number of integer values of N f , recently for Nf = 2 [88] and Nf = 1,4 [79]. 
Though evidence for dynamical symmetry breaking is found for Nf = 1, the con-
densate is too small to be determined on the lattice for Nf = 2, placing only an 
upper bound. For Nf — 4 it was hoped that qualitative differences would be ev-
ident, though if the condensate does drop off exponentially, as in Eq. (3.1), the 
computational requirements for Nf > 2 may be too demanding to say anything 
definitive. 
In the next few sections we will first highlight the differences between com-
pact and non-compact formulations of QED3, thus motivating our choice of study. 
We present the Landau-Khalatnikov-Pradkin (LKF) transformation in momentum 
space, which we will use to explore the gauge covariance of our numerical solutions. 
We then perform extensive numerical calculations of quenched and unquenched tluree 
dimensional QED, in different gauges. We finish with a short corollary of the LKF 
transformation that confirms some of our numerical findings. 
3.1 Compact/Non-Compact 
Since our gauge theory here is still that of Quantum Electrodynamics, irrespective 
of the number of space-time dimensions, our Lagrangian is still written: 
CQED, = Hiy'D,)^ - \F,,F'^-' - 1 {d,An' . (3.2) 
However, as a result of having one fewer spatial dimensions, QED in three dimensions 
is a very different theory to that of its four dimensional counterpart. We have akeady 
touched upon some of these differences, which we will further investigate numerically, 
but for now discuss the composition of the three dimensional theory. I t turns out 
that the choice of representation is very important in QED3, for in the construction 
of the Dirac equation i t is only necessary to have three 7 matrices. I t is thus possible 
to write the 2 x 2 representation, in terms of the Pauli sigma matrices: 
7° = as , 7I = iai , 7^ = ia2 (3.3) 
which satisfies the Clifford algebra {7 ' ' , 7 ' ' } = 2^'"', with g^"' = diag( l , - 1 , - 1 ) the 
metric. 
However, if we restrict ourselves to the 2 x 2 representation, we find there are no 
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remaining 2 x 2 matrices that anti-commute will all of our ^ . This is significant, 
for it means there is no generator of the chiral symmetry that may be broken by a 
mass term of the form m'ipip. Thus the massive theory in the 2 x 2 representation 
contains the same symmetries as the massless one, triviahsing the phase structure. 
Since our interest hes with the dynamical generation of mass, i t is necessary to 
formulate three dimensional QED using the 4 x 4 representation familiar to QED. 
Here one could choose the Weyl representation of the 7 matrices to be: 
2 i iCF2 0 ^ 
This time we have the choice of two 4 x 4 matrices that anti-commute with the 7°, 
7^ and 7^: 
" V - I 0 ; 
and so our (massless) Lagrangian is invariant under a global U{2Nf) symmetry with 
the generators 1, 7^, 7^, [7^, 7^]. We could break this with a mass term of the form: 
m V i [ 7 ' , 7 ' ] ^ , (3.6) 
though this is not invariant under parity. Thus we introduce the usual mass term 
of the form m'tpip to our Lagrangian: 
CQED, - H i ^ D , - m)i; - \F,,F^^'' - ^ id^A^' . (3.7) 
This is of the same form as fom dimensional QED in the previous section, other 
than having a different space-time dimension d. 
3.1.1 L K F T in momentum space 
I t has been shown that for QED in three dimensions, where the integrals are mani-
festly convergent, that the LKF transformation may be applied directly in momen-
tum space [89], so long as one makes positive shifts in the gauge parameter. If we 
wish to perform a negative shift in the gauge parameter, it is necessary to Fourier 
transform our momentum space Green's functions to coordinate space, apply the 
LKF transform directly, and then Fourier transform back [90]. 
In order to derive the momentum space LKF transformation, we start with 
the usual expressions for the fermion propagator, which in both coordinate and 
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momentum space are written: 
Six;0 = + (3.8) 
-ij^Kx{p;0 + KY{p;0 , (3.9) 
where the functions KX,Y{P',0 related to the parameterisations J^{p;0 
M{p:Ohy: 
"^-^^'^^ = P^ + MHP-0 • ^^-''^ 
These two representations are related via the usual Fourier transforms: 
s{x;0 = J-0j-,^'''"'3ip;O, (3.12) 
S{p;0 = Jd'pe'P-^S{x;0- (3.13) 
It is obvious that these Fourier transforms also relate the individual components of 
the propagator. 
In coordinate space, the LKF transformation is given by: 
= e-"^5(2;;0) , (3.14) 
where a = a^/8n, and we assume the propagator starts in Landau gauge. I f we 
start in a covariant gauge then one simply replaces ^ by ^ - in the following 
Eqs. (3.17-3.19). Since we have that 
X{x; 0) = - 7 - 4 r ^ / d'p e-P-p • xK^ip; 0) , 
(27r) x^ J 
Y{x-0) = - J - ^ fd'pe-'P-^Krip-O) 
{2n} J 
(3.15) 
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which on performing some trivial angular integrations yields: 
1 
px 
we can use Eq. (3.14) to move from Landau gauge to a more general gauge: 
(3.16) 
Xix-0 = I dpp'^l cospx - ) Kx{p; 0) 
0^ px (3.17) 
Using the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (3.12) applied to the components KX,Y-
Kx{p\0 = J d'xe'P-'X{x;0 , 
KY{P;0 = Jd'xe'P-^Y{x;0-
(3.18) 
So long as the LKF transformation parameter a > 0, the integrals are convergent 
and we can swap the x and p integrations: 
1 1 1 , 
I - + — + 777- log [a+ a_ zkp a+ 
1 1 
a_ a+J 
(3.19) 
Kx{p;0 = r dkk'Kx{k;0) 
T^P^ Jo 
KY{P;0 = — / dkkKY{k;0) 
T^pJo 
where we have employed the shorthand a± = -|- (A; ± p)^ 
3.2 Numerical Review 
There are extensive examples in the literature of numerical determinations of QED3 
for a variety of different vertex ansatze and approximations. As with most non-
perturbative studies, we start with the simplest system and proceed to relax these 
restrictions or improve upon oiu: assumptions. We thus start with the quenched the-
ory, followed by a one-loop dressing of the photon equation and eventually building 
up to the unquenched system. 
In the forthcoming sections i t will be necessary to quantify our models by de-
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termining the chiral condensate in systems where spontaneous breaking of chiral 
symmetry is realised. To this end, we use the standard formula: 
(^V> = lim(O|^(0)V;(x)|O) = -TrD[SF{x)l 
= - J l ^ ^ (^^) (3 20) 
i2nf A;M2(A;2) + 52(A;2) 
which should give the same value to that of the asymptotic formula: 
(V^^> ~ - ^ p ^ B { p ^ ) , for p2 large . (3.21) 
We will find in the following that the particular choice of vertex ansatz leads to vary-
ing degrees of agreement between these two equivalent determinations of extracting 
the condensate. This is because descrepencies in the choice of vertex ansatz wil l 
break the delicate correlation between different momentum regions. In addition to 
this, the use of a vertex not embodying the correct structure wi l l lead to an artificial 
gauge dependence of this physical observable. We now explore the more common 
vertex ansatze in both the chirally symmetric and broken phases. 
3.2.1 Quenched Approximation 
Quenched models are the natural starting point for any numerical study of the 
Schwinger-Dyson equations. In the context of QED, this approximation involves 
neglecting contributions from virtual fermion loops in our gauge boson propagator. 
Hence, we set our photon dressing function Gip^) = 1, or equivalently the photon 
polarisation scalar to be n(p^) = 0. Thus, our preUminary study only entails the 
SDE for the fermion propagator and, depending on the form of the vertex ansatz, 
one may often evaluate the angular integrals analytically. 
I t is enlightening not only to study those solutions in which we have dynamical 
symmetry brealcing, but also to look into the properties of the vertex ansatz in the 
chiral symmetric phase. This latter case leads to a simpler set of equations that 
may also 3deld analytic solutions. 
-I-
Figure 3.1: The quenched fermion SDE for QED3. Filled dots indicate full propagators 
and vertices. 
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Bare Vertex Approximation 
In studies of QED, particularly those restricted to the Landau gauge, employing 
the bare-vertex has long been held to be an acceptable approximation. Though in 
renormahsable theories it violates the notion of multiplicative renormalisability, the 
important caveat in three dimensional physics is the lack of consistency with the 
Ward-Green-Takahashi identity (WGTI), Eq. (1.56). I f we choose to employ only 
the bare vertex throughout, including the explicitly gauge dependent part of the 
SDE, we have the simpler set of equations: 
1 27rp2 
2n 
I k Aik'^) A^{k^)k^ + B^{k^) 
k 1 
2kp 
log 
k + p 
i 
A^{k^)k^ + B^ik^)^''^'hp^°^ 
k + p 
k — p 
k — p 
{2 + 0 , (3.22) 
which can be solved using the methods outlined in Appendix A. 
We note that in the Landau gauge, the solution to A is trivially one. Applying 
the LKF transformation to this, with B = 0, one is left with the analytic expression: 
1 , 1 
A{p^) 2p 
2p 
(3.23) 
which does not match solutions calculated directly from Eq. (3.22), except of course 
for ^ = 0. 
Turning our attention to solutions exhibiting dynamical mass generation, which 
we present in Fig. 3.2, we can calculate the condensate, in units of e'', through 
Eqs. (3.20, 3.21). The results of this are given in Table 3.1, where we see excellent 
3 0.60 
10 10 10 10 10" 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10" 10 10 
Figure 3.2: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for the quenched SDE of 
Eq. (3.22), employing the bare vertex in the dynamically broken phase. 
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Figure 3.3: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for the quenched SDK em-
ploying the bare vertex in the dynamically broken phase for a variety of 
gauges. The WGTI is satisfied in the explicitly gauge dependent part of the 
vertex projection. 
agreement between the two determinations of the condensate. This is perhaps some-
what surprising, being as this vertex manifestly violates the Ward-Green-Takahashi 
identity (WGTI) in all but the Landau gauge. What we do see, however, is a marked 
- i - m.nt 
0 0.002316 0.002316 5 0.0007453 0.0007453 
1 0.001448 0.001448 10 0.0006875 0.0006875 
2 0.001088 0.001088 15 0.0007664 0.0007664 
4 0.0008048 0.0008048 20 0.0008975 0.0008975 
Table 3.1: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation in the quenched bare 
vertex approximation, without use of the WGTI. 
dependence of the condensate on the gauge parameter ^. This is an object which 
we expect to be gauge invariant, and so we perform the same calculation as before, 
this time with the W G T I satisfied in the ^q^^ projection of the vertex, to check for 
improvements. Solutions for a much smaller range of gauges are given in Fig. 3.3, 
with values for the condensate presented in Table 3.2. Though the value of the gauge 
parameter we explored is rather more restrictive in this case, we do see the variation 
of the condensate has reduced by ~ 14% by enforcing the WGTI in at least part of 
the SDE. We also find good agreement between the two methods of extracting the 
condensate. 
We now consider the LKF transformation of our solutions. If we solve the coupled 
system of Eq. 3.22 in Landau gauge, then transform to covariant gauges ^ > 0 using 
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0.00 0.002316 0.002316 1.25 0.001639 0.001639 
0.25 0.002173 0.002173 1.50 0.001505 0.001504 
0.50 0.002033 0.002033 1.75 0.001406 0.001406 
1.00 0.001766 0.001766 2.00 0.001239 0.001239 
Table 3.2: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation in the quenched bare 
vertex approximation, with the WGTI employed in the iq^iT^ part of the 
projection. 
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Figure 3.4: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for the quenched SDE em-
ploying the bare vertex. The SDE are solved in Landau gauge, with LKF 
transformation obtaining solutions for ^  > 0. Compare with Fig. 3.2. 
Eq. (3.19),we obtain the fermion wave-function renormahsation and mass-function 
of Fig. 3.4. Comparing this with Fig. 3.2, we see there is a distinct qualitative 
difference between the two sets of solutions, which we highlight by plotting the 
Euchdean mass as a function of the gauge parameter in Fig. 3.5. We have calculated 
the condensate for solutions obtained through the LKF transformation, and found 
that the condensate exhibited no dependence upon the gauge parameter. We will 
comment upon this in later sections. That there is a difference between these is not 
surprising due to the violation of gauge invariance in the SDE solutions. W^hat we 
do see is, as expected, that the Euclidean mass of the LKF solutions is not invariant 
with the gauge parameter, for i t is the physical pole mass that is gauge invariant 
by virtue of the W G T I - the Euclidean mass is more of an indicator one may use 
to measure the scale of mass generation, much like the condensate. If our vertex 
ansatz preserved gauge covariance, at least approximately, we would expect closer 
agreement between the two curves of Fig. 3.5. 
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B a l l - C h i u Vertex 
In order for the W G T I to be consistently satisfied, we should employ an appropriate 
vertex ansatz. One that achieves this, whilst being free of kinematic singularities, is 
the Ball-Chiu vertex of Eq. (2.12). We start with the projected SDE of Eq. (2.29) 
and Eq. (2.34) with Aj given as: 
Xi(k,p) 
>^2{k,p) 
Hk,p) 
l { A { k ' ) + A{p')) , 
^ ^ M ( ^ V ^ ( / ) ) 
1 
fc2 -p2 {B{k')-B{p')) , (3.24) 
with the remaining transverse coefficients Tj set to zero. Wi th the WGTI satisfied we 
find an improved dependence of the condensate upon the gauge parameter, although 
the asymptotic extraction and integral methods show a sizeable disagreement. We 
give the numerical values in Table 3.3. 
- {mm 
0.00 0.003313 0.003209 0.75 0.003566 0.003198 
0.25 0.003429 0.003210 1.00 0.003588 0.003172 
0.50 0.003512 0.003208 2.00 0.003981 0.003435 
Table 3.3: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation in the quenched Ball-
Chiu approximation. 
0.09 
LKFfrom5 = 0 
0.081 
0.07 H 
0.03 E-
Figure 3.5: Euclidean mass for solutions calculated via the SDE and by LKF transfor-
mation of the C = 0 solution. Units are defined by setting = 1. 
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Figure 3.6: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for the quenched SDE em-
ploying the Ball-Chiu vertex in the dynamically broken phase for a variety 
of gauges. 
Furthermore, if we examine the chirally symmetric phase, we have to solve: 
^ ( / ) = 1 
dk^ 
k Aik'^ 
eAi^) - p^Aip^) 
fc2 - p 2 
P^Aip^) + / cM(P) 
+ 1 
k^+P^ 
2kp 
log k + p 
k — p 
2kp 
{k'+p') 
log k + p 
k-p 
(3.25) 
A{k^)-A(f) 
1,2 _p2 
One can again show that solutions for arbitrary gauge do not match those as obtained 
through the LKF transformation, demonstrating a violation of gauge covariance with 
the Ball-Chiu vertex. 
In Fig. 3.7 we plot the condensate, as extracted via the asymptotic formula, for 
solutions to the SDE equations for different start gauges. Overlayed on this is the 
result of LKF transforming the solutions to higher gauges and calculating {i>ip). 
We clearly see numerically that the condensate remains flat for aU start gauges in 
quenched QED3. I t turns out that this is a trivial fact which we come back to later. 
Curtis-Pennington Ansatz 
The CP vertex arises when one studies certain perturbative and kinematic limits of 
QED in four dimensions, placing upon the ansatz the requirement that multiplicative 
renormalisability be preserved on the level of leading and next-to-leading logarithms. 
It is built upon the Ball-Chiu vertex, and so the longitudinal coefficients, Aj, are as 
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Figure 3.7: For the condensate, we show the result of LKF transforming a SDE with the 
Ball-Chiu vertex for different start gauges in quenched QED3. We use the 
asymptotic formula Eq. (3.21), and note that it remains completely flat. 
Eq. (3.24). The CP vertex brings a restriction on the form of the transverse part, 
requiring that: 
, 1 fA{k^)-Aip')\ (k^ + p2) (A;2 - p2 
( F - p 2 ) 2 + (M2(A;2) + M2(p2))^ 
(3.26) 
Before considering djoiamical mass generation with this vertex, we first consider the 
chiral symmetric phase. Here, we have a single integral equation to solve: 
A{p' 1 + 
27r ,/() 
dk 2^AP') fc^(fc2) 
1 1 
A;2 - p2 + 2kp ^ 
k + p 
k — p 
(3.27) 
due to cancellations provided by the transverse part, rg. This has an analytic solu-
tion [31]: 
^2p' 1 
Aii^ 
1 --^ tan"^ 2p 
(3.28) 
which we note is the same as the LKF transformation of the bare-vertex in Landau 
gauge, Eq. (3.28), in which A{p'^) = 1 for ^ = 0. 
The assumption that this is correct relies upon the transversahty condition pro-
posed by [90]: 
/ ( ^ 7 ^ 5 ^ ( f c ) r ' ' ( f c , p ) A 0 / ( g ) = 0 . (3.29) 
While this condition holds true to one-loop order in perturbation theory, it has 
been shown through an exphcit two-loop calculation [91] that this assumption of 
transversality fails. 
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Figure 3.8: The analytic solution (lines), given by Eq. (3.23). Symbols indicate the 
numerical solution to Eq. (3.27), in perfect agreement. 
We now couple in the mass function and consider solutions exhibiting dynamical 
mass generation. The condensate is again calculated through the integral method 
and by examining the asymptotic of the mass function, which we present in Table 3.4. 
The small differences between this and Ref. [92] are attributable to differences in 
e - m^nt 
0.0 0.00331 0.00330 
0.5 0.00341 0.00341 
1.0 0.00350 0.00349 
Table 3.4: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation in the quenched bare 
vertex approximation. 
the numerical method. We do see, however, the same close agreement between the 
two methods of extracting the condensate, in contrast to the Ball-Chin vertex of 
the previous section. 
Kizilersii-Pennington Vertex 
The final vertex ansatz we have at hand is that of Kizilersii and Pennington, de-
veloped for massless unquenched QED in four dimensions such that multiplicative 
renormalisability of the {T, Q) system is preserved. Our basis coefficients are as for 
the Ball-Chiu vertex for the longitudinal part of Eq. (3.24), with the transverse part 
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Figure 3.9: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for the quenched SDE em-
ploying the Curtis-Pennington vertex in the dynamically broken phase. 
specified by 1. 
r2{p\k',q') 
r.{p\k\q') 
r,[p\k\q') 
r,{p\k\q^) 
8 A2 {k-^y) 2 Ai ik^p") (A{e)A{p') 
1 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 3(A;2 + p2) ^ ^ & [ ^ 2 ( ^ 2 ) 
0 . 
The logarithmic terms here depend upon q'^ through the function A, rather than 
simply k"^ and p^. This forces us to evaluate the angular component for this part 
at each iteration, instead of outside the main loop, increasing the computational 
requirements. 
If we consider solutions exhibiting chiral symmetry breaking. Fig. 3.10, we can 
extract the value of the condensate through the asymptotic and integral evaluation, 
indicating the scale of this mass generation. The results are in Table 3.5. What 
we see is, compared to the Curtis-Penniugton vertex, a huge disagreement between 
<^^>a.y and (l/iV>,„f 
We now consider the chirally symmetric phase with the KP vertex. We already 
examined the CP vertex, in which case the integral equation for A{p'^) simplified such 
that an analytic solution was found, Eq. (3.23), for all ^. This exactly matched the 
analytic solution found by applying the Landau-Khalatnikov-Pradkin transformation 
^It is of course not obvious that these forms are appropriate to QED3, where the logarithms 
characteristic of four dimensional theories perhaps should become powers. 
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0.0 0.00350 0.00341 
1.0 0.00445 0.00353 
2.0 0.00543 0.00383 
3.0 0.00651 0.00426 
4.0 0.00771 0.00481 
5.0 0.00905 0.00546 
Table 3.5: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation with the quenched 
Kizilersii-Pennington vertex. 
N, = 0 
Figure 3.10: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for the quenched SDE 
employing the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex in the dynamically broken 
phase for a variety of gauges. 
to the ^ = 0 case, in which A(p'^) = 1. However, if one performs a perturbative 
expansion of the analytic formula, Eq. (3.23), in Minkowski space: 
HP') = 1 -
TT Q;2^ 
+ O {a') 
4 v ^ 4p2 
and compare with an explicit two-loop calculation of [91]: 
(3.30) 
HP') = 1 -
4 ^ = / r 4p2 
1 + 
12 2p2 
1 - (3.31) 
we see the result is not the same. The three distinctive features of this have already 
been highlighted in [91]. To recapitulate what is said there, .7^  7^  1 in Landau 
gauge, the transversality condition of Eq. 3.29 is violated and the analytic solution 
of Eq. 3.23 cannot hold in general. The LKF transformation is thus only magically 
satisfied with the CP ansatz, a result of all but the xi-dependent part cancelling. 
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Turning to t i ie vertex of Kizilersi i and Pennington, we f ind t t ia t no analytic 
solution can be found due to the now complicated angular integrals. Setting 5 = 0, 
we solve the SDE for A{p^) in the quenched approximation numerically. In Fig. 3.11 
we show solutions (data points w i t h lines) for Aip^) calculated through the SDE 
for a selection of gauges. Overlaid in this graph are the Aip^) as the result of L K F 
transforming from the ^ = 1 SDE solution to ^ = 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 . We f ind close agreement 
for momenta > 10"^, w i t h the scale set by = 1. However, the differences are 
more marked in the important infrared region, showing disagreement between the 
SDE generated results and the L K F transformation, and thus a violat ion of gauge 
covariance. However, this vertex is specifically designed for renormalisable theories 
which are characterised by the appearance of logarithms. These then become i l l -
behaved in the three-dimensional theory, and so a different formulat ion of the K P -
vertex would be required. 
LKF E = 1 to: Quenched Massless KP 
• SDE ^ = 1 
• • S D E ^ = 2 
SDE ^ = 3 
—r SDE i = 4 
o o SDE ^ = 5 
10" 
2 
P 
10' 10 
Figure 3.11: Wave-function renormalisation for the quenched SDE employing the 
Kizilersii-Pennington vertex in the chirally symmetric phase, showing com-
parison with L K F transformation. 
3.2.2 Partial Unquenching 
Studies of part ia l ly unquenched Q E D , where the 1/Nf expansion is employed in the 
photon equation, have aheady been undertaken for the bare vertex and the Bal l -Chiu 
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construction [71-76,93]. These effectively sum up massless fermion loops in the pho-
ton SDE, thus softening the infrared behaviour below the natural scale a = e^Nf/8. 
This gives val idi ty to the l / N j perturbative expansion in the low momentum region 
when applied to the photon. I n Landau gauge our photon propagator is: 
9nv 
w i t h 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
+ aq 
derived f r o m the resummation. Plots of this ansatz, which is independent of the 
choice of vertex funct ion can be seen i n Fig. 3.12. I n our numerical calculations we 
have used = 1 to set the scale of mass generation in the theory. In Fig. 3.13 
we show solutions to the SDE w i t h the B a l l - C h i u vertex [75,93]. The equivalent 
solutions [76] for the Curtis-Pennington vertex are given in Fig. 3.14. 
We use Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.21) to extract the condensate ( in units of e^) for 
each ansatz, displaying the numerical values in Table 3.6. 
I t is interesting to see tha t the two methods for extracting the condensate only 
agree to w i t h i n 10% for the Ba l l -Ch iu vertex, whilst the discrepancy for the Cur t i s -
Pennington vertex is less than 2%. 
3.2.3 Unquenched S D E in the Landau Gauge 
Studies of QED3 where the photon equation is calculated self-consistently by use of a 
vertex ansatz have been undertaken for the bare and minimal Ba l l -Ch iu vertices [94, 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10" 10 
1 " — 1 " - 1 " " 1 " - l " ~ 1 " - 1 " - 1 ' " -
Np = 2 -
N p - 4 1 
Np = 6 
l , : a i l i w l . n l . i n { -
Figure 3.12: Photon wave-function G and polarisation scalar Tl{p'^) as a result of re-
summing massless fermion loops. 
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Ball- -Chiu Curtis-Pennington 
2 1.603 • lO- ' i 1.746 • lO-'* 1.7047-10-1 1.7053-10-'! 
4 3.924 • IQ-^ 4.385 • 10-^ 2.5379 - 10-^ 2.5408 - 10-^ 
6 4.009 • 1 0 - " 5.526 • 10-11 3.6968 • 10-12 3.7039 - I Q - i ^ 
Table 3.6: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation in the partially un-
quenched approximation employing the Ball-Chiu and Curtis-Pennington 
vertices. 
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Figure 3.13: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for SDE employing the 
Ball-Chiu vertex in the dynamically broken phase. The photon equation 
re-sums massless fermion loops. 
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Figure 3.14: Wave-function renormalisation and mass function for SDE employing the 
Curtis-Pennington vertex in the dynamically broken phase. The photon 
equation re-sums massless fermion loops. 
95] and for the hybrid-CP vertex [92]. In past studies of dynamical mass generation 
in f u l l y unquenched three dimensional Q E D , a photon equation has been employed 
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using an asymmetric momentum routing. Here we w i l l be using the symmetric one 
of Eq. 2.39, as seen in Fig. 2.4 w i t h momentum par t i t ion rj — 1/2. 
We now look at the cr i t ical i ty of three-dimensional QED as a funct ion of the 
number of active fermions for different gauges. This we do through numerical solu-
t ion of the Schwinger-Dyson equations for a variety of vertex ansatze. 
B a r e V e r t e x A p p r o x i m a t i o n 
The bare-vertex is the first step in any fully-coupled unquenched study. This is 
equivalent to the following choice of basis coefficient i n the projections of the SDE 
of Eqs. (2.29, 2.34): 
Xi{k,p) = l , (3.34) 
w i t h the remaining Aj and Tj set to zero. In the left-hand column of Fig. 3.15 we 
show solutions in Landau gauge, showing a strong depedence between the scale of 
dynamically generated mass and the number of flavours. This feature is not seen 
when ^ / 0, indeed we obtained solutions in the chirally broken phase just beyond 
the apparent cri t ical number of Nf !^ 3.4. The dependence of the condensate on the 
number of flavours for a selection of gauges is given in Table 3.7. 
1.0 8.5 • 10-" 8.5 • 10"" 3.0 9.2 • 10-^ 9.3 • 10-^ 
2.0 8.4 • 10-^ 8.5 • 10-2 3.2 5.9 • 10-9 5.9 • 10-9 
2.8 7.3 • 10-^ 7.3 • 10-^ 3.4 9.6 • 1 0 - " 9 . 7 - 1 0 - " 
Table 3.7: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation in the unquenched bare-
vertex approximation. 
M i n i m a l B a l l - C h i u V e r t e x 
The minimal Bal l -Chiu vertex entails discarding the two derivative like pieces of the 
f u l l B a l l - C h i u vertex and setting the transverse component to zero: 
Ai(A;,p) = l { A i e ) + A i p ' ) ) . (3.35) 
Whi ls t being a good approximation in the ultraviolet, this neglect impacts upon 
the behaviour in the intermediate and infrared regions. However, the numerical 
difficulties brought about by the f u l l ansatz are avoided and one may at least begin 
a preliminary study beyond the bare vertex approximation, in which some fo rm of 
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minimal dressing is employed. We show numerical results for Landau gauge i n the 
right-hand column of Fig. 3.15, so that one may compare them w i t h the bare-vertex. 
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Figure 3.15: The fermion wave-function renormalisation, mass function and photon po-
larisation scalar for the bare vertex (left) and the minimal Ball-Chiu vertex 
(right). Solutions axe obtained in Landau gauge for a selection of flavours, 
wi th = 1 setting the scale. 
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^'^'^^ asy Nf 
1.0 6.9 • 10-" 7.1 • 10-" 3.0 3.6 • 10-1" 4.0 • 10-1" 
2.0 3.4 • 10-5 3.6 • 10-5 3.1 1.4- 1 0 - " 1.6 • 10-11 
2.8 2.3 • 10-^ 2.5 • 10-* 3.2 9.5 • 10-1" 1.1 • 10-1^ 
Table 3.8: Condensates via asymptotic and integral evaluation for the unquenched min-
imal Ball-Chiu vertex. 
I t can clearly be seen tha t the effect of this minimal dressing is to lower the value 
of Nf to approximately 3.2. 
B a l l - C h i u C o n s t r u c t i o n 
The next evolutionary step for the vertex is the f u l l B a l l - C h i u ansatz. This satisfies 
the Ward-Green-Takahashi identi ty together w i t h the Ward identity, and so is con-
sistent w i t h our choice for the explicit ly ^-dependent part of the SDE projection. 
Our coefficients are given by: 
Hk,p) = l ^ ^ , { A { e ) - A { p ' ) ) , 
^s{k,p) = - ^ A B { e ) - B { p ' ) ) , 
and set the remaining coefficients = 0. We once again study the cri t ical behaviour 
of this coupled set of equations w i t h respect to the number of flavours present in 
the photon loop. We calculate the condensate, i n units of e", for Landau gauge 
by varying the number of fermions, and give the results i n Table 3.9. The cri t ical 
number of flavours is slightly higher w i t h this vertex at A^^'* ~ 3.4 
1.0 1.2-10-^ 1.2-10-^ 3.0 8.1 • 10-** 9.1 • 10-** 
2.0 1.2-10-" 1.3-10-" 3.2 4.9-10-9 5.5-10-9 
2.8 7 .2-10-^ 8.0-10-^ 3.4 9 . 3 - 1 0 - " 1.0 - l O - i " 
Table 3.9: Condensates wi th the BC vertex in the unquenched theory as a function of 
iV^ in Landau gauge. 
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Figure 3.16: The left-hand column sho^ ws solutions for the fermion wave-function renor-
malisation, mass function and photon polarisation scalar for the BC, whilst 
the right-hand demonstrates the hybrid CP vertex for comparison. We use 
Landau gauge, and set = 1 to fix the scale. 
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H y b r i d C P V e r t e x 
For the hybr id CP model, where the Ba l l -Ch iu vertex is employed in the photon 
equation and the Curtis-Pennington vertex used for the fermion SDE, we obtain 
results similar to that of the straight Ba l l -Ch iu vertex. However, the impor tant 
distinction is tha t the inclusion of the transverse coefficient: 
T6{k,p; 9) = 2 
1 f A i k ' ) - A i p ' ) ( A : 2 + p 2 ) ( f c 2 - / 
2 ' (3.36) 
yields a better agreement between the asymptotic and integral evaluation of the 
condensate, part icularly for ^ 7^  0. The condensates in Landau gauge are given in 
Table 3.10. 
^'^'^^ asy Nf 
1.0 1.217-10-3 1.216 • 10-3 3.0 3.130-10-^ 3.130-10-^ 
2.0 1.431 • 10-" 1.430-10-'* 3.2 2.862 • 10-* 2.862 • 10-® 
2.8 1.909 • 10-6 1.909 • 10-6 3.4 9.521 • 10-1° 9 . 5 1 7 - 1 0 - 1 ° 
Table 3.10: Condensates with the CP vertex in the unquenched theory as a function of 
Nf in Landau gauge. 
In Fig. 3.16 we see a comparison between solutions obtained w i t h the B a l l -
Chiu and Curtis-Pennington vertices, as a funct ion of the number of active fermion 
flavours in Landau gauge. 
K i z i l e r s i i - P e n n i n g t o n V e r t e x 
The final vertex ansatz we may employ in the SDE in solutions exhibit ing chiral 
symmetry breaking is that of Kizflersi i and Pennington. A summary of the longi-
tudinal and transverse coefficients has been given for the quenched case. Here we 
couple in the photon equation and work in Landau gauge, obtaining values for the 
condensate given in Table 3.11. 
N f ^ O Nf = 1 Nf = 2 
0.0 3.5 • 10-'^ 3.41 -10-'-^ 1.23-10-3 1.27-10-3 1.68-10-" 1.47-10-1 
Table 3.11: Condensates with the KP-vertex in the unquenched theory as a function of 
A'^ ^ in Landau gauge. 
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We obtain a similar t rend for the scale of the condensate as a funct ion of Nf as i n 
the other ansatze. However, what is clear is there exists a disagreement between the 
two methods for extracting the value of the condensate. Comparing these results 
w i t h the Ba l l -Ch iu vertex, i t is possible tha t the transverse pieces like logj '^(p^) 
interfere w i t h the relationship between the infrared and ultraviolet behaviour. I n -
deed, the Curtis-Pennington vertex involves the mass funct ion M., an ingredient 
missing f r o m the Kizdersii-Pennington ansatz. The regulation tha t this provides in 
the infraxed may be the key hnking the asymptotic and integral evaluations of the 
condensate, as may be replacing the logarithmic pieces of the ansatz w i t h something 
more appropriate. 
3.2.4 Unquenched Results for ^ 7^ 0 
We now look towards the dependence of the condensate on the nmnber of flavoms 
Nf away from Landau gauge. For the B a l l - C h i u vertex we have calculated the con-
densate for TV/ = 1,2 i n different gauges, the results of which we give i n Table 3.12. 
The discrepancy between the two values of the condensate is more evident for ^ 7 ^ 0, 
e 
Nf = 1 N f ^ 2 Nf = ^ 
0.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.19-10-3 1.20-10-3 
2.08 • 10-3 1.81 - 10-3 
2.37 -10-3 2.00 -10-3 
1.21 - 10-4 1.26 - 10-* 
1.03 - 10-3 0.866 -10-3 
1.23 - 10-3 0.999 -10-3 
8.13-10-** 9.11-10-** 
0.682 -10-3 0.562 - 10-3 
0.881 • 10-3 0.705 - 10-3 
Table 3.12: Condensates for the unquenched BC vertex as a function of the number of 
active fermions, N f , evaluated for different gauges. 
w i t h the magnitude hnked the the scale of dynamically generated mass. W h a t we 
see is that , for ^ > 0 the condensate drops approximately by a factor of two as we 
move from Nf = 1 to Nf = 2, and again as we move from Nf — 2 to Nf = 3. 
However, i n the Landau gauge this drop is of order ten, followed by a drop of 103. 
I n Fig . 3.18 we show the effect L K F transforming the solutions has on the value 
of the calculated condensate, for Nf > 1 and for different start gauges. As alluded 
to before, we f ind that the condensate remains perfectly flat. This t r i v i a l fact is 
discussed in the next section. 
For the CP-vertex we have closer agreement between the asymptotic and integral 
extraction of the condensate: 
We now consider the Kizdersii-Pennington vertex in different gauges w i t h Nf = 
1. From Table 3.14 we s t i l l see strong gauge dependence upon the condensate, 
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Figure 3.17: The left-hand column shows solutions for the fermion wave-function renor-
malisation, mass function and photon polarisation scalar for Nf = 1, wi th 
the right-hand side solved for Nf = 2. We use the Ball-Chiu vertex 
throughout and set the scale by = 1. 
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= 1 Nf = 2 Nf 
^^^^ asy 
= 3 
0.0 1.22 • 10-'' 1.22 • 10-3 1.43 -10-" 1.43 • 10-" 3.13-10-^ 3.13-10-^ 
1.0 2.04 - 10-3 2.03 - 10-3 1.28 - 10-3 1.28 - 10-3 0.765 - 10-3 0.765 - 10-3 
2.0 2.89 • 10-3 2.89 - 10-3 2.19-10-3 2.19 • 10-3 1.50 - 10-3 1.50 -10-3 
Table 3.13: Condensates for the unquenched CP vertex as a function of the number of 
active fermions, N f , evaluated for different gauges. 
w i t h large disagreement between the two methods for extracting the condensate. 
Clearly the vertex, due t o its explicit construction for four-dimensional theories, is 
inapphcable to QED3 and adds nothing beyond the BC-vertex other than a more 
signiflcantly more complicated numerical procedure. 
0.0 0.00123 0.00127 
1.0 0.00256 0.00197 
2.0 0.00372 0.00253 
Table 3.14: Condensates with the KP vertex in the unquenched theory for different 
gauges and Nf = I. 
We consider the L K F transformation of some of these solutions to see qual-
i tat ively how they compare to direct self-consistent SDE solutions. We use the 
Ba l l -Ch iu vertex in Landau gauge, for bo th Nf = 0 , 1 , and L K F transform these 
solutions to different gauges. The results can be seen in Fig. 3.18. 
We see that the L K F transformation pushes A to larger values in the infrared as 
the gauge increases, as we expect from SDE studies. However, looking at the mass 
funct ion we see the L K F transformation pushes the shoulder down and to the r ight . 
I t is hard to say intui t ively whether this is what we expect, or is merely an artefact 
of having the "wrong solution" in our start ing gauge. Wha t we do know is that these 
L K F solutions do not match those as obtained dhectly f r o m the Schwinger-Dyson 
equations, cf. Figs. 3.6, 3.17. A t present this teUs us our ansatze do not respect 
gauge covariance of the solutions, a somewhat irrelevant point f r o m the perspective 
of SDE studies since i t tells us nothing of actually how to construct a better ansatz. 
One may choose the perspective that we don't need a vertex valid for al l gauges, but 
one that works in one particular gauge. This is not a bad idea, but we have no way 
t o t e l l i f our ansatz is correct non-perturbatively since, for example, the condensate 
is always gauge invariant irrespective of the vertex employed. Other checks would 
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Figure 3.18: We show the result of L K F transforming a SDE with the BaU-Chiu vertex 
from the Landau Gauge, for Nf = 0 ,1 . These ai-e to be compared with 
Figs. 3.6, 3.17. 
require self-consistency of the SDE themselves, or the L K F transform of higher order 
Green's functions - which are far more complicated to implement. 
3.2.5 Corollary of L K F T 
I t is i n fact obvious tha t the chiral condensate in QED3 is a gauge invariant object, 
since as an operator we wri te i t as {"ip-ip). The question remains of whether i t is 
t r iv ia l ly invariant under the L K F transformations applied to the propagators derived 
in some start ing gauge. I n QED3 the condensate, i n coordinate space, is defined by 
—Tr£)5(x;^) w i t h a: ^ 0. I f we apply the L K F transformation in coordinate space 
to this expression, we can easily show the condensate to be gauge invariant under 
L K F transformations. W h a t we present here is the momentum space version of the 
proof, necessarily more compUcated due to the Fomier transformations that must 
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Figure 3.19: We show the result of L K F transforming a SDE wi th the BaU-Chiu vertex 
for different start gauges and active fermions. The condensate, as extracted 
via the asymptotic formula Eq. (3.21), remains completely flat. 
take place. We start w i t h : 
^^^^^ V {2nf V' + M^{p;0 
(3.37) 
where the subscript ^ indicates gauge dependence of the propagator used in the trace, 
not of the condensate itself. We thus wish to t ransform {ip'tp)^ to {tptp)^ and show 
that i t is indeed a gauge invariant object w i t h respect to the L K F transformations. 
We know f r o m Eq. (3.19) that in momentum space the L K F transformation of 
the object K Y { P ; ^ ) is given by: 
K Y i p ; 0 - ~ / dkkKYik;0)f{k,p) , (3.38) 
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w i t h 
f{k,p) = 
_a? + {k-v? a^ + ik + pf 
We can thus wri te the L K F transformation of Eq. (3.37) from Landau gauge as: 
(3.39) 
= - 4 - [ dkkKY{k;0) I V f{k,p) 
We concentrate our efforts on the integral over p 
I d'p fik,p) i2nf P 27r2 
(27r)^ P 
dppf{k,p) 
(3.40) 
1 f°° 
= ^ y_ dppfik,p), (3.41) 
where the final step is accomplished using the symmetry as p -p. Substi tut ing 
in the explicit f o r m of f{k,p) f r o m Eq. (3.39) in the above yields: 
1 
a? + {k- PY a^ + {k + pY 
(3.42) 
which can be wr i t t en as: 
I = 
1 
+ 
1 
k — p — ia k — p + ia 
1 1 
k — p — ia k — p + ia 
(3.43) 
The first two terms correspond to poles in the lower half-plane, whilst the last two 
terms belong to the upper half-plane since a > 0. Choosing to close the contour i n 
the upper half-plane, as shown in Fig. 3.20 we have: 
(3.44) 
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X \ 
X X 
Figure 3.20: Contour of integration used in the evaluation of Eq. (3.43). 
Substi tuting this into Eq. (3.40): 
= J dk e Ky{k- 0) , (3.45) 
where crucially the right-hand side is independent of the gauge transformation pa-
rameter a. Relabelling the integration momentum of the second te rm to p and 
restoring the t r iv i a l angular integrals demonstrates that: 
(3.46) 
and so the condensate {il^ij}) is indeed independent of the gauge parameter ^ upon 
application of the L K F transformation. 
This shows tha t the L K F transformations w i l l give a gauge independent conden-
sate regardless of the Green's funct ion used as input and so cannot be used as a 
discriminant between vertex ansatze or any other t runcat ion of the SDE hierarchy. 
3.3 Summary 
We examined numerical solutions of non-compact QED i n three-dimensions by use 
of the truncated Schwinger-Dyson equations. This was done for the quenched case 
w i t h a variety of vertex ansatze, in which we determined the gauge dependence 
of the condensate for solutions in the dynamically broken phase. We compared 
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solutions in arbi t rary covariant gauge w i t h those obtained by L K F transformations 
of Landau gauge SDE studies, finding tha t gauge covariance was violated for al l bu t 
the CP vertex, which fails to match perturbative calculations. We also employed 
the K P vertex to complete the numerical study, finding tha t i t was a poor ansatz in 
quenched Q E D 3 . 
We t m n e d our at tention to unquenched studies in mult iple gauges where the 
cri t ical i ty of the theory is of interest. The K P vertex proved to be largely inappUca-
ble here due to its exphcitly four-dimensional forms, and was hence not appropriate 
in fur ther ing estimates for 7V^'*. Solutions w i t h the Ba l l -Ch iu vertex in Landau 
gauge were L K F transformed, for bo th the quenched and Nf = 1 case, which on 
comparison -with the relevant SDE solutions again showed violat ion of gauge covari-
ance. Qualitatively, the solutions behave quite differently w i t h the shoulder of the 
L K F obtained mass-function generally moving do-vra and to the right w i t h increasing 
gauge; the SDE solutions simply move downwards. 
Though the L K F transformations te l l us nothing more about the vahdity of our 
solutions, there is s t i l l use for them. I n order to use these as a too l for learning 
more about vertex construction, one must t u r n their attention towards the L K F T 
of higher order Green's functions, i.e. the three-point vertex, whose L K F T is given 
by Eq. (1.102). Al though a d i f f icul t task even in three-dimensions, i f successfully ap-
plied to even the bare-vertex i n Landau gauge, i t is likely to show how the structure 
of the vertex for arbi t rary covariant gauges is bui l t -up, highlighting inadequecies in 
our existing ansatze. 
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Q u a n t u m C h r o m o d y n a m i c s 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the accepted description of quarks and gluons 
at the Lagrangian level. It has enjoyed much success in studies at high-energies 
where its property of asymptotic freedom aUows one to perform perturbative ex-
pansions. There we find remarkable agreement between theoretical calculations and 
their experimental measurements. These perturbative calculations rely upon the 
LSZ formahsm, in which asjmiptotic states are regarded as free fields. Although 
this works well for gauge theories such as QED, the situation is far more comph-
cated in QCD where asjrmptotic states are composite. Indeed, quarks and gluons 
have not been directly observed, a phenomenon known as confinement, and so these 
fields do not even appear in external states. 
Ultimately, any study of high-energy physics requires knowledge of low-energy 
phenomena; bringing our interest towards studies of hadrons and confinement. We 
must therefore formulate alternative methods to extract the relevant information 
from our QCD Lagrangian. I t is the understanding of how coloured objects such 
as quarks and gluons come together and form into the colourless hadrons, which 
necessitates a non-perturbative study of the infrared behaviour of QCD. 
Many methods have been employed over the years to describe the physical spec-
trum of hadrons and their scattering processes. One of the first models, that of 
Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL), was developed to describe nucleons in the pre-QCD 
era; its use as an effective field theory has persisted since its inception in 1961 with 
many extensions and developments. Besides effective theories, many tools have 
been devised with the aim of extracting information from the Lagrangian of QCD, 
including chiral-perturbation theory, the operator product expansion, and lattice 
field theory. This latter involves the studying of a large quantity of representative 
gauge configurations on a discretized momentum grid, whose spacing acts as reg-
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ulator for the intrinsic divergences of the QFT. However, to make this simulation 
tractable there are severe limits placed on the volume of space-time examined, with 
the discretization softening any singularities that may be so essential to the confine-
ment process. Of course, they also have the problem of keeping quarks with such 
small masses "inside the box". 
The approach that we have chosen to follow in this thesis is that of the Schwinger-
Dyson equations. In contrast to lattice methods, these can be formulated in the 
continuum hmit thus avoiding two key caveats of the numerically intensive lattice 
method. However, as we have previously discussed, the infinite tower that comprises 
the SDEs must be truncated by introducing ansatze for some sufficiently low order 
n-point Green's functions - in practice this means the three- and four-point vertices 
of QCD. In Sect. 2.1 we showed how one may construct the fermion-boson vertex 
of Abehan QED, upon which we will base the quark-gluon vertex of QCD. The 
remaining vertices (ghost-gluon, three- and four-gluon) will be replaced by either 
their bare form, some suitable dressed vertex, or neglected altogether. 
In the next few sections we wiU introduce a selection of approximations to 
the SDEs of QCD. We begin with an overview of the Quark sector and the phe-
nomenology that may be derived from our solutions, without giving specifics as to 
the model employed. Following this we examine the Yang-Mills sector, with and 
without ghosts, and summarise the truncation scheme of Alkofer and Fischer [96] 
that will play a role in later studies. One may use these to garner phenomenolog-
ical descriptions of the non-perturbative coupUng in QCD, which we contrast with 
another well-established phenomenologically inspired model [97,98]. We will end 
by comparing and contrasting some chiral observables, specifically the pion decay 
constant, quark condensate, and another quantity known as the Euclidean mass. 
4.1 Yang-Mills Studies 
The Yang-Mills (YM) sector of QCD comprises of the ghosts and gluons which, due 
to the self-interactions that arise from the non-Abelian group structure, is an inter-
esting system in itself to study in the absence of quarks - for example, one could 
imagine bound states of gluons, the so-called glue-balls. From the Schwinger-Dyson 
equations of Eq. (1.90), we see that there is only one contribution that involves 
quaxk loops, leading us to the assumption that the main structure of the ghost and 
gluon propagators largely arises from just the Y M part. Of course, rather than 
calculating these directly, we could just speculate upon their form and create phe-
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nomenological models of the running coupUng for use in the quark SDE. However, 
we need something from which to draw inspiration, and so expHcit solutions to the 
Y M sector - even if with some gross approximation - are a necessary requirement. 
Thankfully though, i t turns out that the ultraviolet behaviour is quite well-known 
from perturbation theory, and that the infrared dynamics may often be calculated 
analytically (for a given truncation scheme) in the Schwinger-Dyson approach, leav-
ing us the intervening momentum region open to speculation. We must remember, 
however, that these Green's functions are gauge dependent objects and so their ex-
act structiure will depend greatly upon the gauge-fixing prescription and the choice 
of gauge parameter. 
As a first approximation, one may wish to neglect the quark loop contribution 
to the Y M sector of QCD, and this has formed the basis of many studies in the 
literature. Initial studies were concerned with determining the infrared behaviour 
of the gluon propagator and worked within the Axial gauge: 
• = 0 , (4.1) 
such that the gluon propagator is transverse to the gauge vector n^. This gauge 
is chosen due to the absence of ghost-fields and so that the four-gluon vertex is 
projected out. Hence, the gluon propagator can be written in Euclidean space as: 
for gauge parameter 7 = (n • -pf /n^p^, with the two tensors M^^ and iV^^ given by: 
M , . = g , ^ - ' - - \ ^ / f ' ^ + n ' J ^ , , (4.3) 
n-p {n-pf 
N,. = 9 , . - ' - ^ . (4.4) 
An ansatz for the three-gluon vertex is provided via recourse to the Slavnov-Taylor 
identity: 
g^r'"^''(p, q, k) = W^Pik) - W^^ip) , (4.5) 
where Il^^^{p^,^) is the gluon vacuum polarisation tensor, defined as: 
n^^D,. = 5 t - — • (4.6) 
n-p 
The longitudinal component of the full-vertex may be constrained with this, yield-
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ing [99]: 
+ cyclic permutations . (4.7) 
The drawback of working in Axial gauge is the dependence of the propagator upon an 
unphysical gauge, the presence of gauge dependent singularities for p • n = 0 and the 
loss of Lorentz invariance. Moreover, these studies [100,101] have often neglected the 
H term, since at leading order F = 1 and H ^0, and the possibility of cancellations 
in the infrared has not been ruled out. This last point can have dramatic impact 
upon the degree of singularity of the gluon in the deep infrared [102]. 
Alternative first investigations have also been performed using linear covariant 
gauges, especially in Landau gauge. These neglected the contribution from the Ghost 
degrees of freedom [36,103-107], The contribution from the four-gluon vertex is no 
longer projected out, and so here is simply ignored in the hope that consideration of 
the three-gluon vertex alone would be sufficient; the beUef is that the two-loop like 
diagrams are sub-leading contributions at both infrared and ultraviolet momenta. 
One of the first forays into solving the gluon SDE was performed by Mandel-
stam [103]. Here we ignore all but the three-point gluon vertex, with the correspond-
ing SDE depicted in Fig. 4.1. An ansatz for the longitudinal part of the vertex is 
provided by the Slavnov-Taylor identity, which with ghosts neglected is: 
where all momenta are incoming, and Z is the gluon dressing function defined by: 
-1 
Figure 4.1: The SDE for the gluon in the Mandelstam approximation. Filled dots in-
dicate full propagators and vertices. Ghosts and four-point vertices are ne-
glected. 
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(4.9) 
in covariant gauges. Following the same procedure of Ball and Chiu [33], one arrives 
at the ansatz for the longitudinal part of the vertex: 
+C{k'^,p'^) {S^'^kp - A ; V ) + cyclic permutations , (4.10) 
where: 
One may simplify Eq. (4.10) to: 
rr{k,p,q)^A+{k\p')6'^''{k-pr , (4.12) 
if one assumes Z to be slowly varying. This significantly reduces the complexity of 
the SDE we have to solve, while at the same time embodying some of the dressing 
provided by the Slavnov-Taylor identity. Solutions have been found [108], which are 
given in Fig. 4.2. We see here that, without ghosts present and with this particular 
vertex ansatz, that the gluon is infrared singular. 
Before we discuss the inclusion of ghosts in the SDEs, we first comment upon a 
qualitatively similar analysis to the above in which quark loops [36] are also consid-
ered. Therein the authors found that the introduction of even one quark flavour has 
a de-confining effect on the gluon; that is the degree of singularity of the gluon in 
the infrared is softened. Thus the infrared behaviour is not necessary as given and 
may yet be greatly affectly by the ghost sector of the theory. 
4.1.1 Including Ghosts 
Various arguments have been put forward regarding the behaviour of the gluon prop-
agator at small momentum. I t has been shown by Gribov [109] that the Faddeev-
Popov gauge fixing procedure leaves a residual gauge-transformation leading to 
Gribov copies. Elimination of these through the introduction of additional ghost 
fields [109,110] leads to the low-energy behaviour (g^)" for the gluon, with k strictly 
positive. Hence, contrary to those studies in which the ghosts are neglected (and 
believed to be infrared finite or vanishing), it is the gluon propagator that must 
vanish in the infrared. 
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Figure 4.2: The gluon dressing function, Z{p'^) in the Mandelstam approximation with 
ghosts neglected. 
Whilst the first forays in the SDE approach to QCD were being made, studies 
of quenched Lattice-QCD had been rapidly advancing. Here the propagators of 
both ghosts and gluons were calculated, albeit for rather small lattice volumes [111]. 
Though these cannot yet probe deep into the infrared, i t was found that an infrared 
enhanced ghost with vanishing gluon, as suggested by Gribov, was not inconsistent 
with the simulations and so further work from the Lattice community, as well as the 
Schwinger-Dyson community, was needed. 
Returning to our SDE studies, now with the inclusion of ghosts, we have three-
and four-point gluon vertices, the ghost-gluon vertex and the quark-gluon vertex, 
together with propagators for the ghost, gluon and quarks. These manifest them-
selves as tadpole like diagrams, one-loop forms and several two-loop contributions 
in the form of sunset and squint diagrams. Although we are now prepared to have 
ghosts in the picture, we still choose to neglect the four-gluon vertex, and hence 
two-loop diagrams; the tadpoles are safely ignored since they only contribute a UV 
divergent constant and are hence renormalised away. 
1 
Figure 4.3: The quenched ghost SDE. Filled dots indicate full propagators and vertices. 
Dashed hnes indicate ghosts, whilst wiggly fines represent gluons. 
The Schwinger-Dyson equation for the ghost is given by: 
[Doik)]- 'cZi J ^T^'^^{k)D,^{k-q)r{k,q)Da{q) , (4.13) 
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Figure 4.4: The quenched gluon SDE. Filled dots indicate full propagators and vertices. 
Dashed lines indicate ghosts, whilst wiggly lines represent gluons. 
where we use: 
Dcik) = - i^..W=(,,.-'|^)^+e1^, (4.14) 
as representations of the propagators. One first step is to simply extend the Man-
delstam approximation by the inclusion of ghosts, with some form for the dress-
ing function. A first approximation scheme for ghost-gluon vertex was proposed 
in [112,113]: 
(4.15) 
drawing influence again from the Slavnov-Taylor identities arising from the BRS 
symmetry. Thus, in Euclidean space the ghost renormalisation function reads: 
1 
J (27r {2-Kfp^ k W \Q{q^) Q{k^) + 1 (4.16) 
with triangle function = (A; • qf - k'^q^ and p = k - q. 
To tackle the gluon SDE, a vertex ansatz is required for the three-gluon vertex. 
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A suggestion following the same approximations used in determining Eq. (4.15) is: 
A{p\q^-e) 
+ 2-
+ cyclic permutations . (4.17) 
where the quantity A± is defined as: 
The SDE for the gluon reads: 
[D,^]-' = Z,[D^^J]-' - g ' N j J -^q,DG{p)DG{q)T^{q,p) 
(4.19) 
Employing the above ansatze in Eq. (4.19) and projecting with the Brown-Pennington 
projector gives: 
- ^ ' "^ ' -6 - / ( i^ r - ' " ' " ' **—WWW)— 
Exphcit forms for Ni are given in the appendices of [113]. 
These two equations are simplified yet further by the introduction of angular 
approximations. For the ghost SDE, the angular replacement Q{p'^) Q{k?) is 
made for q^ < k'^, whilst for q'^ > P the substitution is Gip'^),Gik'^) G{q^)-
Similar replacements occur for Z. The angular approximations for the gluon SDE 
are detailed in [113] and necessitates the < A;^  contribution from the three-
gluon loop to be neglected. The authors therein showed numerically that this was 
an acceptable approximation since we are most concerned with the infrared and 
ultraviolet behaviour rather than the interpolating behaviour between these regions. 
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The resultant equations to solve in this scheme are hence: 
G{k^) 
= z. a" 3A^ef l 
167r2 4 Z{k^)G{k^)^ r ^Z{q')G{q')] , (4.21) 
and: 
Z{k^) 
dq^ (Iq" \lq^ 
k^ V2A;4 2 P 8 167r2 3 
0 ^ 2 f c ^ ^ ( ' ) ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 
(4.22) 
+ 167r2 3 
dq^ 
q^g\q^) 
By undertaking an infrared analysis, it was found that the resulting solutions have 
a power-hke behaviour 
Z{p')o,{p'Y\ G{p')o,{pY'' (4.23) 
The calculation contained within [113] concluded that this k ~ 0.92. This system 
was solved numerically in [114]. 
Following this work, Atkinson and Bloch [115] found inconsistency with this 
ansatz and the angular approximations. They performed a similar analysis by em-
ploying a bare, rather than dressed vertex and the y-max approximation^ Starting 
from Eq. (4.20), on removing the dressing and performing the trivial angular inte-
grals, one is left to solve: 
Z{k^) 
= Zs + Zi 9^ r df^ 
487r2 L A;2 
Gik') 
+Zi 
487r2 
dq"' 
fc2 
j„2 
I . 31 
k^ 2fc2 
17g2 
+ 
G{k') - ^ ^ - ^ ^ 4 4 8 ^ 
U q' 
-7 + 
2k^ 2A;2 
7^ 
Z\q'' 8g2 
.(4.24) 
At which point a further simplification was made, the omission of the term corre-
sponding to the gluon loop (i.e. set Z i = 0). An infrared analysis of this system with 
^In this case, this entails Qip^) <3{min{p'^,q^)) and similarly for Z{p'^). 
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the angular approximation jdelds a similar power-law behaviom, with k ~ 0.77. 
So far we have seen two truncation schemes, one with a dressed vertex, that 
aimed to solve the coupled system of ghosts and gluons. These both came to the 
conclusion that, in Landau gauge, i t was the ghost that is singular in the infrared, 
whilst the gluon vanishes. Moreover, further analysis showed that a renormahsation-
group invariant was: 
a = Z^^Z^Zlao , (4.25) 
and, noting that in Landau gauge Zx = \ [116], one could identify this with the 
running coupling: 
a{p^) ^ a{ix^)Z{j?)G\p^) . (4.26) 
With the definition of the non-perturbative coupHng given in Eq. (4.26), together 
with the infrared analysis of Eq. (4.23) we have an infrared stable fixed point, ctg ~ 
9.5 for Alkofer et al, while Atkinson et al obtain ~ 11.47 
Before considering further ansatze, or indeed removing the angular approxima-
tion, we must first consider the ultraviolet behaviour of these solutions. From an 
expansion in a, we expect for some perturbative renormalisation point fi: 
Zip')^Z{f,')(^l + u;log^y , (4.27) 
a ( / ) = a ( M ' ) ( l + a;log^y , (4.28) 
where the exponents 7 and 6 should be related via 7 -I - 25 = - 1 . In the case of 
Atkinson et al [115], the omission of the gluon loop was expected to cause incon-
sistency. They find 7 = | and ^ = which does not agree with the one-loop 
anomalous dimensions. Composing the running coupUng, we find Po = 4, in stark 
contrast to /3o = 11 we would expect for quenched QCD with Nc — 3. 
4.1.2 Removing Angular Approximations 
So far we have discussed some of the prehminary studies of QCD involving the 
Schwinger-Dyson approach to non-perturbative phenomena. I t is generaUy beUeved 
that confinement requires some form of singularity in the Yang-Mills sector, and 
those studies in Axial gauge, or in which ghosts are neglected, necessarily gave this 
role to the gluons. 
However, recent studies including the ghost contribution [112,113,115] found 
that in Landau gauge, that it is the ghost that becomes singular in the infrared, 
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Figure 4.5: The quenched ghost and gluon SDE neglecting two-loop diagrams and tad-
poles. Filled dots indicate fuU propagators and vertices. Dashed hnes indi-
cate ghosts, whilst springs represent gluons. 
with the gluon vanishing. Further improvements to the ansatze contained there, 
together with the removal of the angular approximation, led to their numerical 
solution contained within [27], which we consider here. 
The ful l quenched system of Schwinger-Dyson equations for the ghost and gluon 
propagator is shown ua Fig. 4.5. For completeness we repeat the form of the ghost 
and gluon propagators: 
Doik) D^,,{k) k/xki,^ 2(^k^) ^ ^kfikj/ 
fe2 A;2 k^ 
(4.29) 
These two propagators are characterised by the two dressing functions 5(A;^) and 
As with the ghost-gluon system of Alkofer et al. [112,113], in which an angular 
approximation was employed, we expect the ultraviolet behaviom to match one-loop 
resummed perturbation theory: 
,,2 \ * 
g{p') = a(/x') i + wiog 
I'' 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
where u — llNca{fj?)/12TT for Nf = 0. the exponents 7 and 6 are the anomalous 
dimensions of the gluon and ghost, related via 7 -|- 25 = - 1 . In perturbation theory 
the ghost anomalous dimension takes value —9/44 for zero flavours, and hence for 
consistency we must also have 7 = -13/22. 
The proposed ansatze are that the ghost-gluon vertex be taken as bare: 
^^L{k,p) = ^q^, 
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and the bare three-gluon vertex is dressed according to: 
with q — k — p. Two loop-like diagrams are ignored, as are the tadpoles that 
contribute an infinite constant removed by renormalisation. The SDEs for the ghost 
and gluon, Fig. 4.5, are therefore: 
+ ^ 3 J {2nf xy Z (y )3* Zizf^ ' ^^'^^^ 
where x ^p^.y = k^ and z = {k - p)^ ^ q^. We define the general projector: 
= - , (4.36) 
where C = 4 is the Brown-Pennington projector, and C = 1 the transverse projector. 
Applying the projector, Eq. (4.36), to the gluon SDE of Eq. (4.19), and subtracting 
quadratic terms in 4 - C according to Eq. (3.32) of [27], yields the kernels: 
^ ^ z^y 4 ) ^ z 2 4 ' 
^ 1 / ^ 1 y ly'^\ I l y Iz 
+^  f ^ - 4 ( . + y) + ^ 
-2 V y a; 
1 9 y \ / I 1 \ , 1 1 
7 - + 7 + 7 - +-2 - + - + ^ o — ' 4.37 4 i / 4 4a;y \x y J 8xy 
where we have set C = 1- The philosophy here is that both subtractions take place 
in _the gluon loop to prevent, interference with the infrared properties. An infrared 
analysis provides us with power-law solutions: 
Z{x) = Ax'^^ , Gix) = . (4.38) 
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As in the previous section, it was noted that from the Slavnov-Taylor identity Zx = 
ZgZsZl^^ a renormahsation group invariant was: 
a = Z^^ZsZ^ao . (4.39) 
Combining this with the result in Landau gauge, Zi = 1 [116], we arrive at the 
non-perturbative running of the coupling as fixed by the ghost-gluon vertex: 
a ( / ) = aif,') G\p\ M )^ Z{p\ f , ' ) , (4.40) 
where we have used a = g'^/^ir. Using the power laws of Eq. (4.38) we obtain the 
fixed point value of the couphng in the infrared: 
2 
a(0) = L^AB'' , (4.41) 
in terms of the coefficients A and B. Infrared matching with the transversal tensor 
gives rise to /t ~ 0.595353. With this value for K, the fixed point for the coupling in 
the infrared is found to be: 
a(0) c ^ (4.42) 
This entails that A and B of Eq. (4.38) are related. As a result, we cannot employ 
the renormalisation condition G(/i^) = Z{ij?) = 1 and must instead use the more 
relaxed condition Z{fj?)G^{fi'^) = 1. 
Numerically, the gluon equation is subtracted at the renormalisation point = 
5 = 980.975 with the ghost equation subtracted a,t t — 0. This latter choice is 
necessary to give numerical stability to the solution, and momentum units are left 
unspecified for now. We are in fact free to choose values for A or B, so long as 
they satisfy the relation of Eq. (4.41), and this consequently determines Z{fi) and ^ 
though the requirement that our functions remain smooth at some infrared matching 
point. We make the arbitrary choice A = 420, which leads to Z{s) = 0.26847 to 
avoid discontinuities in the IR^. By specifying a{n^) = g^/Air = 0.97 we determine 
the value of the renormalisation point. 
The momentum scale is fixed by requiring a;(M|) = 0.1176 at the Z-mass, Mz = 
91.187 GeV. The two dressing functions are shown in Fig. 4.6 together with the 
non-perturbative running of the coupling, Eq. (4.40). The bump in the intermediate 
momentum region was deemed unphysical, and so fits were employed that ehminated 
^These values were suggested by Christian Fischer, who also provided advice on the numerical 
procedure. 
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Figure 4.6: The ghost and gluon dressing functions, together with the non-perturbative 
running coupling as defined by the ghost-gluon vertex. The fit of Eq. (4.44) 
is also shown. 
this feature. The difference in the shape of the fit, versus the numerical solution does 
not offer any quahtative difference, though the difference in the integrated strength 
provided means a smaller mass-gap wiU be generated. Since chiral observables are 
somewhat correlated to this scale, they will be a few percent smaller on employing 
the fit. However, since we are neglecting the four-gluon vertex, whose effect is 
envisaged to be largest in the intermediate momentum region where the bump is 
apparent, we choose to view the numerical solution as a guide to modelling the 
ghost and gluon. The actual linking between the infrared and ultraviolet regions is 
assumed to be unimportant. Thus, we describe the dressing functions for the ghost 
and gluon by: 
R{x) 
Z{x) 
G{x) 
l+c{x/klcDT + d{x/klci,)' 
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with c = 1.269, d = 2.105 and AQCD = 0.714 GeV. The coupling a{x) is fitted by: 
a(p2 
l+P^^lcD 
47r 
a(0)+p7A^ez) 
/3o \ h i ( p V A ^ C D ) P V A ^ C Z J - I 
(4.44) 
The infrared fixed point, a(0), is determined from Eq. (4.42), and /5o = {IIN^ -
2Nf)/3 from one-loop resummed perturbation theory, where here Nf = 0 and Nc = 
3. 
In the forthcoming sections we will investigate solutions we find for the quark 
propagator with this choice for the running coupling. We also see how the choice of 
ansatz for the quark-gluon affects the chiral phenomenology. 
4.2 Quark Sector of QCD 
In order to learn about QCD, we must of course examine in detail the quarks them-
selves, for the propagators are the necessary inputs for any further study, such as 
the Bethe-Salpeter equations for bound states. In Eq. (1.91) we gave the Schwinger-
Dyson equation for the quark, whose form we repeat here for completeness: 
[Spip)]-'^Z,\sP{p) 
Z2Z1 g 
Z3 (27r) Iff d'krsF{k)r(k,p)D,,{p-k). 
(4.45) 
This is shown pictorially in Fig. 4.7. The general form of the quark propagator is 
as for QED, viz. 
Sp\p) = A{p''){i^ + M{p')) , (4.46) 
While A is also a function of the renormalisation point /x and so strictly A{p'^; / i^ ) , the 
quark mass function M{p^) is renormalisation group invariant. These two functions 
are projected out by taking the appropriate traces. Of course, Eq. (4.45) involves 
-1 -1 
-I-
Figure 4.7: The quark SDE. FiUed dots indicate fuU propagators and vertices. Solid 
lines indicate quarks, whilst wriggly hnes represent gluons. 
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not just the quark propagator SF, but the ful l quark-gluon vertex, F^, and the 
gluon propagator D'^". Note that the ghost does not explicitly appear here, bar the 
renormalisation factors; its presence is imphcit in both the gluon propagator and 
the quark-gluon vertex. In general covariant gauge the gluon propagator is: 
D . A k ) = [ 9 , . - ' - ^ ) ^ + ^ ' - ^ , (4.47) 
from which we derive the bare gluon propagator, D^^J, by taking Z{k'^) = 1. Typi-
cally we shall work in the Landau gauge, for which ^ = 0, also leading to the result 
Zi - 1 [116]. 
We leave the proposition of suitable ansatze to the next section, instead con-
centrating upon what phenomenological quantities one may derive from the quark 
propagator. Models with sufficient integrated strength below 1 GeV provide a non-
trivial vacuum such that a mass gap is created. This notion of dynamical mass gen-
eration was explored in the context of Abehan field theories for QED in both three 
and four dimensions: for the three-dimensional formulation chiral symmetry was 
broken dynamicaUy for all values of the coupUng, due to its dimensionahty, though 
a critical phase may exist in the number of active fermions; and four-dimensional 
QED where i t is the coupling strength that determines phase transitions. 
For QCD it is the chiral hmit where our interest lies. Here, the Goldstone mode 
associated with the breaking of chiral symmetry is the pion. Employing the Bethe-
Salpeter equations to study the quark-antiquark bound state, one may calculate the 
neutral pion decay constant The difficulty here is how to relate the ansatz in 
the SDE with that present in the BSE, with little progress being made beyond the 
rainbow approximation. To calculate /^ r we can use the Pagels-Stokar [117] equation: 
which only embodies the leading order contribution, and is known to typically un-
derestimate the pion decay constant by approximately 10%. A different expression 
for may be obtained by considering the residue at the pion pole of the meson 
propagator instead of the matrix element of the axial current. Including the fermion 
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dressing function A{p^) in Eq. (2) of [118] gives: 
2 \ dk^ J 2 ' ' \ dk^ J 2 ^ ' dk^ 
(4.49) 
As with the Pagels-Stokar formula, Eq. (4.48), this involves only the mass-function 
and fermion wave-function renormalisation, with derivatives, and is hence calculable 
from our solutions to the Schwinger-Dyson equations. 
The non-trivial vacuum is polarised by long range qq correlations, or condensates, 
whose scale determines the mass djoiamically generated. The scale of this may 
be determined by exploring the short-distance behaviour of the quarks with the 
Operator Product Expansion (OPE): 
M{p\,ym - - Y ^ m j , ( P V A Q C D ) J , (4.50) 
with C = - {qq), a renormalisation point (RP) independent quantity. The exponent, 
7m, is the one-loop anomalous dimension of the quark mass function; its value 
12/(llA'c — 2Nf) is known from one-loop perturbation theory. 
Alternatively, we may obtain the RP-dependent quark condensate by evaluating 
—iTr [5ir(0)], which in momentum space is: 
— ^ S F i e ^ f , ' ) . (4.51) 
(27r) 
Here Tr^) is the Dirac trace, while Tr acts on both Dirac and colour space. The 
renormaUsation factor Zm{l^, A) is extracted from calculations of the mass function 
away from the chiral limit. The (normal-ordered) RP dependent chiral condensate 
can be related to the RP independent one by a one-loop running: 
m = ^ l o g - l ^ {qq)^. (4.52) 
^^QCD J 
These- two quantities, /„• and (qq) are determinable through experiment and thus 
serve as a check of the model that we employ, and stand at 92 ± 3 MeV and 
-(235MeV ± 15)^ respectively [119,120]. 
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4.2.1 Phenomenological Models 
Before we consider solutions as obtained by pure SDE studies, we first touch upon 
purely phenomenological approaches. While we have an idea of the form of the 
running couphng at large momenta, i t is the intermediate and deep infrared regions 
for which we have a lack of knowledge. However, it is recognised that the phe-
nomenology of the quark sector cannot be sensitive to precise details of the coupling 
in this region, and so one aims to provide an ansatz that gives sufficient integrated 
strength in the infrared, thus generating the required mass-gap of QCD. There have 
been many suggestions for this in the literature [97,98] which have been extensively 
studied. Following the lead of Maris et al. [97,98], we will employ an ansatz for 
g^D^i,{p - k) which has been shown to be consistent with studies of bound state 
mesons, and consider other modelhngs elsewhere. Since this simple model assumes 
a rainbow vertex truncation, the solutions are not multiphcatively renormalisable 
and so depend on the chosen renormalisation point. The renormalisation scheme is 
one of modified momentum subtraction at some point /u. This we take to be at 19 
GeV to compare with earher studies. We use: 
47rZ3 
where the coupling is described by [97,98]: 
^D,^{q)-^a{q')D(^Xq), (4-53) 
+ , / x [ l - e x p ( V / M ) ] , (4-54) 
log (r+{l + qyAlcj,f 
with 
mt = 0.5 GeV , r = e^  - 1 
jm = 12/ (33-2iV/) , AQCD = 0.234 GeV. 
Note that in Eq. (4.53) a renormalisation factor, Z2, is dropped. This gives rise 
to a subtractive renormahsation procedure at the cost of breaking multiplicative 
renormaUsability; though this is already broken at the level of the bare vertex ansatz. 
In past studies, AQCD is taken to be 234 MeV, a value we too shall use. The 
parameters u and D control the infrared behaviour of the coupling a(q^) for mo-
menta less than AQCD, or strictly speaking mt. The pion decay constant correlates 
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Figure 4.8: Euclidean mass functions for different current masses, specified at n = 19 
GeV as labelled. The plot illustrates how on a log-log plot the behaviour 
dramatically changes between a current mass of 0 and 3 MeV. These results 
are essentially the same as found by Maris and Roberts [98]. 
these parameters. Typical values for this are u; = 0.4 GeV, D = 0.933 GeV^, as 
determined from {UJD)^^^ = 0.72 [98] (see also Fig. 4.9). Solutions are obtained by 
solving the coupled system of fermion equations for A and M of Eq. (4.46), which 
we may write symbolically as: 
> 1 ( / ; M ) = Z2i^,A)-En{p;A) , 
(4.55) 
The Ss and correspond to the scalar and spinor projections of the integral 
in Eq. (4.45). For massive quarks we obtain the solution M by eliminating the 
renormahsation factors Z2, Zm via: 
Z2(/x,A) = l + Ei5(/i ,A) , 
1 S5(M,A) 
(4.56) 
^m(A',A) 
Z 2 ( M , A ) Z2(M,A)mfl(/x) 
The momentum dependence for different values of rriR are shown in Fig. 4.8. We 
can clearly see the difference in the as3^nptotic behaviour for chiral and massive 
solutions, with the former being power suppressed and the latter dominated by the 
logarithmic running of the current quark mass. 
Being a phenomenologically derived model, the parameters are tuned so that a 
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suitably sized value for the condensate is obtained, together with and a range of 
quantities associated with meson observables. 
We must note that this model does not respect multipUcative renormalisabihty 
(MR), and so the mass function is dependent upon the chosen renormalisation point 
fi^. There are various ways we may restore MR. The simplest is to keep the bare 
vertex, but replace the Z2 of Eq. (4.53) by This is equivalent to dropping 
the subtractive renormalisation of Maris and Tandy, and choosing the vertex to 
be = Z27''; hence we refer to this as the Z2 vertex. This has previously been 
employed [27] in the quark equation, to act as a comparison for more complicated 
vertices. The renormalisation procedure should be changed appropriately to take 
into account this extra multiplicative constant. We have performed parameter scans 
in D and u for the Maris-Tandy model with both the bare and Z2 vertex, calculating 
the condensate {qq)., pion decay constant f.^ and the Euclidean Mass = M^ip^). 
These are displayed as contour plots in Fig. 4.9. 
For multiplicative renormalisabihty to be realised, the components of the vertex 
should behave like V A, which is the inspiration behind the Z2 vertex. Then all of 
our dressed vertices, from the Minimal Ball-Chiu to the Kizilersii-Pennington ver-
tex, preserve MR in Landau gauge. We have similarly calculated chiral observables, 
and the Euclidean mass, on a parameter grid in order to compare the effect of the 
vertex dressing on parameter choices. Al l dressed vertices favour smaller values for 
D to obtain similarly valued observables. We can see parameter scans for the Mini-
mal Ball-Chiu and Ball-Chiu vertices in Fig. 4.10, while the Curtis-Pennington and 
Kizilersii-Pennington are given in Fig. 4.11. We are working in the Abelian approx-
imation, where we use the WGTI rather than the Slavnov-Taylor identies of QCD -
our three vertices (Ball-Chiu, Curtis-Pennington, and Kizilersii-Pennington) that 
respect the W G T I behave similarly. We see that in order to obtain similar values 
for the condensate and pion decay constant, the range of viable parameters is very 
different between the different vertex ansatze - the additional Dirac structure clearly 
plays a sizeable role in the phenomenology of the quark SDE, even for just these 
basic observables. 
To show the differences more clearly, we picked a particular set of parameters for 
the Maris-Tandy model - w = 0.4 GeV and D = 0.933 GeV^ for four active flavours, 
Nf - and calculated the chiral observables for renormalisation point = 19 GeV. For 
different vertices, we changed only the parameter D of the ansatz for the coupling 
in order to match the quark condensate in the Maris-Tandy model. The results 
are given in Table 4.1. We give the pion-decay constant as calculated through 
Pagels-Stokar, Eq. 4.48, and via the Barducci et al formula of Eq. (4.49). We see 
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Figure 4.9: Plots showing contours of constant chiral condensate, Euclidean mass and 
pion decay constant for the Maris-Tandy (left) and Z2 (right) vertices. All 
units are in MeV. 
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Figure 4.10: Plots showing contours of constant chiral condensate, Euclidean mass and 
pion decay constant for the Minimal BaU-Chiu (left) and Ball-Chiu (right) 
vertices. All units are in MeV. 
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MF 
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Figure 4.11: Plots showing contours of constant chiral condensate, Euclidean mass 
and pion decay constant for the Curtis-Pennington (left) and Kizilersii-
Pennington (right) vertices. AU units are in MeV. 
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Vertex D 
[GeV^] [MeV] 
U 
[MeV] 
fcorr 
J TV 
[MeV] 
ME 
[MeV] 
bare 0.933 228.5 81.3 94.4 392.7 
Z2 1.075 228.6 84.2 99.3 414.6 
MBC 0.523 228.5 77.2 87.7 356.5 
BC 0.331 228.6 73.1 81.9 269.0 
CP 0.329 228.6 76.9 86.7 279.0 
KP 0.312 228.5 75.2 84.3 264.9 
Table 4.1: The condensate, pion decay constant and Euclidean mass for a range of vertex 
ansatze with the Maris-Tandy model coupling of Eq. (4.53). We fix w = 0.4 
and vary the parameter D to maintain approximately equal values for the 
condensate. 
; ,4 
P IGeV 1 
10 10 10 
P [GeV'l 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.12: Comparison of the mass-function for different vertices in the chiral hmit 
(left) and for an explicit quark mass (right). We fix A^ ^ = 4 and u = 0.4, 
but tune D such that each ansatz gives the same condensate as for the MT 
model, D = 0.933. 
that /^°^'" is typically 12 — 18% larger than the Pagels-Stokar determination, which 
equates to 25 — 40% for in agreement with the model estimate within [118]. 
4.2.2 Tubingen Model 
The Tiibingen model is that described in Sect. 4.1.2 where the ghost-gluon system 
is solved without angular approximations and for an ansatz that reproduces the 
one-loop anomalous dimensions of both the ghost and gluon. This provided us with 
fits to the non-perturbative running coupling, Eqs. (4.40, 4.44) respectively. 
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Returning to our Schwinger-Dyson equation for the quark, we have: 
[Sj.ip)]-' = zJsP{p) Z2 g 
Zs (27r) It I 
d''krSF{k)rJk,p)D^,ip-k) . (4.57) 
In which we have set Zi = 1. We must now specify some ansatz for the quark-gluon 
vertex. We assume that we can factorize this into two components: 
r^,{k,p) = r^^^{Kp)r^^^{k,p) (4.58) 
a non-Abelian (NA), and Abehan (AB) part respectively. For the non-Abelian part 
we take: 
rNA(fc,p;g) = g'{q';i^')Uii',A') (4.59) 
The presence of the ghost dressing functions allows us to employ the RG invariant 
of Eq. (4.40). The Abelian part is taken from studies of QED, and so we have: 
Z2 7" Bare Vertex 
rBc(^. 9) Ball-Chiu Vertex 
rQp{k,p;q) Curtis-Pennington Vertex 
^Kpi^^P'ig) Kizilersii-Pennington Vertex 
(4.60) 
with the extra factor of Z2 providing multiplicative renormalisability in the case of 
the bare vertex. 
In the latter three cases, we may write: 
A(p';fi) = Z 2 ( / i , A ) ( l - E ^ ( p ; A ) ) , 
A ^ ( P V ( P ' ; M ) - Z2{fi,A){Zmmn{p) + i:s{p;A)) 
(4.61) 
with the Us and T,D corresponding to the scalar and spinor projections of the integral 
in Eq. (4.57). For massive quarks we eliminate the renormalisation factors Z2, Zm 
via: 
Z2(M,A) = 1 / ( 1 - I ] , , ( ^ , A ) ) , 
1 T.s{^l,A) 
(4.62) 
Z2( / / ,A) mnifj,) 
in which we choose conditions ^(/x^;//^) = 1, A1(^^) = mR{fj,). 
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Figure 4.13: The quark mass function and wave-function renormalisation for four 
ansatze; bare vertex; Ball-Chiu vertex; Curtis-Pennington vertex; and 
the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex. 
Employing the fit of Eqs. (4.43, 4.44) we obtain for the three vertices of Eq. (4.60) 
values for the condensate, pion decay constant and Euclidean mass, defined by = 
M^{p'^). These we give in Table 4.2. We show the wave-function renormalisation and 
Vertex 
[MeV] 
ME 
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] 
Z2 30.0 117.1 139.3 136.3 
BC 56.2 216.0 262.5 249.4 
CP 74.0 277.7 286.6 278.0 
KP 79.1 296.8 303.1 291.7 
Table 4.2: Chiral observables and Euclidean mass for a selection of vertex ansatze em-
ploying the non-perturbative running of the Tiibingen model, described by 
the fits of Eqs. (4.43, 4.44). 
mass functions for these vertices in Fig. 4.13. We see there is a strong dependence 
of our chiral observables on the vertex ansatz employed. 
If we employ the numerical results for the ghost and gluon propagators, in which 
the bump at intermediate momenta is included, the numerical values increase slightly 
due the additional integrated strength, as shown in Table 4.3. 
4.2.3 Lattice Model 
The third model we investigate has been defined in [121]. The idea is to solve 
the coupled system of gluon, ghost and quark Dyson-Schwinger equations on a 
compact manifold with periodic boundary conditions, similar to lattice QCD. For 
the vertices in the Yang-Mills sector the same truncation scheme as in the last section 
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Vertex u 
[MeV] 
ME 
[MeV] [MeV] [MeV] 
Z2 39.1 159.1 162.5 159.1 
BC 64.1 257.8 284.0 268.0 
CP 83.0 324.3 297.8 293.0 
KP 90.8 355.0 325.1 313.9 
Table 4.3: Chiral observables and Euclidean mass for a selection of vertex ansatze em-
ploying non-perturbative running of the Tiibingen model, without smoothing 
out the bump. 
is employed. However, for the quark-gluon vertex an ansatz has been specified such 
that lattice results for the quark propagator have been reproduced on a similar 
manifold. Solving the system also in the infinite volume/continuum limit one can 
then study how finite volume affects the pattern of dynamical chiral symmetry 
breaking [121]. 
In the infinite volume/continuum limit, i.e on W^, the solutions for the ghost and 
gluon propagator are given by Fig. 4.6. The ansatz for the quark-gluon vertex is: 
,2 r , (fc, /x^) = 7.^l(A:2)^2(A;^/i^)^3(A;^/x2) , (4.63) 
with the components: 
T2{k\^^') = G{k',^^') G{C\(?) Z^ifi') h [ln(A;VA^ + r) ]^^* (4.65) 
r3(fc,M) - ^ ^ ( ^ ) - T T P 7 A | ^ ' ^ ^^^^ 
where 6 = —9/44 is the (quenched) one-loop anomalous dimension of the ghost, 
^m — 12/33 the corresponding anomalous dimension of the quark and T = e - 1 acts 
as a convenient infrared cutoff for the logarithms. The quark mass dependence of 
the vertex is paxameterised by: 
""^^^ " 1 + a2M{e)/AQCD + a^M^iO/AlcD' ^^'^^^ 
where M(C^) is determined during the iteration process at C = 2.9 GeV. The pa-
rameters have been fitted to lattice results using a staggered [122] and an overlap 
action [123]. Here we use only the fit to the overlap quark; the corresponding pa-
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h A . 
(GeV) 
AQCD 
(GeV) 
ai 2^ as 
overlap 1.31 1.50 25.58 3.44 2.23 
Table 4.4: Parameters used in the vertex model, Eqs. (4.63-4.66). 
SO .MeV 
100 MeV 
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30 MeV 
lOMeV 
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chiral 
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Figure 4.14: The mass function for a selection of quark masses within the lattice model. 
The renormalisation point is = 1000 GeV^. 
rameters are given in Table 4.4. Exphcit solutions for the quark propagators are 
discussed in [121], and can been seen in the forthcoming chapter. 
We can examine the effects of dressing the quark-gluon vertex by making com-
parison with the Maris-Tandy model. There we had a bare gluon vertex with an 
ansatz for the running couphng, Eq. (4.54). The lattice model of [121] may be 
similarly viewed as an effective running coupling by combining the vertex dressing 
functions ri(p^)r2(p^)r3(p^) with the gluon's dressing function, Z{p^). 
In Fig. 4.15(a) we show the effective coupling for a selection of quark masses 
in the Lattice model, together with the Maris-Tandy model for uo = 0.4 GeV and 
D = 0.933 GeV^. Although the UV running differs due to the different choice of 
AQCD in the two models, i t is the qualitative features of the intermediate region 
that are of interest. These can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4.15(b) where we have 
compensated for the logarithmic scale and so areas are more representative of their 
relevance to the integrals. Both models - Maris-Tandy and that inspired from the 
Lattice - exhibit enhancements in the region 0.1 < < 1 GeV, giving rise to the 
generation of a mass gap. It is only this integrated strength that is required for the 
breaking of chiral symmetry - so long as it is sufficient in size, its precise shape and 
form are unimportant phenomenologically. In particular, the details of the coupling 
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Figure 4.15: The effective couphng in the Lattice-Model for different quark masses 
(renormalised at iJ? = 1000), compared with the Maris-Tandy ansatz for 
the running coupling, as a (a) log-log plot, and (b) log-hnear plot scaled by 
to make easier the comparison of integrated strength. 
Lattice Model 
Maris-Tandy Model Lattice Model Maris-Tandy Model 
0.1 
m (^M) [GeV] 
0.15 0.05 0.1 0.15 
nigW [GeV] 
Figure 4.16: Comparison between the EucUdean mass for the Lattice model and for 
the Maris-Tandy model. Shown also is the ratio M(0)/ME- The common 
renormalisation point is taken to be /x^  = 1000 GeV^. 
in the deep infrared play no role. Since the lattice model depends upon the quark 
mass, taking into account its screening properties, we see the integrated strength 
decreases as a function of increasing quark mass. For comparison with the other 
/ _ \ 1/3 
models, we find here that = 70.3 MeV, /^°^^ = 80.0 MeV, ( - {i^i^)) = 235 
MeV and ( - {i^i')^^^^^ = 263 MeV. 
One can also look at the evolution of the Euclidean mass (and M(p^) for p ^ 0), 
as a function of the quark mass. These we show for the lattice model and Maris-
Tandy model in Fig. 4.16. In the lattice model, the size of the mass-gap arising 
from dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry is somewhat damped, owing to the 
parameterised mass dependence in the vertex. This can be seen more clearly in the 
ratio M{0)/ME, with the Maris-Tandy Model being nearly constant (i.e. the two 
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regions are heavily correlated), while the Lattice model decreases. This essentially 
describes the differences in shape of the mass function as obtained through the two 
models. For the Lattice-model, the ansatz provides for screening of the interaction 
due to massive quarks. Since this is modelled by comparison with Lattice studies, 
it is hoped that an interaction of this form will provide more a more realistic input 
for bound state studies of mesons. 
4.3 Summary 
We have explored the pure Yang-Mills sector of QCD, looking briefly at ghost-free 
gauges, covariant gauges without ghosts and finally the ful l ghost-gluon system. 
This culminated in an ansatz [96] for the non-perturbative running coupling with 
an infrared fixed point. Taking the same solutions to the quenched ghost-gluon 
system, confined to a torus to simulate finite volume effects of Lattice QCD, and 
using the quark-gluon vertex ansatz of Eq. (4.63) to fit to Lattice data, a model was 
found [121] that could be extrapolated to the continuum limit. This we compared 
with a phenomenologically derived model, whose parameters are tuned such that 
they reproduce chiral and meson observables in studies with the Bethe-Salpeter 
equations. In the first we examined how different vertex ansatze affect the calculable 
chiral observables, in particular that of the Kizilersii-Pennington vertex. We found 
that by tuning the condensate, the quark mass function with the Ball-Chiu, Curtis-
Pennington and Kizilersii-Pennington vertex exhibited moderate variation for the 
pion decay constant and Euclidean mass, and so the transverse structure makes 
only small differences to the correlation between these variables. For the Tiibingen 
model we found that introducing the KP vertex did produce a sizeable difference, 
giving rise to condensates ~ 20% larger, owing to differences in the infrared and 
intermediate momentum regions that feed back on the solutions of the SDE. 
Each of these models share qualitatively similar features, notably the agreement 
of the mass-functions in the UV region with perturbation theory, and the generation 
of dynamical mass owing to xSB. In order to further explore the differences of 
these models, one must move towards bound-state studies in order to see what 
dependence the extra vertex structure has on the predictions. However, this requires 
development of ansatze for the BSE and SDE that are consistent in the satisfaction 
of the Axial-Ward-Takahashi equation. Though there now exist such schemes as the 
improved rainbow-ladder approximation, in which additional subclasses of diagrams 
are infinitely summed, there is still little progress on the inclusion of additional 
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vertex structure beyond the rainbow approximation. 
We will further explore solutions to these models in the next chapter, where we 
attempt to extract the mass dependence of the chiral condensate. 
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Extracting the Condensate for 
Massive Quarks 
Solving the Schwinger-Dyson Equations for QCD is an entirely non-trivial process, 
which we have investigated for simpler gauge theories and for QCD itself in the 
previous chapters. The numerical treatment is given in Appendix A, though one 
may see [124-127] for reviews. They comprise an infinite tower of coupled integral 
equations, that can be solved analytically only for specific kinematical situations and 
in the far infrared [128-130]. In general, some form of truncation has to be applied. 
To this end we require some suitable ansatz for the three-point functions in order 
to allow us to solve self-consistently for the ghost, gluon and quark propagators. 
This we discussed in the previous chapter, whereby we introduced three truncation 
schemes that have been tested elsewhere [97,121,131], within which one may solve 
for the fermion propagator. 
The solutions of the quark propagator provide for us a great deal of phenomenol-
ogy. We know that QCD is strongly coupled, and as a result the dynamics of the 
interaction generate a mass-gap that for light quarks is significantly larger than the 
scale of their masses present in the Lagrangian. Indeed, the mass gap generated 
far exceeds the scale of the current quark masses present in the Lagrangian. The 
strong coupling allows long range qq correlations to occur that polarise the vacuum. 
It is the scale of these condensates that determines the mass generated, and this 
gap persists even in the chiral limit. As long known this underpins much of QCD 
phenomenology. 
Once a solution is known for the quark propagator, either for massless or massive 
quarks, one may employ the Bethe-Salpeter equations (BSE) to study bound states. 
From this we can determine meson masses, together with their associated decay 
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constants - the pion is hence well described, providing for us acceptable values for 
both and These studies not only require knowledge of the four point Green's 
functions, which must be consistent with ansatze employed in the SDE, but also 
analytic continuation of our propagators from Euclidean to —p^. Both of these 
steps are challenging, with no four-point kernel known that is consistent with the 
quark-gluon vertex ansatz beyond the bare vertex. However, a great deal of work has 
been done in this area, with simple models providing a number of results consistent 
with the experimental determinations. 
Although bound state studies are of great interest, we instead wish to inves-
tigate this mass generation using the Schwinger-Dyson equations with the aim of 
understanding and extracting the behaviour of the qq condensate beyond the limit 
of vanishing quark mass. 
The interest in the value of such a condensate arises in the context of QCD 
sum-rules. There the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) is used to approximate 
the short distance behaviour of QCD. In studying currents like that of ^ 7 ^ ( 7 5 ) ^ ' ^ , 
with qi = s and = d, the vacuum expectation values of uu, dd and ss operators 
naturally arise [132-134]. The value of the qq condensate for the u and d quarks 
now well determined to be - ( 2 3 5 ± 15 MeV)^ by experiment [120] is the result in the 
chiral limit. However, in the OPE it is the value of the condensates away from this 
hmit that actually enters. Since the current masses of the u and d quarks are only a 
few MeV, the resulting condensate is expected to be close to its value in the chiral 
hmit, but how close? For the first 20 years of QCD sum-rules their accuracy was 
never sufficient for i t to matter whether this difference was even a 10% effect. This 
equally appUes to the estimate by Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov [135,136], and 
also of Jamin [133], that the ss condensate was (0.8 ± 0.3) of the uu and values. 
I t is the greater precision brought about by the studies of Refs. [132,137,138], for 
instance, that motivate the need to learn about how the qq condensate depends on 
the current quark mass. Our aim here is to illustrate a method for determining this 
dependence. 
For light quarks, u, d and s, studying the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the 
fermion propagator in the continuum is essential, until computation with large lattice 
volumes become feasible. Since the continuum Schwinger-Dyson equations can be 
solved for any value of the quark mass, they also provide a natural way to bridge the 
gap between lattice data at larger masses and the chiral limit of phenomenological 
importance. Our primary focus is, of course, on QCD, but we shall draw on the 
NJL model where necessary. 
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5.1 Schwinger-Dyson Equations 
Thus far we have demonstrated that solving the Schwinger-Dyson equations is a 
difficult and challenging task, with the requirement that we provide knowledge of 
higher order Green's functions such that our truncation is efficacious. Thus far, three 
models have been presented: one purely from phenomenology, though inspired in 
part from the Mandelstam approximation, and two others arising through attempts 
to solve the Yang-Mills sector of QCD and through complementary lattice studies. 
Our chief aim is to calculate the mass function of the quark propagator for a 
range of current masses. Our starting point is the renormalized Schwinger-Dyson 
equation for the quark propagator: 
s-\p) = z , [ s ^ < ^ \ p ) Y ' - c , ^ - f - - J d ^ k . . . 
Z3 [2TT) J 
x^^S{k)T,ik,p)D^,(p-k) . (5.1) 
In Landau gauge we note that Zi — 1. The inverse propagator S~^{p) is specified 
by two scalar functions A and M: 
S-'{p) ^ A{p')ii^ + Mip')) . (5.2) 
Whereas A{p'^,fi) is also a function of the renormahsation point / i , the quark mass 
function A4{p'^) is renormahsation group invariant. Projecting out these two func-
tions from Eq. (5.1), we have two coupled equations that are solved using a globally 
convergent iterator. 
The operator product for the mass function has an expansion at large momenta 
given symbohcally by: 
M{p') ^ m(p^) + = ^ {UP')) + • • • , (5.3) 
where the first term corresponds to the exphcit mass in the Lagrangian, and the 
second to the lowest dimension vacuum condensate. For now we just show the 
momentum dependence given by the canonical dimensions, and leave for later the 
imphcations of the anomalous dimensions of QCD. Having computed the mass func-
tion using-the Schwinger-Dyson equations, the essential problem is how to separate 
these two terms in Eq. (5.3) with any accuracy if m is non-zero. We note that the 
mass function for a physically meaningful solution is expected to be positive definite. 
Concentrating on the chiral limit, the OPE for QCD is well described by the 
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expression: 
^^P'^ - ^ 1 {\ ( / ' V A l c . ) ) " " (5.4) 
on the consideration of anomalous dimensions, and valid only for large momenta, 
where C = - (qq) is the chiral condensate. However, we are in fact interested in the 
chiral condensate for massive quarks. As stated in Eq. (5.3), this time showing the 
anomalous dimensions so necessary for QCD, we have: 
A^(p^)c^m(log(pVA?))"''" + ^ | (^log(pVA^))"""' , (5.5) 
with again m taking into consideration the necessary renormalisation factors. 
Separating these two functional forms proves to be a formidable task. Wi th the 
expectation that the condensate is entirely inconsequential for large masses we may 
assume C = 0 for very large m, say of the order of the charm mass and beyond, we 
can attempt to fix the scale A i by consideration of large masses. Prom this we may 
expect to fix the scale A i , whose value is not expected to equal A.QCD due to the 
effect of corrections beyond the one-loop level. However, this in itself is naive for 
it precludes the contribution of higher order corrections to the OPE present for the 
very large quark masses where a vanishing condensate is expected. 
Regardless of this, we attempted such a fit procedure by fixing A2 from the chiral 
solution, which gave AQCD as expected since higher order corrections to this piece 
of the operator product expansion are suppressed by powers of p^. Despite this 
foresight, we cannot expect A i to be the equal to AQCD since these higher order 
corrections are only suppressed by powers of logarithms. As a result, in this work 
the logarithm raised to the power of the anomalous dimension of QCD, as connected 
to the massive term of Eq (5.5), is in fact representative of powers of the running 
coupling - and thus we employ the two-loop form given by a momentum subtraction 
renormahsation scheme. Taking this on board, we fixed A i by recourse to large 
quark masses, with A2 determined by chiral studies, and thus attempted to glean 
the behaviour of the condensate C beyond the chiral limit. While a quantitative 
number could be determined, it was clear that there still existed much ambiguity 
between the two parts of Eq. (5.5): with dependence upon the fit region indicating 
Ai was still poorly determined, or fitted to an ambitious momentum region. 
As a result, M attempted to mbderth'e whble momentum region of the quark 
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mass function with tlie f i t form [139]: 
This is sufficient to describe the mass function for the whole momentum region under 
consideration, characterised by the scales ai, a2, and ay. The first two scales are 
fixed by the chiral dynamics, with the latter determined from the large quark mass 
behaviour, together with as which acts like an infrared regulator. The remaining 
parameters ao, and ag are left free, to be fitted depending on the mass function 
under question, with ao relating to the chiral condensate. 
We applied this to the lattice model of the previous chapter, in an attempt to 
extract ao and so the chiral condensate for a range of quark masses. We found 
that the fitting the infrared region interfered too strongly with our intermediate and 
asymptotic momentum range, thus masking the determination of the condensate 
and returning artificially large values, with equally large uncertainties. This equally 
applied to other quark models, even when constraints on the parameters were Hfted 
- too much slack existed between the many parameters and so accurately modelling 
the mass-function imposed significant errors on the chiral condensate. We thus view 
this as a method of obtain upper bounds on the value of the condensate, and look 
towards alternative methods of extracting its value. 
5.1.1 Multiple Solutions 
It is at this point we note that in the chiral limit, there exist three solutions for 
the mass function M{p'^). These correspond to the Wigner mode (the only solution 
accessible to perturbation theory), and two non-perturbative solutions of equal mag-
nitude generated by the dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry. These we denote 
by: 
' M^(p2) = 0 
Mip') = \ . (5.7) 
One can ask whether analogous solutions to these exist as we move away from the 
chiral limit and what relevance they hold. Indeed, in a recent paper [140] Chang et 
al. suggested that one could make an unambiguous definition of the massive quark 
condensate by taking a particular combination of these solutions. The existence of 
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these is restricted to the domain: 
V = {m:0<m< nia.} , (5.8) 
where only the positive-definite solution exists beyond rricr- Chang et al. found 
that inside the critical domain, the solutions for both M+(p^) and M~(p^) exhibit 
the same running current-quark mass in the ultraviolet. In terms of Eq. (5.3), this 
means both solutions have the same m term. Noting that in the chiral limit the 
M'^{p'^) solutions have a condensate of opposite sign, they proposed a definition of 
the massive quark condensate given by: 
a(m(/x)) = l im Z,{fi,A)N,Tro T J [5+ - 5_] , (5.9) 
where ^ denotes the renormalisation point, and Z4 — Z^ZM- Since both propaga-
tors S'i share the same asjonptotic behaviour M{p^) m{p^) for large momenta, 
potential divergencies in the integral cancel and the expression (5.9) is well defined. 
The resulting condensate a{m{fj,)) will be equal to the one for the physical M""" so-
lution provided S± have condensates of equal magnitude also away from the chiral 
limit. However, we will show that this assumption is not correct. Morever, we find 
here that there is in fact an analogous solution Sw to the Wigner mode of the chiral 
limit. (This has been noted in the revised version of [140]). This solution has the 
same ultraviolet running current quark mass, i.e. all three, M± and Mw have the 
same m(p^) in their OPE, see Eq. (5.3). Consequently, the combination: 
S{(3) = (2 - /?) 5+ - PS- + 2{P-l)Sw, (5.10) 
has its asymptotics controlled by the second term of the OPE, Eq. (5.3), for any /3. 
Thus we can extend the definition of Chang et al. [140] to a family of condensates 
parametrised by /3: 
a (m(rt,/3) = lim Z4(f.,A)iVc'no / ^S{0) {5.11) 
where all 5-, S+ and Sw are dependent upon the momentum q^, the renormahsation 
point fi and the quark mass m(/^). The choice P = I corresponds to the definition 
of Eq. (5.9), with /3 = 0 and /3 = 2 corresponding to two other natural choices. In 
fact P could take any value from — oo to +oo and so we could have a whole range 
of values for the quark condensate: all agreeing in the chiral limit. Consequently, 
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the definition proposed by Chang et al. is far from unique, and does not provide a 
value for the condensate that corresponds to the physical M + solution of interest. 
Eq. (5.11) merely defines the value for the difference of the condensates for M + and 
M~. However, we will show that when combined with the OPE these three solutions 
will pick out a precise physical definition of this condensate. Before investigating 
this in the context of models of the QCD interaction, we shall draw analogy with 
the NJL model, within which a natural definition of the massive quark condensate 
akeady exists. 
5.2 The Nambu-Jona-Lasinio Model 
Because of the complexity of QCD, it is often prudent to examine simpler systems 
exhibiting similar characteristics first. One such example is the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio 
(NJL) model. Though originally formulated to describe nucleon interactions in 
the pre-QCD era, the model can be reinterpreted by regarding the nucleons as 
quarks [141,142]. I t can be used to study bound states and so determine basic 
phenomenological quantities of meson interactions. The NJL model shares the same 
symmetry structure as QCD, and is dominated by DCSB effects at low energies too. 
The Lagrangian for the NJL model with just two flavours of quarks with degenerate 
mass mo = mu = is: 
CNJL = i>{x) {i Ydt, - mo) ^{x) + CM • (5.12) 
The interactions are given by a four-fermion contact term: 
{-il^ix^x))^ + (V;(a;)275rV(x))'l , (5.13) 
with the two terms corresponding to the scalar and pseudoscalar channels respec-
tively. Prom this can be derived the so-called gap equation: 
m = mo - f z G^N.Nf f Tr^Sip) , (5.14) 
J (27r) 
where the trace is over spinor indices in d-dimensions. At this point one has a choice 
of how to regulate the integrals. Since we are dealing with a non-renormaUsable ef-
fective theory, om results will depend upon the cut-off used. One may introduce 
a non-covariant cut-off in the Euchdean 3-momentum, or employ a variety of co-
variant regularisation schemes such as a fom-momentum cut-off, proper time or 
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Pauli-Villars. The four-momentum cut-off is most closely related to the scheme we 
will employ in the later sections, so we choose this method. By inserting the form 
of the propagator into Eq. (5.14) we arrive at: 
d*k 1 
where we have introduced a cut-off A on the 4-momentum. Rotating to Euchdean 
space we obtain: 
m = mo + ( a ' - m'log (l + ^ ) ] . (5.16) 
The coupling and cut-off. A, are fixed by fitting to experimental data. To do 
this we must calculate the order parameter associated with the breaking of chiral 
symmetry. Thus the chiral condensate is given by: 
(qq) ^ - i N , j ~ ^ , T,DS{k- m) , (5.17) 
and for non-zero current masses we define [143]: 
- — 4 TVo [S{k; m) - S{k- mo)] . (5.18) 
(27r) 
Working with explicitly massless quarks and employing a covariant cut-off in the 
Euclidean 4-momentum, the pion-decay constant is given by [144]: 
log 1 + 
rn? J m? + A^ 
(5.19) 
By solving Eq. (5.17) and Eq. (5.19) simultaneously and demanding that = 93 
MeV and - (qq)^^^ = 235 MeV, we obtain A = 0.908 GeV and m = 0.265 GeV. 
These can be substituted into the mass gap equation of Eq. (5.16) and thus we can 
solve for the effective couphng, finding G„ = 10.2 GeV"^. 
Our interest is to investigate the condensate's dependence on the current quark 
mass. In Fig. 5.1(a) we see that the behaviour of the condensate depends upon 
the chosen coupling. Indeed, i t either increases to a maximum then decreases, or is 
monotonically decreasing for larger couplings as the quark mass increases. Moreover, 
one finds that the condensate can become vanishingly small for sufficiently large 
masses (~ 500 MeV). 
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Figure 5.1: The non-perturbative condensate as: (a) a function of the current quark 
mass for a selection of NJL couplings Gt,\ and (b) a function of G-,, for a 
selection of current quark masses. 
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Figure 5.2: The quark condensate within the NJL model for the three solutions M^'^ 
as functions of quark mass. 
Now, within the NJL model we also find solutions corresponding to M + , M~ 
and away firom the chiral limit within some domain. The extent of the domain 
depends on the parameters of the model. With those we have chosen, rricr — 22.7 
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MeV in Eq. (5.8). One may then use Eq. (5.18) to calculate the massive quark 
condensate for these solutions individually, the result of which is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Furthermore, one may make an equivalent definition to Eq. (5.11), viz: 
(27^ )^  
{2 - P) S+- (3S-+ 2{/3 - 1) S-w (5.20) 
The results of this for the NJL model are given in Fig. 5.3 for (3 = {0 ,1 ,2} . What is 
clearly evident is that the condensates for the three mass functions M"^, are not 
equal. Drawing analogy with the Schwinger-Dyson equations, one should therefore 
not expect the condensate of M"^ to be equal in magnitude as well as opposite in 
sign, as assumed by Chang et al. [140]. We show this to be the case in the next 
section. 
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Figure 5.3: The condensate defined by a{0) within the NJL model for values f3 = {0,1,2} 
as a function of quark mass. 
5.3 Phenomenological Model of QCD interaction 
We now turn to QCD. Rather than solving for the ghost and gluon system, one may 
employ some suitable ansatz for the coupling which has sufficient integrated strength 
in the infrared so as to achieve dynamical mass generation. There have been many 
suggestions in the literature [97,98] which have been extensively studied. Following 
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the lead of Maris et al., we will employ an ansatz for g^D^„{p — k) which has been 
shown to be consistent with studies of bound state mesons. We will consider other 
modellings in a later section. Since this simple model assumes a rainbow vertex 
truncation, the solutions are not multiplicatively renormalisable and so depend on 
the chosen renormalisation point. Por comparison with earlier studies we take this 
tohe 19 GeV. This model has been discussed in the previous chapter, for which 
the model requires the replacements given in Eqs. (4.53) and (4.54). Thus we use: 
a{q') = ^^Dq'eM-QV^') 
+ —f ^ X [1 - exp ( - , V [4m?])] , (5-21) 
log ( r + (1 + Q V A ^ C Z , ) ) 
with 
mt = 0.5 GeV , r = e^  - 1 
7 ^ = 12/(33-2A^;) , A Q C D = 0.234 GeV. 
Note that we work in the Nf = 0 limit first since in Sect. 5.5 we wiU investigate 
the mass dependence of the condensate using a model derived from quenched lattice 
data [121]. The precise value of A Q C D is irrelevent for our current study, and we 
choose the parameter set LU = 0.4 GeV, D = 0.933 GeV^. 
Solutions are obtained by solving the coupled system of fermion equations for A 
and M of Eq. (5.2), which we may write symbohcally as: 
^(p2,/x) - Z2iix,A)-J:Dip,A) , 
(5.22) 
M{p^)A{p\ti) - Z2(Ai,A)Z^mfl(M) + S s ( p , A ) . 
The Es and T,D correspond to the scalar and spinor projections of the integral 
in Eq. (5.1). For massive quarks we obtain the solution M + by eUminating the 
renormalisation factors Zg, via: 
Z2(/x,A) = l + S i , ( M , A ) , 
(5.23) 
Z (a A) = ^ -
^ Z 2 ( M , A ) Z 2 ( M , A ) m f i ( M ) " 
Crucially, for a given mn we obtain the M~ and solutions by inserting the same 
Z2 and Zm found for the M + solution. This ensures that differences in the dynamics 
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of the three systems do not influence the ultraviolet running of the current-quark 
mass. A representative example of the solutions is shown in Fig. 5.4. 
The value of the critical mass is model-dependent, and is summarised in Ta-
ble 5.1. Chang et al. [140] imbue this critical mass with some significance for the 
dynamics of QCD. However, criticality does not featme in the physical solution 
M + , which exists for all values of m, . I t only occurs in the M~ and solutions, 
which appear only in a strongly model-dependent region. Consequently, we find 
httle evidence of criticahty being important to the mass generation in QCD. We 
will comment again on this when we consider more sophisticated vertex structures 
in a later section. 
As with the analogous NJL model, we clearly have an infinite set of ambiguous 
definitions of the quark condensate, each of which agrees with the chiral condensate 
in the hmit —> 0. This ambiguity seen in Fig. 5.5 arises because, although each 
solutions exhibits the same leading logarithmic behaviour in the ultraviolet Umit, the 
condensates for each are not equal in magnitude, cf. Eq. (5.3). Indeed, the solutions 
M~ and have negative condensates, but we cannot directly use combinations 
of these mass functions to form a well-defined and unique condensate that coincides 
with the true condensate contained within M~^{p'^). 
5.4 Extracting the Condensate 
We continue our investigation of quark mass-functions with the Maris-Tandy model 
interaction. At very large momenta the tail of the mass function is described by the 
operator product expansion of Eq. (5.3). For QCD, let us introduce the appropriate 
0.3 0.4 0.5 [GeV] 
0 rricrifJ. = 19 GeV) 38 34 16 [MeV] 
0 = 2 GeV) 49 44 21 [MeV] 
4 = 19 GeV) 35 31 16 [MeV] 
4 = 2 GeV) 49 44 23 [MeV] 
Table 5.1; How the critical mass that defines the domain of solutions Eq. (5.8) depends 
on the number of quark flavours, N f , on the gluon range parameter w, in the 
Marls-Tandy model. This critical mass is Usted at two different renormaliza-
tion scales, 19 GeV of Ref. [140] and 2 GeV for ease of comparison with other 
works. 
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Figure 5.5: Renormalisation point independent quark condensate as a function of ruq 
as defined by Eq. (5.11) for three values of /?, showing how they are quite 
different despite the solutions having the same running current-mass and 
being equal in the chiral limit. 
anomalous dimension factors explicitly, so that: 
M{p^)asym = m log 
A ? 
+ 3 ^ 2 ^ 2 
2 \ 7 m - l 
log (5.24) 
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where m is related to the quantity mR{fj,) via some renormahsation factors. This 
provides an excellent representation of all our solutions. If we included the expression 
to all orders then the scales A i , and A 2 would both be equal to A Q C D . However, the 
leading order forms in Eq. (5.24) absorb different higher order contributions into the 
two terms and so A i and A 2 are in practice different, as we wiU discuss below. Por 
large masses the condensate piece, C, is irrelevant and so it is the leading term that 
describes the mass function well. In contrast, in the chiral hmit, m = 0 and so the 
second term of the OPE describes the behaviour of the mass function. This then 
accurately determines the scale A 2 . Indeed, its value is equal to A Q C D - We can then 
easily extract the renormahsation point independent condensate, C = — {qq), from 
the asymptotics. 
In this latter case, strictly in the chiral hmit, we may also extract the condensate 
via: 
-—iS{k,p) , (5.25) 
(27r) 
where (^ q")^  is the renormahsation dependent quark condensate. At one-loop, this 
is related to the renormalisation point independent quark condensate: 
{ m ) , - \ 7 , ^ o g - ^ \ {qq) . (5.26) 
which we compare with the asymptotic extraction to good agreement. 
However, for small quark masses, where the condensate is believed to play a 
sizeable role, we cannot apply Eq. (5.25), since i t acquires a quadratic divergence, 
cf. Eq. (5.3). Indeed, it is the ehmination of this that inspired the original Eq. (5.9) 
and later Eq. (5.11), which we have seen lead to a wholly ambiguous definition of the 
physical condensate. Nevertheless, one can attempt to fit both terms of the OPE 
in Eq. (5.24) to the tail of the mass function, M"*" for instance. While a value for 
the condensate can then be extracted, this procedure is not at all reliable because 
of the difficulty in resolving the two functions in the OPE from one another and in 
fixing the appropriate scales, A j and A 2 . 
I t is to this last point which we now turn. Instead of one single solution, we now 
have three solutions to the same model, each with identical running of the current 
quark mass (the first term in Eq. (5.24) in the ultraviolet region, differing only by 
their values of the condensate. Thus it is possible to fit Eq. (5.24) simultaneously 
to the three mass functions M"^, and determine the condensates and C" .^ 
The scales A i and A 2 are the same for any current mass within the current model 
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Figure 5.6: Condensate extracted through simultaneous fitting of the three solutions to 
the fermion mass-function in the Maris-Tandy model with u = 0.4 GeV and 
(a) Nf = 0, (b) Nf = 4. The functions of the current quark mass are evolved 
to 2 GeV in a momentum subtraction scheme. 
and found to be ~ 2AQC'D and AQCD respectively. The condensates C"^ and are 
then determined in an accurate and stable way. 
This fitting is performed using a modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. We 
restrict ourselves to the momentum regions typically above 50 GeV^, in accordance 
with the vahdity of the OPE. To perform the fit, we introduce a weight function 
that gives a preference of fit for larger momenta; this ensures that our asymptotics 
are well described, as they should be. 
The results for the phenomenological model employed here are given in Fig. 5.6(a). 
In contrast to the condensate defined by Eq. (5.9), we find that in the Umited mass 
range investigated the condensate increases as a function of rug. At the critical point 
rticril^ ^ 1 GeV)=44 MeV, we find the ratio for the condensate to the chiral limit 
to be: 
( 9 ^ ) ^ = 4 4 M e v / ( 9 9 ) „ = 0 = l-24 (5.27) 
for Nf = 0. To estimate the errors in this determination, we can form combinations 
of these condensates in the same way as defined in Eq. (5.11), favourably reproducing 
the same results of Fig. 5.5. In Fig. 5.6(b) is a similar plot with Nf ^ 4 and 
to = 0.4 GeV, illustrating how rricr changes compared with Fig. 5.6(a). 
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5.5 More sophisticated Phenomenological Models 
of QCD interaction 
We now consider the effect of using more sophisticated vertex structure for the quark-
gluon interaction in the quark Dyson-Schwinger equations. The first framework 
we study is a truncation scheme introduced in [27,131]. It involves replacing the 
bare quark-gluon vertex with the Curtis-Pennington (CP) vertex [39], thus ensuring 
multiplicative renormalizability for the fermion propagator. In the Yang-Mills sector 
of QCD ansatze for ghost and gluon interactions have been introduced, which enable 
a self-consistent solution for the ghost and gluon propagators. The second scheme 
we investigate is an ansatz for the quark-gluon vertex, which has been fitted to 
lattice results, and was previously employed in Ref [121]. 
Both of this models are presented in some detail in Chapter 4, where we explored 
in some detail the positive semi-definite solutions and their phenomenological ob-
servables in the chiral limit. 
Continuum studies: CP-Vert ex 
We have already given details of this truncation scheme. In summary, the solutions 
for the ghost and gluon propagators: 
i ' r i P ) = (5-28) 
DM = ( * . . - f ^ ) ^ , (5.29) 
can be represented accurately by: 
_ cipVAi,,r+dipVAi,,r 
""^^^ - i + c{pyAi,,r + d{pyAia^y^' ^'-^^^ 
with the scale AQCD — 0.714 GeV, the coupfing Q(/i) = 0.97 and the parameters 
c = 1.269 and d = 2.105 in the auxiliary function Rip^). The quenched anomalous 
dimension 7 of the gluon is related to the anomalous dimension S of the ghost 
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by 7 = — 1 — 2J and 5 — — 9 / 4 4 for Nf = 0. The infrared exponent K is given by 
^ _ 93-V/12Q1 ^ 0 . 5 9 5 . The running couphng aip^) is defined via the nonperturbative 
ghost-gluon vertex, 
aip') = a(f,)G\p')Zip') ( 5 . 3 3 ) 
and can be represented by 
aip') 
1 
I + P V A ^ Q C D 
a ( 0 ) + 
p2 47r / 1 
A^cz, Po \ H f / ^ l c D ) P V A | C D - 1 
( 5 . 3 4 ) 
The value Q;(0) ^ 8.915/Nc is known from an analytical infrared analysis [ 1 4 5 ] . 
In the quark SDE, Eq. ( 5 . 1 ) , we use the solution ( 5 . 3 1 ) for the gluon propagator 
together with an ansatz of the form 
r . ( q , k) = V,^^{p, q, k) W'^p, q, k), ( 5 . 3 5 ) 
where p and q denote the quark momenta and k the gluon momentum. The ansatz 
factorises into an Abehan (AB) and an non-Abelian (NA) part which are specified 
and discussed in detail in [ 1 3 1 ] . Here we only need to remark that the Abelian part 
V^^ is identical to the Curtis-Pennington vertex [ 3 9 ] . This construction carries 
further tensor structme in addition to the 7^-piece, which makes i t an interesting 
ansatz in comparison with the simple model in the last section. The corresponding 
numerical solutions for the quark propagator are discussed in detail in [ 1 3 1 ] , and 
presented in chapter 4 . Here we are only interested in the chiral condensate as 
a function of the current quark mass. The corresponding results can be found in 
Pig. 5 . 7 . Regardless of the complicated tensor structure of the vertex ( 5 . 3 5 ) we find 
similar results for the condensate as in the previous section. 
We were able to extract the condensate from all three solutions and . 
The physical condensate rises for small current quark masses, with its rate of increase 
decreasing as we approach the critical mass. The critical value of m,cr is found to 
be 2 0 MeV at yn = 1 9 GeV. This corresponds to 3 0 MeV at = 2 GeV. Wi th the 
parameters of [ 1 3 1 ] , the condensate in the chiral limit is 2 7 0 MeV, rather than the 
phenomenological 2 3 5 MeV we have used. However, its dependence with the quark 
mass hardly depends on this exact value and so at the critical point we obtain the 
ratio: 
(9Q)^=30Mev / ( 9 9 ) ^ = 0 = 1-175 . ( 5 . 3 6 ) 
As with the phenomenological model considered in Sect. 5.3 we find a considerable 
increase of the chiral condensate with the current quark mass. 
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Figure 5.7: Condensate for CP-Vertex Model. Nf = 0 
Lattice Model 
We discussed the lattice model of [121] in Chapter 4. The Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tions for the coupled ghost-gluon system are solved on a compact manifold, this 
simulating the finite volume of lattice QCD. This was then employed in an ansatz 
for the quark-gluon vertex, and fitted against data from the lattice. 
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Figure 5.8: Condensate for Lattice Model. Nf =0 
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h 
(GeV) 
AQCD 
(GeV) 
0.1 0-2 as 
overlap 1.31 1.50 0.35 25.58 3.44 2.23 
Tkble 5.2: Paxameters used in the vertex model, Eqs. (5.37-5.40). 
We repeat the ansatz for the quark-gluon vertex: 
r,(A;,M') = 7.^l(fc2)^2(fc^/x2)^3(fc^/z2) 
which has the components: 
r i ( P ) 
^2(/^^/i ' ) 
HkyAlan + r)' 
X h Mk^/Al + r ) ] 1+5 
2^  a(M) + A:VA^^^ 
l + fcVA|cD ' 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
where 6 — —9/44 is the (quenched) one-loop anomalous dimension of the ghost, 
7m = 12/33 the corresponding anomalous dimension of the quark and r = e — 1 acts 
as a convenient infrared cutoff for the logarithms. The quark mass dependence of 
the vertex is parametrised by 
a(M) ai 
1 + a2M{e)/AQCD + asM^iO/Alco' 
(5.41) 
where M(C^) is determined during the iteration process at C = 2.9 GeV. The pa-
rameters have been fitted to lattice results using a staggered [122] and an overlap 
action [123]. Here we use only the fit to the overlap quark; the corresponding pa-
rameters axe given in Table 5.2. Exphcit solutions for the quark propagators are 
discussed in [121]. 
For the massive condensate we again find solutions similar to the previous sec-
tions. The condensate corresponding to the M''^ solutions are given in Fig. 5.8 and 
the critical value rricr is in Table 5.3. 
This modelling provides a link between lattice results and the continuum. The 
vertex function, as defined by Eqs. (5.37-5.40), which is currently fitted to the lattice 
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data, involves several different scales: Ag, AyM and KQCD- In the continuum this 
results in a failure to reproduce the perturbatively determined anomalous dimensions 
in the OPE, Eq. (5.24). The extraction of the tiny condensate term in the OPE 
is very sensitive to these anomalous dimensions. Combined with the effect the 
uncertainties in determining the multiple scales has on A i and A2 in Eq. (5.24) leads 
here to much larger errors than in our previously modellings. Nevertheless, for the 
massive condensate we again find solutions similar to the previous sections. The 
condensate corresponding to the M"^ solutions are given in Fig. 5.8 and the critical 
value rricr is 22 MeV, see Table 5.3. The large errors point to the need for further 
studies of matching lattice on a torus to the continuum, if we are to extract reliable 
infinite volume, continuum quantities like the quark condensate. That is for the 
future. The ratio of the condensates is here {qq)m=22UeW I {Ql)m=o = "^^^^ 
a little lower than for the previous models of Eqs. (5.27,5.36). However, uncertainties 
in extraction are considerably larger. Nevertheless the ratio is still bigger than one. 
Model CP Lattice 
mcrifJ- = 19 GeV) 20 16 [MeV] 
'mcrilJ- = 2 GeV) 30 22 [MeV] 
Ikble 5.3: The critical mass for our quenched CP and Lattice model. 
5.6 Condensate Beyond the Critical Mass Range: 
Noded Solutions 
We see in Figs. 5.6(a), 5.6(b) that the M~ and solutions bifurcate below rricr — 
43.4(44.0) MeV with uj = 0.4 GeV for Nf = 0(4) respectively But what about the 
value of the condensate for the physical solution M + beyond the region where M~ 
and exist, i.e. mfl(/x) > rricr? Having accurately determined the scales A i and 
A2 in the OPE of Eq. (5.5) in the region where all 3 solutions exist, we could just 
continue to use the same values in fitting the physical M + solution alone and find 
its condensate. However, this would make it difficult to produce reahstic errors as 
the quark mass increases. 
However, as soon as one allows for solutions for the fermion mass-function that 
are not positive definite, one exposes a whole series of variants on the solutions M~, 
we have already considered. Thus there are noded solutions, which have also 
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Figure 5.9: The M+, and solutions as obtained for the CP-vertex (left) and 
the lattice model (right). Masses are renormalised at /x = 19 GeV. 
been discovered recently by Martin et al [146] in the context of a simple Yukawa 
theory. We illustrate this within the Maris-Tandy model, for instance with Nf = A 
and LO = 0.4, in Fig. 5.10. There the four solutions we have found are displayed. 
I t is interesting to note that this noded solution is not limited to the same 
domain that restricts M~ and . These noded solutions do develop a singularity 
in M(p^) beyond m = 51.4 MeV at // = 2 GeV. However, this is compensated for 
by a zero in Aip^), until m = 66.3 MeV. Thus there exists a solution with a well-
defined ultraviolet running of the quark mass exactly as the M + solution, as far as 
m — 66.3 MeV. While at small quark masses we have all four solutions, at larger 
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Figure 5.11: Current quark mass dependence of the condensates for Maris-Tandy model 
with Nf = 4, u) = 0.4 GeV, including the noded solution of Fig. 5.10. 
masses there are still two. Consequently, we confirm that the scales, Ai and A2, 
as fixed for m < rricr are still well-determined by our fit-procedure for m > vricr-
The results of our fitting for all four functions are shown in Fig. 5.11. Indeed, these 
fits confirm that A i and A2 are independent of mf l (^ ) , at least in the Maris-Tandy 
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model. We can then fit the remaining Af+ solutions shown in Fig. 4.8 of the previous 
chapter, to give the physical condensate for acceptable values of cj as determined 
by [147]. In Fig. 5.11 we have in fact scaled the quark mass from / i = 2 GeV in the 
(quark-gluon) MOM scheme by one loop running to the MS scheme at 2 GeV using 
the relationship between AMOM and Aj^s for 4 flavours deduced by Celmaster and 
Gonsalves [148]. We take the strange quark mass to be ~ 95 MeV [119] in the MS 
scheme. 
Within the range of the Maris-Tandy modelling of strong coupUng QCD we find 
that the ratio of the condensates at the strange quark mass to the chiral hmit is 
{Q<l)m(MS)=95Mev/{m)m=0 = (1-1 ± 0.2 ) ^ (5.42) 
in a world with 4 independent flavours. Moreover, here all the quarks have the same 
mass and there is no mixing between different hidden flavour pairs. 
Of course, in the quenched case quark loops decouple and exactly replicate the 
results given here. Chang et al. have proposed that the fact that the and M^ 
solutions only exist for some domain of quark masses, G [0, mcr], is directly 
hnked to the domain of convergence of the chiral expansion [143,149]. While the 
existence of multiple solutions for the fermion mass function is essential for the 
extraction of the condensate, we note that distinct domains exist for the different 
solutions and that the simplest noded solution exists in a larger domain. Though the 
value of rricr is indeed some measure of the range of validity of the chiral expansion, 
the fact that rricr is both strongly model and solution dependent indicates its value 
is no more than a guide and not Ukely to be the exact bound claimed by Chang et 
al. 
What we have shown here is that there is a robust method of determining the 
value of the qq condensate beyond the chiral Hmit based on the Operator Product 
Expansion. Of course, as the quark mass increases the contribution of the condensate 
to the behaviour of the mass function. Fig. 4.8, becomes relatively less important 
and so the errors on the extraction of the physical condensate increases considerably. 
Nevertheless, the method is reliable up to and beyond the strange quark mass. 
Alternative definitions are not. 
We believe that only the solution has any physical significance and the 
others are mathematical curiosities, which only exist on the restricted domains of 
Eq. 5.8. In contrast, the physical solution exists for all current quark masses, even if 
we cannot rehably extract the value of the corresponding condensate from the OPE. 
While i t is clear that the radius of convergence of the chiral expansion in terms of 
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Figure 5.12: Condensate for Maris-Tandy Model with Nf = A, u = 0.4,0.45,0.5 GeV as 
a function of current quark mass defined at 2 GeV in MS scheme. 
the quark mass has a scale of order AQCD or equally (— {qq)Y^^, is the scale set 
by mcr? Chang et al. claim it is. However, the fact that the bifurcation point for 
the unphysical M~ and solutions differs from the region in which any noded 
solution exists (and both are highly model-dependent) makes it difficult to claim 
that the value of from the bifurcation of the M~ and solutions is the key 
parameter in the radius of convergence of the chiral expansion. 
5.7 Summary 
Within the NJL model and the Schwinger-Dyson approach we investigated the 
three inequivalent solutions to the mass gap equation that exist within the interval 
X>(m) = { m : 0 < m < rricr}- We found that by ensuring each were solved using 
the same renormalisation conditions that each solution exhibited the same running 
of the current-quark mass in the ultraviolet, differentiated solely by their infrared 
behaviour and value of the quark condensate. 
We found that in both approaches it was not possible unambiguously to define 
the condensate by simply taking combinations of the three solutions. However, the 
increased information available on the domain V{m) permits a reliable extraction 
of the condensate through simultaneous fitting of the OPE to all three solutions. 
We have investigated a number of models for the strong coupling (infrared) be-
haviour of the quark-gluon interaction and found in all cases that the condensate 
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corresponding to the solution with a positive-definite mass function increases mod-
erately with current quark mass in the region under consideration. For the Maris-
Tandy model we were able to look at masses corresponding to that of the strange 
quark, where we found {qq)m(MS)=95UeV I (^ 9>m=o = ( ± 0-2 ) ^ not in disagree-
ment with the estimate of [133,135,136] that the Is condensate was (0.8 ± 0.3) (nu). 
However, it is the Nf = 3 case that should be compared, and more specifically for 
Nf = 2 + 1 non-degenerate. This we leave for a later work. 
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The Transverse Ward-Takahashi 
Identity 
The Ward-Green-Takahashi identities [24-26] play an important role in the study 
of gauge theories, particularly in the implementation of consistent non-perturbative 
truncations of the corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equations [33,39]. The Ward-
Green-Takahashi identities involve contractions of vertices with external momenta 
and relate these to Green's functions with a lesser number of external legs. The best 
known of these relates the 3 point vector vertex couphng a fermion-antifermion pair 
to the gauge boson, T'^ipi,P2), to the difference of fermion propagators, SF{PI) and 
SF{P2), so that with q = pi - P2-
q,KiPuP2) = Sp\pr) -S^\p2). (6.1) 
Such projections constrain the so called longitudinal component of the vertices, while 
leaving their transverse parts unrestricted. 
We have seen how the Ward-Green-Takahashi identity constrains the longitudinal 
part of the fermion-boson vector vertex in chapter 2. To recap, first let us recall the 
very first Ward identity, which is the 5 ^ 0 Umit of Eq. (6.1), viz. 
n o . , . ) = ^ . ( 6 . ) 
Let us separate the vertex into longitudinal and transverse components defined by: 
= + , with g ^ r ^ - 0 . (6.3) 
We can arrange for alone to satisfy the original Ward-Green-Takahashi identity, 
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Eq. (6.1), and for F^ alone to contribute to the left hand side of the transverse 
Ward-Takahashi relation, Eq. (6.6), by writing: 
= ^ {SF\PI) - S^\p2)) , and F^ = (^g^'^ - ^ ) F^ ^ . (6.4) 
This separation seemingly makes the longitudinal and transverse components ume-
lated. However, each component of Eq. (6.4) has a kinematic singularity at = 0. 
Consequently, the Ward identity in Eq. (6.2) requires an inter-relation between F^ 
and Fj. . An alternative separation is to abandon Eq. (6.4) and ensure that each com-
ponent is free of kinematic singularities. Then one can require that the longitudinal 
part alone not only satisfies Eq. (6.1), but its g —> 0 limit too, viz. Eq. (6.2). With 
this definition of the longitudinal part, whose form is given in Eq. (2.12), we arrive 
at the Ball-Chiu construction. Writing the massless inverse fermion propagator as 
Sp\p) = A{p')j^, Eq. (2.12) is: 
nipuP2) = \ {A{p\)+A{pi)) r + J ^ ^ ^ — 4 ^ ( / i + ^ ) ( P i + P 2 r • (6.5) 
Z A Pi — P2 
The transverse component is then only constrained to satisfy the condition that 
^riv^P) = 0) which the separation of Eq. (6.4) does not. 
While the Ward-Green-Takahashi identity follows from the divergence of the vec-
tor vertex, Takahashi made plausible the existence of new relations that follow from 
the curl (or wedge product) of the vertex [150]. These are referred to as transverse 
Ward-Takahashi relations and have the potential to restrict the transverse vertices 
from gauge symmetry alone. Kondo [151] re-derived these relations for the 3-point 
functions in coordinate space using the path integral formulation. Subsequently, 
He, Khanna and Takahashi [152] using canonical field theory cast these relations 
in momentum space. However, He [153] then showed that an essential part of the 
Fomier transform was overlooked and that the correct relation in QED (in the sim-
Figure 6.1: Fermion-vector boson vertex and its momenta 
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pier massless fermion) case is: 
igTy~«,-r'y = Sj'(p,V"" + <r'"'s;'te)-i(pi + K)4ff'",r*} 
where af"" = i [7*^,71/2, F^ = T'^{puP2) and = t^{pi,p2;k). In contrast 
to what is written in the paper by He [153], i t is the anti-commutator {cr'^'',j^} 
that is used in the derivation of Kondo [151]; the identification of {a'^'',y^} with 
-2e'^'"'''7p75 is only vaUd in exactly 4 space-time dimensions and should not be 
used when the requisite integrals contain divergences. I t is this requirement that 
motivates the analysis presented here. 
The last two terms of Eq. (6.6) are given by the momentum transform of: 
x' 
with 
lim (at^ - a j ' ) (Oj r ^ ( x ' ) {a^'^, 7^} Up{x', x)i,{x)i^{x,)i>{x2) |0) (6.7) 
Upix',x) = Vexp ~ig dy'Apiy) , (6.8) 
\ Jx J 
where V' and A are the fermion and gauge fields respectively. V means the integral 
is path ordered, in fact a Wilson line integral. This implicitly defines the non-local 
vector vertex in our anti-commutator |o'^'', f y | of Eq. (6.6), related to the axial one 
TAP{P\,P2', k) in He [153]. Being non-local these involve integrals in momentum space 
some of which cannot be represented diagrammatically in terms of Feynman graphs. 
An example is the last term of Eq. (6.6), which for later we denote by W^". Wi th 
a textbook factor of Zi renormalising the vector vertices and Z^^ renormalising 
the fermion propagator, multiplicative renormalisabihty of the transverse Waxd-
Takahashi relation, Eq. (6.6), is ensured by the same condition Zi = Z2 SiS required 
by the renormalisation of the longitudinal Ward-Green-Takahashi identity, Eq. (6.1). 
Although the Ward-Green-Takahashi identity fixes the longitudinal part of the 
vertex, F-^ , it places no constraint upon the transverse part other than requiring 
it to be free of kinematic singularities. However, the transverse Ward-Takahashi 
relation now involves both F^ and Fj . as well. We can illustrate the power of the 
transverse relation by considering the q 0 limit of this equation. We can then 
deduce to all orders in perturbation theory, and genuinely non-perturbatively, the 
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constraint W'^''{p + q,p) places on the transverse vertex. From Eq. (6.6) we have: 
S^\pr)a'^'' + a^'^S:,\p2) - \{p, +P2)x r^(pi,p2)} 
- W(pi ,P2) + ^g''r^^(pi,P2)|. (6.9) 
When g —> 0 then W^''{pi = P2 = p) = 0. The general transverse vertex in the 
massless fermion case involves 4 vectors orthogonal to q^^, the basis vectors T^ ,^ which 
are listed in Eq. (2.19) and Ref. [34], so that: 
r'AP + q.P) = E n{{p + qr,p',q')Tt{p,q) , (6.10) 
i=2,3,6,8 
where the coefficients are themselves free of kinematic singularities and are func-
tions of the three relevant invariants, pj, p\ and q^. and Tg* are quadratic in q, 
while and T^ * are both linear. In particular 
= il^fA<^uX +P1^2 - f^i^ • (6.11) 
The coeflicients TJ are all symmetric under p^= p\q<r^ p^^V-, except for T e , which 
is antisymmetric and so vanishes when q-^^. We then have non-perturbatively to 
first order in the boson momentum q: 
W^''{pi=p^q,P2=p) = -^[(p''g'^-pV)y + 9 • p ( p ^ 7 ' ' - p V ) ] ^ V ) 
+ p ' ( g V - q V ) ] r 8 ( p , p ) , (6.12) 
where we expect A'{p^) to result from terms like {A{p\) - (^p )^) / (Pi ~ Pi) ^ 
Eq. (6.5). Such constraints restrict the form of the transverse coefficient T g , for 
example, and have the potential to play a critical role in constructing consistent non-
perturbative Feynman rules. Consequently, i t is critical to check how to evaluate 
the transverse Ward-Takahashi relation, which is what we do here. 
I t is trivial to check that the transverse Ward-Takahashi relation holds at tree 
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level. This follows directly from the identity: 
- iq^'r = M'''' + fT^Y2 - \ { P i + P2)A 7 '} . (6 .13) 
when the non-local term does not appear. Note that at tree level we are in 4-
dimensions so we would be permitted to use the identity {(7^'',7^} = —2£^'"'''7p75. 
He and Yu [154] have sketched a proof of the relation at one loop order. The purpose 
of this paper is to check this in detail in d-dimensions, where d = 4-|-e. For notational 
brevity we introduce the following form of the Chisholm identity: 
-^{(7'^^7^} = r^*^" = ( 7 V 7 ' ' - T ^ T V ) • (6 .14) 
There has been discussion in the literature [151 ,155] about the role of the Adler-
Bell-Jackiw anomaly [156-158] in these relations. I t has been shown [159,160] that 
this plays no role in the axial-vector equivalent of Eq. (6 .6 ) . We will consider the 
transverse Ward-Takahashi relation in the massless fermion case for simphcity. We 
show that this only holds if appropriate care is taken of the integrals divergent in 
4-dimensions. This allows us to complete the proof to one loop order outlined by 
He and Yu [154]. 
6.1 Perturbative Derivation of the Transverse 
Ward-Takahashi Relation 
Following the formal derivation of the transverse Ward-Takahashi relation contained 
in Ref. [152], He and Yu [154] give a proof of how the relation should hold at one 
loop order by considering the relevant integrands, but without evaluating any of 
the integrals. Here we wil l investigate the relation in greater detail. First in this 
section we wiU reconsider the proof by deducing the integrands in li-dimensions, 
where d = A + e. To manipulate the divergent integrals in d-dimensions we must 
clearly use the original object {cr^",^^}, since once again its identification with 
_2£A/ii/p^^^^ is valid only in 4-dimensions. We will then confirm this result in the 
next section by expUcit evaluation of each of the contributing integrals. 
To derive the transverse Ward-Takahashi relation at one-loop order, we begin 
with the tree-level relation of Eq. (6 .13) : 
iq^Y - iq^^r = M ' " + <^ V^2 - \ [ ( / i + J^ 2) <^'"' + CJ'"' (^ 1 + ^2)] . (6 .15) 
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Pi I P2 ? Pi < P2 
T 
Figure 6.2: One loop corrections to the vector vertex of Fig. 6.2 with the momenta 
labelled as in our calculation 
It is obvious that this relation is trivially satisfied at tree-level, hence we need only 
concentrate on the one-loop corrections to the relation. To simplify the answer we 
introduce the following shorthand for the integration: 
where a — pi — k and b = P2 — fe as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
We use the standard Feynman rules for QED with, for example, 
Aapik) = ^ (^g.p + (e - 1) ^ ) (6.17) 
for the bare gauge boson propagator, where ^ is the usual covariant gauge parameter. 
If we write the ful l vertex to one-loop order as 
rt^(pi,P2) = 7^ + Af2)(Pi>P2) , (6.18) 
we can read off from Fig. 6.2 that 
A|'2)(Pi>P2) = I dk-yy-y^hc (6-19) 
in the Feynman gauge, when ^ = 1. We see that the left-hand side of Eq. (6.6) can 
be obtained by sandwiching Eq. (6.15) between j"^ and ^7^, then integrating over 
the measure J dk, so that: 
^9"A(2)(Pl>P2)-^9%)(Pl ,P2) = ldkr</{M'"' + <T''y2)ha 
(6.20) 
- ^ 1 dfcTV [(^1 + ^2) a^" + CT'^" (^1 + ^2)] ha . 
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—• P p p — k p 
m = . + , — . — + 
T 
Figure 6.3: One loop correction to the fermion propagator 
The second term on the right-hand side is the - | ( p i +P2)x •'^v'(2)} P^ "^^ ® °^ 
the original relation and is one of the terms we wish to identify. 
At the one-loop level we can write the fermion self energy parts of Fig. 6.3 as 
SF\PI) = / I - S ( 2 ) ( P I ) , where E(2)(pi) = y"dA;7"((!^62)7, 
5f ' (P2) = 1^2 - S(2)(p2) , where E^2){P2) = J^7" (a'^) 7a 
(6.21) 
In order to extract such terms from Eq. (6.20), the unidentified term on the right 
hand side of this equation is re-expressed using the replacement: 
J dk 7 V iM'" + ^^^¥2) ^7a = Jdk r (-a^'-a^^ - (/b^a'^") 7a 
+ J dk-i''(il{l^a^'' + 0^"]^) ^7a 
+ y" 'dk-i^'i (2(^ (T'"' + 2(7'" '^ ^ 7 „ . (6.22) 
To the first fine on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.22) we commute the cr-matrices to 
the outside of the 7" by using cr^''7'* ^ -i'^a*'" - lig'^^'-j" -h 2ig°"'Y- This gives: 
ig'^Afz) b i , P2) - iq'Al^^ ( p i , P2) = - S(2) (Pi) a"-- - a''" S(2) (P2) 
- ^ ( P l + P 2 ) A { ^ ' ^ ^ A ^ ( 2 ) } 
+ jdkrgl{Va>'^ + a>'''mia 
+2 j d k {7"{j f ((^a"" -F a^"^^) ^7^ 
- ( ( a^^g ib ' ' ) a'^ " + a'^ ^ (a^^ + l^b^))} • 
(6.23) 
To be able to express this in terms of the Wilson Une integral in the transverse 
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Ward-Takahashi relation, we need to introduce a factor of 7" and 7^ either side of 
the last term in Eq. (6.23). On rearranging this becomes: 
iq'^kl^) (Pi, P2) - iq^A^^^ {p,, p^) = -E(2)(pi) a'^ '^  - S(2) (P2) 
- ^ ( P l + P 2 ) A { a ' ' ^ A ^ ^ ( 2 ) } 
- I - J dkr</{¥c^'"' + <T'"'¥)ha 
- j d k {^a^'' + ^"''7") (a^^ - (^ 6^ ) 7a 
-2{d -4) Jdk {40^"" + a'^ '^ j^Q • (6.24) 
Putting back in the tree-level result, together with the identification of the last 3 
fines with the Wilson-line integration over non-local contributions allows us to write 
the transverse Ward-Takahashi relation, derived for the massless case of QED in 
d-dimensions in the Fe3Timan gauge, as: 
W(pl,P2)-^9'^^t^(Pl,P2) = 5^^(P1)^^'' + (7^'^5^'(P2) 
- ^ ( P l + P 2 ) A { a ' ^ ^ ^ ^ } 
which is indeed what is found by He, though written with expficitly d-dimensional 
objects. I t is straightforward to check that this relation would hold in any covariaat 
gauge. 
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6.2 The One Loop Integrals 
Since the integrals are not finite and so the manipulations more subtle, we now 
proceed to explicit computation of the terms in the transverse Ward-Takahashi 
relation to one loop order. The following sections deal w i t h the terms in Eq. (6.25) 
in tu rn : 
• Sect . 6.2.1 iqT'(^-iqT'^ 
• Sect . 6.2.2 SF\pi)a^''' + af"'Sp\p2) 
• Sect . 6.2.3 | ( P I + P 2 ) A 
• Sect . 6.2.4 Jd'^kkx | ^ T ^ ^ f ^ | 
The 0{a) correction to each of these we denote by {iaPi'^"/An) w i t h i — 1,..,4. 
Then Eq. (6.25) i f true would become simply: 
P / " = [P2 + P3 + P 4 r • (6-26) 
This is what we set out to prove. The calculation is performed in f u l l for an arbi t rary 
covariant gauge, specified as usual by ^ , and in dimension d. We w i l l be part icularly 
concerned w i t h the results w i t h d = 4 + e when e —> 0. 
6.2.1 Part 1 
The first part of the calculation is the {ig'^Ty — i q T y ) piece. This involves the 
f u l l vertex Ty{pi,p2), as calculated for arbi t rary covariant gauge by Kizilersi i et 
al [34]. Once we know all of the relevant standard integrals, which are collected in 
Appendix C, the calculation is straightforward. We begin by wr i t i ng the vertex to 
one-loop order as i n Eq. (6.18) 
r ^ ( p i , P 2 ) = 7 ' ' + Af2)(Pi>P2). (6.27) 
Defining the momentum flow f r o m Fig. 6.2, we then have, using the standard Feyn-
man rules, the vertex correction given by: 
A''(P1,P2) = - T - ^ / d W — -2— ( 5a/3 + (^ - 1) — ^ ) , 
47r'^  J uj^ {pi - uj) (p2 - w) ^ ^ 
(6.28) 
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where we have suppressed the +ie prescribed to define the propagators. I f we de-
compose this into its constituent tensor integrals, 
A ' ' = 
+^MK(o) + (^^17^^27") 41^ ] } , (6.29) 
w i t h each funct ion in bold depending upon pi, P2- Reducing the tensor integrals to 
scalar integrals, and collecting terms together w i t h common Dirac structures gives: 
mPi,P2) = y^ + ^ {M[2JA-2Jc + {^-l) IDPI] 
+ ^ i P r [2JB - 2JE + (e - 1) IDPI] + M 2Jo + 2JA + 2JB - 2JD 
+ (e - 1) ( - ^ ^ 0 - \ICPI - IDPI-P2 + \IEP\ + JA^ 
+ 1^2P^ [-2JD + - 1) {ICPI - JA)] + 7 ^ 2 ) ^ 1 [^ 0 -JA-JB 
+ - 1) ( 4 ^ 0 + ^ICPI + ^IDPI-P2 + -^IEP\ - ^JA - ^JB 
+ 7" .2 7_ ^ 2 , 1 7. 2^ , T ^ „ , ^ 7 2^ , 1 , -JAP2 - JBPI + ^JcPi + JDPI-P2 + 2 ' ^ B P I + 2 + ^ ' - ^ O 
+ ( e - 1 ) - ^ J 4 P ^ - ^ J B P ? + ^ i ^ 0 (6.30) 
where eeich of the functions / A , • • • ,JE,KO depend on pi, p^ and are given in A p -
pendix Eqs. (C.16, C.17) as well as Eqs. (6.32, 6.33, 6.34) below. Collecting the 
terms together w i t h common Lorentz and Dirac structure at one loop we obtain: 
Pi'" = I^l{pM-flP2)[i-lEpl-lDpl + J B ) { ^ - l ) - 2 i J B - J D - J E ) ] 
+ ^2 {p^Pi - rfP2) [2{Jo - 2JA -JB + JC + JD) 
+ \ { ^ - 1) {-2IDP\ + IEP\ - ICPI + JO- 2JB + 2IDPI • P2) 
+ /1 /2 {YJ^2 + rPl - rP2 - YPt) [Jo - J A - J B 
- 1) {IEP\ + ICPI + ^0 - 2JA - 2 J B + 2IDPI • P2) 
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{2JBPI -JEP\ + 2JAPI - JCPI 
-Ko - 2(2 Jo - 2JA - 2JB + JD) Pi-P2 + 3) 
- 1) {-JBP\ -JAPI + 2In {Pi • P2f 
+KQ + {IE PI + ICPI + JO- 2JA - 2JB) PI •P2)[ • 
(6.31) 
Except where explici t ly stated otherwise, KQ, - • • ,JE are functions of pi,p2 SLS given 
in the Appendix, Eqs. (C.16, C.17) as well as Eqs. (6.32, 6.33, 6.34) below. This 
answer, Eq. (6.31), can then be substituted into the first part of the transverse 
Ward-Takahashi relation, Eqs. (6.6, 6.25), i.e. i n Eq. (6.26). 
6.2.2 Part 2 
I t is useful here to note tha t the many integrals appearing in evaluation of the loop 
graphs are expressible in terms of a set of basis functions Jo, L, L', C and S given 
by: 
Jo 
2^  
A 
Sp 
Pi - Pi • P2 + A 
Pi 
Sp 
P? - Pi • P2 - A 
p? 
^ I ^ J P I - P 2 - A ^ ^ J ( P . - P O -
2 VPI • P2 + A 
w i t h A = - ^ / i p T p ^ f ^ ^ p f p l , 
P? 
and 
(6.32) 
L = In - P i 
/x2 
L ' = ln 
2 
P i 
7 — ln(7r) . (6.33) 
I n terms of these the X-scalar integrals which are about to appear are given simply 
by: 
-?^o(Pl,P2) = 2{C + 2 - 2 5 ) 
Ko{0,P2) = 2(C + 2 - L ' ) 
Ko{pi,0) - 2(C + 2 
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W i t h these definitions the (S'^^(pi)(7^' '+ (7'"'5^^(p2)) piece of Eq. (6.25) requires 
the evaluation of the inverse fermion propagator to one-loop. We note that the 
inverse propagator can be wr i t t en as Sp^{pi) = — S(2)(pi), where 
^(2)(PlJ 
ia f 
'4^ J fc2 (p, - kY 5a/3 + - 1) k^ 
la 
( - 2 - £) ip„ 0) - {Pi, 0) 
- i ; ^ - 1) b V i T ' ' ( P i , 0) + 7 ^ X 1 ' ^ ( P i , 0) 
Once the tensor integrals have been substituted, the inverse propagator is 
5 ^ ' ( p i ) = / i ( l + ^ ( C + l - L ) ) , 
(6.35) 
(6.36) 
w i t h a similar expression for Sp^(p2) w i t h the replacement pi —> p2 i n Eq. (6.36). 
From these we deduce tha t 
- J ^ i ( 7 V - 7 V ) I ( i ^ o ( p i , 0 ) - 2 ) 
+ (^ 2 i ^ Y - Y Y ) + W 2 - I {Ko{0,P2) - 2) . (6.37) 
Subst i tut ing for these in the transverse Ward-Takahashi relation, Eqs. (6.6, 6.25), 
w i l l give us the second piece. 
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6.2.3 Part 3 
The t h i r d part we wish to compute involves the anti-commutator of a^" w i t h the 
vector vertex w i t h momentum rout ing as defined in Fig. 6.2. I n the work of He [153] 
the anti-commutator is replaced by its 4-dimensional identity, hence the appearance 
of the axial vector therein. We choose not to follow this path for obvious reasons — 
the integrals must be evaluated m. A + e dimensions. 
Thus we begin w i t h : 
2 ( P i + P 2 ) . { - > M - k H p , - k f { p , - k f 
X 5a/3 + ( e - i ) 
kakf:. 
(6.38) 
Af t e r extensive use of Dirac algebra identities and noting the defini t ion of r-^^" i n 
Eq. (6.14), we deduce 
( / ^ V - y ) [p,sP20J^°KPl,P2) - P1SJ^^\PI,P2) - P204^\PUP2)) 
- ^ 7 V r ' ^ ' ' 7 S a J S ^ ( p i , P 2 ) 
+ (e - 1) ^TVI^-""^ { 4 ' ^ (Pl - P2) - J^27*lS^ (Pl ' P2)) 
+ ^ r'^" {l^2l''4'\pi,P2) - K ( ° ) ( p i , p 2 ) ) (6.39) 
Substi tuting the forms of the integrals f r o m the Appendix, we again collect the terms 
according to their Lorentz and Dirac structures: 
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Ps^" = ix {{1EV\ -IDPI- JB) (e - 1) - K P 2 ) 
- 2 ( J B + J D - J E ) ( P ^ K - K P 2 ) ] 
+^1^2 {Yvf^ - 1^2) \Ja + J A - J B - 2 J C + 2 
+^(^ - 1) (4 /oPI +IBPI- 3 /CPI + JO + 2JA - 2 J s + 2ID PI • P2) 
+^2 ( P ^ K - ^^^ 2^) [2( Jo - J B - J c + JD) 
+ \ { ^ - 1) + IEPI - ICPI + JO - 2 J B + 2IDPI •P2) 
W i - Y l f i ) [Jo - J A + J B + 2JD - 2JE 
+ - 1) {-3IEPI + ICPI + 4 /DP2 + Jo - 2 J A + 2 J B + 2IDPX • P2) 
+ 2^2 (7'^ 7'' - 7''7'') \ ( -2 Jo PI + 2 J A - 4 J D + 3J^ p? + 2J^ pi - Jcpi 
-Ko + 2{2JA - 2Jc + J D ) P I •P2 - 5) + -(1 - 0 {-MEP\ + ICPIPI + ^IDPIPI 
+Jo p\ - 2JA PI - 2JA PI + 2K0-2 {ID P\ - 2Ic PI + 2 J A) P I • P2)^ 
\ (2 J B P\ -JEPI- 2 JO PI + 2 J B PI + 3 J c P2 - 4 Jo PI - KQ 
+ 2 ( 2 J B + J D - 2JE)PI • P2 - 5) + ^(1 - 0 ( - 3 / c p i + 4.IDPIPI + IEPIPI 
+Jo pi - 2 J s pi - 2 J B p? + 2 X 0 - 2 ( - 2 / B p? + /£, pi + 2 J B ) P I • P2)) 
+ (7''p^-7-p^) i ( - 2 J B p? - 4 J D P ? + 3J^ pj + 2J^ pi - J c P2 - KQ 
+(4Jo + 4JA - 4 J B - 8Jc + 6 J D ) P I • P2 - 5) 
+^(1 - 0 {-2lEpt + 2IDPIP\ + JBP\- JAPI - 2ID (pi • P2)' + Ka 
- (4/i3 pf + IEPI- 3 / C pi + JO + 2JA - 2 J B ) Pi • P2)\ 
(2 J B P\ - J B P I - 4 Jo pi + 2 J ^ pi + 4 J B pi + 3 J c pi - 4 J D pi 
-Xo - 2(2Jo - 2JA - 2 J B + J D ) P I • P2 - 5) + -(1 - 0 { - I c p i + 27DP?pi 
+IE PIPI + J0P2- J A P2 - 2 J B P2 - J B P I + 2 /D (pi • P2)'^ + KQ 
+ {IEPI + ICPI + 2 /D pi + Jo - 2JA - 2 J B ) pi • P2); (6.40) 
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6.2.4 Part 4 
The Wilson-line contr ibut ion comprises integration over several non-local diagrams 
in order to retain gauge invariance. To one-loop order these contributions are ex-
pl ic i t ly : 
ia f 
I 
7 - - ( ^ i - ^ { a ^ - , 7 " } ( ^ 2 - ^ 7 ^ 
A;2 (pi - kf (p2 - kf 9.0 + (e - 1) 
kgkp 
fc2 
la 
47r3 
(Fk 7 ' ' ( / l - ^ K ^ 7 " } , K ^ 7 ° } ( ^ 2 - ^ 7 ^ 
k-^ (p, - kY 
x[9a0 + {^- 1) 
+ k^ {P2 - kf 
kakff 
(6.41) 
Computing these two pieces separately, we f ind the f irst to be: 
"4773/ 
dl^kkx 
7 " ( y l - W { a ^ ^ f ^ } ( ^ 2 - ^ 0 7 ' ' 
A;2 (pi - kf {p2 - kf 
9a0 + (e - 1) 
kgkp 
A;2 
a ( 1 
2^3 1^  2"^A'^^Pi ,P2 )7Vir -^' 'V27a - ^ i ^ i ' \ p i , P 2 ) 7 V ^ ' ' ^ 7 a 
+ I Jxs (Pi, P2)7" ( y i r'^" 7' + 7' r'^"^2) 7a } 
+ ^ (e - 1) {K^^\PI,P2) {r'^") + j i ' ^ ( p i , P 2 ) ( - J ^ i 7 V ^ 2 7 ' + 7 V i 7 ' ' 7 ¥ 2 ) 
+ 4 a (Pi,P2) (-7^1^"'^'' - r^''V27" + 7 " 7 ^ V 2 7 ' " 7Vi7 ' '7^7' ) 
+ 4a (P i ,P2 ) ( ph°7 '^7V27' - 7 V i 7 V 7 ' p ^ ) 
+ 4 a ( P i - 0 ) (7V17V7") + 4 a ( 0 , P 2 ) (-7V7V27')} • (6.42) 
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The second set of contributions to the Wilson-line at one-loop is: 
ia f 7 ' ^ ( J ^ l - ^ ) K ^ 7 n , K ^ 7 " } ( y 2 - ^ 7 ^ 
fc2 (p, - k f 
^\9a0 + { i - 1) 
+ 
{P2 - k f 
kah 
A;2 
= - ^ { {P2XK(^^ iO,P2)- PnK(^^ipi, 0) + Ki^>(pi, 0) - Ki^) (0, ^ 2^)) 
X [2^9^" - 2^9"^' + e { r Y - 9 n 7 ' ) 
+e (p^,K(^\puO) - K^^\pi,0)) r^^-^} 
+ ^ (e - 1) {j^x2iPuOhyi r'^" + j f J ( 0 , P 2 ) r ^ ^ V 2 7 " 
- {K^^\P^,0) + Ki'\0,p2)) r"^''] . (6.43) 
Collecting these together and again ordering the terms according to their Lorentz 
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and Dirac structure, we have: 
P4^" = (yiy27X - T^yi2Yv\) [2(JB + - JE) + {-HPI + / D P I + JB) (? - 1)! 
+ {M2YPI - ixi2i'T^2) W A -JC + JD) + {IDP\ -ICPI + J A) (C - 1): 
+^2 [-2ID (^  - 1 ) (P^K - P M ) P ? - 4(J^ - Jc) (P^K - rfp^l) 
+^1 [4Jz, (p^p^ - p '^p )^ +2{JB- IEPI) (? - 1) {I4PI - M ] 
+ (YP^ - YP2) [ - 2 P \ + 2 JcP1 - i^ o + 4 ( - J C + J D ) P I • P2 
+ i ( l - 0 ( -2 / f ip l + 2/cpip? + JEP\- 3 J C P 2 + 2ii:o 
- 2 (2/D P? - 2/c P2 + 2JA + J D ) Pl • P2 - 3) + 2; 
- \T^I {YY - Y Y ) [JB P? - 2 J A pi + J C pi + 2 J D P I • P2 - 4 
+ ^(1 - 0 ( - 2 / C P ^ + 2IEP\PI + 2JAPI - ^JDPI + KO- AJEPI • P2 - 4) - 1 
+ \^2 {YY - Y Y ) [ 2 J B P ? - J £ P ? - Jcpi - 2 J c P i • P2 
+ i ( ^ - 1) ( - 3 / B P I + /CP2P? + '^IDPIPI + J O P ? - 4 J D P ? + JEP\- SJCPI 
+3Ko -KoiO,p2)-2 {IDP\ - 2/c P2 + 2 J A + 2Jc + J D ) P I • P2 - 5) 1^  
+ {YPX - Y P I ) [AJAPI - 2JcP2 - 2JDpi -Ko + 4 ( J B - JE)PI • P2 + 4 
+ \ { ^ - 1) ( - ^ C P 2 + 2 J D P I P 2 + ^BP^pi + Jo pi - AJDPI + 
-Ko{puO) + {2IDPI - 4JB) Pl • P2 - 2) + 4 
'1 
+ ^ y i ( 7 ^ 7 ' ^ - 7 V ) 
- \ i ^ 2 { Y Y - Y Y ) 
^{4-Ko{pi,0)){^-l)-2 
^{4-Ko{0,P2)){^-l)+2 
^{YPI-YP^I)[KO{PUO)+^-5] 
+ {YP^-YP'2){^+^KO{0,P2)] . (6.44) 
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6.3 Summing terms gives the result 
We now collect together the terms f r o m Eqs. (6.31, 6.37, 6.40, 6.44) to fo rm 
[Pi-P2-Ps-P4r (6.45) 
The fact that each te rm is individual ly antisymmetric in fj, and v assists the check-
ing. Rather than report every te rm of this somewhat tedious exercise, we illustrate 
that the answer for Q'"' is indeed zero by considering two structures. First those 
proport ional to C of Eq. (6.33), which are individual ly singular in 1/e, then we w i l l 
consider those proport ional to unity. 
6.3.1 Equating C's 
We denote the singular te rm in Q'^'' by Qe'^"- Collecting these parts we have: 
Q r = 7''iP"2-Pi)c + i^-i)r{p"2-Pi)c 
ii^i+]^2) + 2rP2 
\ {^1+1^2) + r{p\+p''2) 
+2Y{pl-p'0C + 2r{p'i-p''2)C 
'I 
+ ( e - i ) 
- ( e - i ) 
0 
(3^1+^2) 7^7"^ + 2 7 > ^ 
2 ( / 1 + / 2 ) 7 V + 2 7 > 2 
C 
C 
c 
{/I ^ i/) 
i+Pin 
{ - p ^ n 
i-Psn 
{ - p r ) 
(6.46) 
The Pi^^ i n brackets indicate f r o m which part the terms originate. 
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6.3.2 Equating I's 
We next collect together the terms proport ional to unity. We denote this collection 
by Q(^r: 
Qar = ^ j ( 2 - 6 ( - p ? P 2 ) [ / 2 ( p ? - P i - P 2 ) + ^ i ( p ^ - P i - P 2 ) ] 
+ 2 ( e - l ) 7 ' ^ ( p ^ - K ) 
2 ( / i + 1 ^ 2 ) 7 ^ ' ^ + 2 7 > ^ 
+ ( / i + ^2) 7^7'^  A ^ + 67'^  ( K + p^) A ^ 
- { 2 - 0 b^p", [PI ( P I • P2 + P?) + 2A2] - 7>^P? (P^ + Pi • P2) 
+M2Y [P2 (Pl + Pi • P2) - PI (P2 + Pi • P2); 
+ P5'P2 [¥2 (P? + Pl • P2) - / i {PI + P I • P2)] } { - P D 
- {2^^^-^ + 47 ' 'Pi) A ' - (2^27''7'' + 47^P2) A ' 
+ (2 - 6 {7^P5:P^ (P? + Pl • P2) - 7>2P? (P2 + Pl • P2) 
+^2-)^ [P2 {P\ + Pl • P2) - Pl [PI + Pl • P2). 
+ p ? P 2 ( 2 y 2 P ? - 2 / i P i - P 2 ) } { - p . n 
(M ^ ^ ) 
(6.47) 
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6.3.3 The Result 
We can similarly check for a l l the terms in Q^", i.e. for the combination of Pi^" 
{i = 1,4) of Eq. (6.45), tha t the result is indeed zero. This confirms tha t the 
transverse Ward-Takahashi identi ty to one loop order i n d close t o 4 dimensions is 
indeed given by Eq. (6.25): 
iq''rv{pi,P2) - < r ^ ^ ( p i , p 2 ) = S^\p,) a^'' + a'"' S^'ip2) 
- ^ ( P l + P 2 ) A { a ' ' ^ ^ ^ } 
6.4 Summary 
We have shown that the transverse Ward-Takahashi identi ty of Eq. (6.25) is indeed 
satisfied to one-loop order. This is a cri t ical step i n developing non-perturbative 
Feynman rules for the key fermion-boson interaction so central to Abelian and non-
Abelian gauge theories i n the strong coupling regime. From this relation, we have 
determined a constraint for one of the transverse pieces of the fermion-boson ver-
tex. The examination of different momentum regions, combined w i t h knowledge of 
the pertmrbative f o r m of the wilson-line may give similar constraints, allowing the 
construction of non-perturbative vertex ansatze. 
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Conclusions and Outlook 
I n this thesis we have considered the numerical and analjd^ical, where appropriate, 
study of non-perturbative phenomena w i t h i n the Schwinger-Dyson approach to f ield 
theory. Start ing w i t h QED as the prototype field theory, we have shown how one 
may construct non-perturbative ansatze for the vertices so necessary in applying an 
appropriate t runcat ion. We showed tha t one obtains powerful constraints on the 
structure of the fermion-boson vertex by imposing the condition tha t our theory 
observed multiphcative renormalisability. 
Extensive numerical studies were performed in which we explored the cr i t ical 
phase structure of strongly-coupled Q E D and the residual gauge dependence present 
as a result of the t runcat ion scheme. We found that , though the novel K P vertex 
performed exceptionally well i n the absence of dynamical mass generation, this was 
not so when we entered the cri t ical phase. Oddly enough, the CP vertex, as created 
for the quenched theory, i n fact performs better here in combination w i t h the B C 
vertex in the photon propagator. Motivated by this hybr id system, we utilised the 
K P vertex in the photon Schwinger-Dyson equation while keeping the CP vertex in 
the fermion, since each are derived for the specific momentum l imits important to 
each. The result of this was a dramatic improvement in the preservation of gauge i n -
variance in the cri t ical coupling, i n which our photon wave-function renormahsation 
was near gauge independent. 
Af t e r exhausting aU the possible calculations of QED in four dimensions, we 
tiurned our at tention towards the three dimensional non-compact formulat ion. Be-
ing as when the four dimensionally derived CP-vertex was t r ied in Q E D , i t was 
surprisingly found tha t in the chirally symmetric phase solutions were consistent 
w i t h the L K F transformations, we investigated the K P vertex in the same context. 
This was perhaps a l i t t l e naive, being as the logarithmic factors of the ansatz are spe-
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cific to renormalisable theories, rather than super-renormalisable. We hence found 
that the K P vertex was a poor performer i n bo th quenched and unquenched studies. 
I t was recently found tha t one may apply the L K F transformation directly in mo-
mentum space; proposals that the slope of the chiral condensate as a funct ion of the 
gauge parameter could help determine the efficacy of vertex ansatze were explored. 
Instead, we found tha t the observed slope was simply the result of the numerical 
methods employed and was in fact an artefact. A corollary of the momentum space 
L K F transformation showed that was t r iv ia l ly true, which i f looked at i n coordinate 
space was even more apparent. 
For Q C D we investigated the basic chiral observables for severally widely-used 
models. For the Maris-Tandy model coupling we explored the parameter depen-
dence of the chiral observables for diflterent vertex ansatze. We also investigated the 
Tiibingen model w i t h the K P vertex to see how i t compared w i t h previous calcula-
tions. Once satisfied w i t h the modelling, we examined the dependence of the chLral 
condensate on the quark mass and investigated whether i t was possible to extract 
this value w i t h any degree of accuracy. B y considering a class of solutions that exist 
one some cri t ical domain, we indeed managed to obtain values for the condensate 
w i t h i n certain models of Q C D . This is important in the context of QCD sum rules 
where i t is the condensate in the presence of non-zero quark masses that arises. We 
obtained values that were not inconsistent w i t h the guestimate of Shifman et al. 
Finally, i n an eflPort to find more methods for constraining the non-perturbative 
fo rm of the vertex, we examined the Transverse Ward-Takahashi relation. I t is 
hoped tha t once we have more understanding of the forms present here we w i l l be 
able to obtain suitable constraints on the vertex thus improving ansatze for the 
fermion-boson vertex. 
I n this thesis we have examined only the lowest order Schwinger-Dyson stud-
ies tha t describe the propagators of our theory - the two-point Green's functions. 
Though these are important building blocks, which contain in themselves some of 
the underlying phenomenology, they are not the only system tha t one should study. 
I n QCD, for example, we do not i n fact observe the quarks and gluons present 
in our Lagrangian description; i n experiments, we see bound states of quarks and 
gluons - the Hadrons. Though the lowest order SDEs exhibit the phenomena of 
dynamical mass generation, they do not allow us to study bound states; for these 
we must t u r n to SDEs of at least one order higher. One Schwinger-Dyson equation 
that allows the study of mesonic bound states is the homogenous Bethe-Salpeter 
equation (BSE). This constitutes an eigenvalue problem in which is the square 
of the bound state mass, w i t h the eigenvector giving the amplitude of the bound 
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state. The main d i f f icu l ty arises when one considers the symmetries tha t must be 
preserved. For example, the axial-vector Ward-Takashashi identi ty ( in the chiral 
hmi t ) : 
-P^Tl(k;P) = S - \ K H ^ + ^ , ^ S - \ k . ) , (7.1) 
where we note tha t the Fg^ on the left-hand side satisfies the BSE, whilst the on 
the right-hand side must satisfy the SDE. Thus there is a non-t r ivia l constraint tha t 
must be satisfied by the t runcat ion employed in our vertex ansatze. I t is the last 
point which is the problem - only one consistent scheme is known i n which the bare-
vertex is employed in the SDE w i t h the ladder approximation in the BSE. However, 
in combination w i t h the phenomenological ansatz we discussed in Chapter 4, this 
procedme has provided a wide variety of observables [161] in good agreement w i t h 
the experimental data for pseudoscalar and vector mesons - a testiment to the 
philosophy tha t only the provision of a mass gap of the r ight size is what dominates 
phenomenological predictions. 
Clearly finding improved t runcat ion schemes for the lowest order SDEs is an 
important goal, but we should look to SDEs of higher order and so f o r m consistent 
t runcat ion schemes that w i l l aid us in bound state studies. However, one should not 
discount results w i t h the simplest of t runcat ion schemes, where there has been con-
siderable success [97,161-165]. At tempts have been made to extend this t runcat ion 
and so improve the apphcability to axial-vector mesons and exotic mesons [166-170], 
but these are s t i l l i n their early stages. 
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Numerical Techniques 
I n the main body of this thesis we discussed solutions of the Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tions. Wha t remains is to develop a framework w i t h i n which to solve these coupled 
integral equations. 
A computer is inherently f in i te and hence i t is necessary for us to introduce 
several cut-offs in representation of the functions, i n addit ion to those necessary i n 
computation and regularisation of the integrals. We wish to look at a large region 
of momenta, therefore i t is appropriate to use a logarithmic scale t = \og{p'^) for 
the parametrisation of the external momentum. Thus we have both an infrared and 
ultraviolet cut-off: 
<p'^ <K^ , ( A . l ) 
where the range is chosen such tha t we adequately capture an interesting physical 
region. We are similarly forced to introduce cut-offs into the integration momenta. 
Here we must either evaluate analytically or estimate numerically tha t part of the 
2 
integral corresponding to , were we to take the same as the I R cut-off of our 
funct ion. 
Generally, we have dealt w i t h the two-point correlation functions herein. This 
necessitates solving the fermion SDE, described by two scalar functions due to its 
spinor structure, and either the photon or gluon and ghost equations depending on 
the gauge theory. Thus we have at most four unknown functions to solve simultane-
ously, coupled together through non-linear integral equations. I n the case of QED, 
we solve for the two functions fermion SDE simultaneously for an input photon polar-
isation scalar, calculate the updated photon equation and iterate un t i l convergence 
is achieved. For QCD, we have not considered quarks in the ghost/gluon Schwinger-
Dyson equations and solve for these two simultaneously. The results are then fed as 
input into the quark SDE and the two functions therein solved for together. 
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A . l Root Finding 
The procedure of solving non-linear integral equations can be generalised into one 
of solving for the root of some funct ion. For example, imagine we have some one-
dimensional funct ion f { x ) which possesses a root, f { x ) ~ 0 for some unknown value 
X. This can be solved by employing a natural-iterative approach: 
Xn+l = X n - f{Xn) (A.2) 
where we iterate over i un t i l convergence is achieved. More sophisticated methods 
exist i n this case, such as bisection and Newton's method: 
Our integral equation is not one-dimensional since i t is discretised i n the external 
momentum, and so in the case of the naturally-iterative method we simply f o r m the 
vectorial equation: 
x „ + i = x „ - F ( x „ ) (A.4) 
where the residual F ( x ) = 0 is the funct ion whose roots we wish to f ind . 
Al though this is a good start ing point for any numerical study i t has several 
drawbacks. The convergence is linear and thus slow, and to find a solution we 
must be close to a root. There are, however, more psychological disadvantages to 
using such a basic method; we are tempted to s imphfy o m whole approach to the 
problem. For example, implementing linear interpolation between points destroys 
the functions smoothness which may have an impact upon dehcate cancellations i n 
the angular integrals. 
A n improvement upon the natural-iterative procedure is to employ a mul t id i -
mensional f o r m of Newton's method, stemming f r o m a generalisation of Eq. (A.3) . 
We expand the vector of equations we wish to solve, F ( x ) = 0 as a Taylor series: 
F i ( x + ^ x ) - F , (x ) + ^,^^J + C»(<5x') (A.5) 
j = i ^ 
where Jij = dFi/dXj is the Jacobian matr ix . This can be wr i t t en i n ma t r ix fo rm: 
F ( x + 5x) = F ( x ) + J • Jx + 0{Sx'^) (A.6) 
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Neglecting higher order corrections and setting the equation equal to zero, we have: 
J • = - F (A.7) 
which is a mat r ix equation that one may solve using LU-decomposition to find Sx. 
I t is this (5x, the Newton step, tha t brings the vector F closer to zero for all vectorial 
components simultaneously. We need only iterate the procedure: 
Xnew = Xold + (A.8) 
and recalculate the Jacobian at each step un t i l the desired convergence is met. 
This approach is not infallable, however, since i t is possible to get stuck inside 
local minima, or to overstep the root entirely and end up oscillating towards the so-
lut ion. This is part icularly dangerous for multidimensional root finders. To improve 
this, we introduce the notion of t r y to ensure the global convergence of the funct ion. 
This is achieved by asking for subsequent iterations to minimise the funct ion: 
/ = F • F , ( A 9 ) 
that is we always move towards a root. We can see that our Newton step SK describes 
a descent direction of the funct ion / f r o m the following: 
V / • 5x = ( F • J ) . • F ) = - F • F < 0 , (A.IO) 
and replace Eq. (A.8) w i t h : 
Xnew = Xold + A • (5x , ( A . H ) 
where A is chosen such tha t the magnitude of Eq. (A.9) is reduced w i t h each i teration. 
The calculation of an opt imal A depends upon the implementation, though one 
suggestion is: 
V T T 6 f - l , f ( x + Xi-6x) , 
' 3r " * / ( X ) (^•^^' 
where / is the Euchdean norm of Eq. (A.9) . 
This requirement to calculate the Jacobian at every i teration is t ime consuming. 
Thankful ly , there exist algorithms for calculating a Rank-1 approximation to the 
Jacobian which then may be used for subsequent steps. These iterations, where the 
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Jacobian is used in combination w i t h the gradient, are referred to as dogleg steps. 
They can often dramatically improve the rate of convergence in multidimensional 
problems. One example is a modif icat ion of Powell's H y b r i d method whereby the 
dogleg step is: 
5K = - a J - i f (x ) - | f ( x ) | ^ (A.13) 
One may find routines for Newton-Raphson, w i t h or wi thout the global condition 
Eq. (A.9) , as part of Numerical Recipes [171] or contained w i t h i n the G N U Sci-
entific L ibrary [172]. Similarly, routines for hybr id methods can be found in these 
references. 
A.2 Chebyshev Polynomials 
Before we implement the numerical solver we must first decide on some way of repre-
senting the functions A, B, G and Z. To this end we represent the functions as a sum 
of Chebyshev polynomials, which we w i l l proceed to introduce. The functions are 
necessarily defined on a logarithmic momentum scale by i = logp^ G [loge^, log A ^ j . 
These t are then discretized, U, and ul t imately located at the zero's of the Cheby-
shev series. Since this particular choice of polynomial is defined on [—1,1], and so 
we must employ a mapping s. 
A Chebyshev polynomial of degree n is given by: 
Tn{x) = COS (ncos"^(a;)) (A.14) 
Obviously the parameter x is defined i n the range [—1,1]. Despite the appearance 
of trigonometric functions in i t ' s definit ion, these indeed fo rm a polynomial series: 
n { x ) = 1 
To{x) = X 
To{x) = 2 x ^ - 1 
T„+i (x ) = 2xT„(2:) - T„_i (A.15) 
where the final line indicates the recurrence relation tha t one may use for the suc-
cessive determination of higher order pol3momials. There are well defined minima 
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and maxima, and more impor tant ly zeros located at: 
Xfc = cos ^^A; + 0 A; = 0 . . n - 1 (A.16) 
These poljoiomials also obey two orthogonality conditions: one continuous and one 
discrete. Here we only need the discrete fo rm for the main result: 
n - l 
J 2 T M U x k ) = { 
k=0 
0 i ^ j 
n/2 i ^ j ^ O (A. 17) 
n i = j = 0 
The continuous orthogonality allows us to wri te any continuous funct ion of x G 
[—1,1] as a sum of Chebyshev polynomials: 
oo 
/(a:) = 5 ] c , T , ( a : ) - | (A.18) 
The difference i n normalisation accounts for the factor of 1/2 in the co-term. 
We now truncate this series such tha t the approximation is exact at the N-zeros 
of the Chebyshev series, Xk'-
N-l 
/ ( x , ) = 5 ^ c , T , ( x f c ) - | ( A 1 9 ) 
Mul t ip ly ing this through by Ti{x]^ and summing over the zeros gives us: 
N-\ N-l N-l N-l 
k=0 j=0 k=0 fc=0 
N 
= 
N-l 
= j;^T.'^MfM (A.20) 
fc=0 
W i t h this we can f i t a Chebyshev series to any known funct ion. 
A.2.1 Clenshaw's Recurrence relation 
I n order to evaluate our approximation to the funct ion we can calculate each and 
every Ti{x), mu l t ip ly by its respective coefficient, and sum. This is needlessly ineffi-
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cient and prone to numerical inax;curacies due to the dehcate cancellations tha t take 
place. A more sensible approach is to exploit the recurrent relation of the Chebyshev 
series and employ Clenshaw's recurrence formula. 
I n general we write a pol joiomial series as: 
f { x ) = J2<^M^) (A-21) 
3=0 
for which there is a recurrence relation of the form: 
F „ + i ( x ) = a{n,x)F„ix)+P{n,x)Fr,_,{x) (A.22) 
We then define the recurrence relation: 
Vj = a{h x)yj+i + /3(j + l,x)yj+2 + Cj j = N..1 (A.23) 
w i t h in i t i a l values yAr+i = yN+2 = 0. Clenshaw's formula then comes f r o m recog-
nising that when the cj i n Eq. (A.23) are substituted into Eq. (A.21) many of the 
terms cancel and leave us w i t h : 
f i x ) = Pil,x)Fo{x)y2 + F,{x)yi + Fo{x)co (A.24) 
A l l we need to do is determine the quantities y2 and yi. 
Apply ing this directly to the Chebyshev polynomials we have a{n,x) = 2x, 
(3{n,x) = - 1 , thus: 
yjv+i = yiv = 0 
yj = 2xyj+i - yj+2 + 9 j = N 
f i x ) = xyi-y2 + Co/2 (A.25) 
N B . The last step is different because of the co/2 in Eq. (A.21) for Chebyshev 
polynomials. 
There remain a few more definitions to make. This first lies w i t h the range over 
which our polynomial series is defined, since we need to map our funct ion f rom 
t e [a, 6] to s € [—1,1]. This is achieved w i t h : 
^ (6 - a) 
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For om- purposes t = logp^ G [loge^, log A ^ j , hence: 
^ l o g ( p V A V ) 
l0g(AV£2) 
Our unknown functions J^, M and Q w i l l then be wr i t t en as: 
N-l 
(A.27) 
N-l 
MiU) = Y,bjTj{s,)-bo/2 
3=0 
N-l 
= (A-28) 
When calculating the Jacobian we w i l l need to take derivatives of these w.r . t . the 
coefficients aj, bj and Cj. This is simply: 
dajJ'{U) = T j { s i ) - h o j ; dbjJ'{U)^0 etc. (A.29) 
A.3 Gaussian Quadrature 
Since we have a smooth representation of the functions to be integrated we are free 
to use whichever integration method we prefer. One of the more powerful methods 
is that of Gaussian Quadrature. Here, not only do we calculate the weights of the 
func t ion at different integration nodes, but we also distribute these points opt imal ly 
to maximise the precision. 
Gaussian quadrature is defined as the evaluation of the integral: 
j-b N 
/ u i x ) f { x ) d x ^ ^ i O j f i x j ) (A.30) 
j=i 
The precise f o r m of the quadrature depends upon the weight funct ion chosen. I n 
order to find the set of orthogonal polynomials we define the inner product by: 
{ f \ g ) = f u{x)f{x)g{x)dx (A.31) 
To generate the set of orthogonal polynomials we can use the procedure of Gram-
Schmidt orthonormahsation. This procedure is begun by defining the first two 
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polynomials of the series as: 
Poix) = 1 (thus the series is monic) 
Piix) x 
(xpolPo) 
{po\Po) 
Po (A.32) 
Here po and pi are obviously orthogonal since {pq\pi) = 0. The remaining pol5aio-
mials are found f r o m the recurrence relation: 
Pi+i X — 
(xpilPi) 
Pi -
{Pi-i\xpi) 
pi-1 (A.33) 
(A.34) 
{Pi\Pi) J [(Pi-i\Pi-i). 
The weights for each root are given by: 
^ ^ (PN-I\PN-I) 
^ PN-l{Xj)p'j^{Xj) 
where N is the number of orthogonal polynomials. 
A.3.1 Gauss-Legendre Polynomials 
This class of polynomial occurs when we choose the weight funct ion u!{x) = 1. The 
resulting polynomials are the Legendre Polynomials Pj{x), and are defined on the 
interval [—1,1], and obey the recurrence relation: 
( i + l ) P , + i ( x ) = ( 2 i + l)xPj{x) -
I n this special case we can wri te Eq. (A.34) as: 
' (1 - x)) [P'^{x,)f 
Integration on a logarithmic scale is then achieved by: 
flog 6 
'log 
\ log V « XI '^i^if { \ log(«^) + \ \og{h/a)tj 
(A.35) 
(A.36) 
pb /-log b 
/ f{y)dy = / tfit)dt 
J a 7 log a 
t = logy 
N 
j=l 
(A.37) 
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A.4 Numerical Singularities 
O n calculating the integral equations we observe numerical singularities. These arise 
due to coefficient functions A2(fc^,p^) and A3(A;^,p^), which behave like 
A2(y, x) = \ i f i y ) - f i x ) ) - \ ^ - I f ' i y ) , (A.38) 
z y X A 
i n the l i m i t q 0. Despite being well-defined analytically, we must treat these 
carefully numerically by explici t ly cancelling the divergence when q is small. 
Our functions are represented by a series of Chebyshev poljoiomials. B y ex-
ploi t ing Clenshaw's recurrence formula one more t ime, we may factor out a part 
proport ional to x — y i n the l im i t g ^ 0. This we explore in the next two subsec-
tions. 
A.4.1 Difference of Chebyshev Expansions 
The method for summing the difference of a Chebyshev series has been presented 
in [55]. We proceed in the same manner, by exploiting Clenshaw's recurrence formula 
for the difference of two functions. 
Suppose we are evaluating the difference between A / = f { x i ) — f{x2), where 
/ ( x i ) is some Chebyshev expansion. Then, since the coefficients of the expansion 
are the same, we can wri te this as: 
N-l 
A / = 5 ^ c , ( T , . ( x i ) - r , ( x 2 ) ) (A.39) 
Into this expression we can substitute the original Clenshaw's recurrence formula 
Eq. (A.25) to give us: 
A / = xiyi{xi) - X2yi{x2) - {y2{xi) - y2{x2)) (A.40) 
We also arrive a recurrence formula for the Ay^: 
yji^i) - vA^^) = 2 ixiyj+i{xi) - X2yj+iixi)) - {yj+2ix2) - yj+2{x2)) (A.41) 
This recurrence formula allows us to f ind the second set of terms i n Eq. (A.40), so 
we should look for a recm-rence formula for the first set. Again, we substitute i n 
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f r o m Eq. (A.25): 
xiyjixi) - X2yjix2) = 2 ( x i + X2) ixiyj+iixi) - X2yj+iix2)) 
-X1X2 iyj+iixi) - yj+iix2)) 
- (Xi2/j+2(Xi) - X2yj+2iX2)) + iXl - X2)Cj (A.42) 
For simphcity we define two recurrence variables ajixi,X2) and Pjixi,X2) to be: 
o:jixi,X2) = — 
0jiXi,X2) = 
Xi — X2 
xiyjjxi) - X2yjix2) 
Xi - X2 
(A.43) 
and rewrite the recurrence formula Eq. (A.40) and recurrence relations Eqs. (A .41 , 
A.42) as: 
A / = f i x i ) - f i x 2 ) = ixi-X2)iPiixuX2)-a2ixi,X2)) 
ajixi,X2) = 2Pj+iixi,X2) - aj+2ixi,X2) 
PjiXl,X2) = Cj + 2 ( X i +X2)Pj+lixi,X2) - 2Xiaj+iiXi,X2) 
-Pj+2ixuX2) (A.44) 
where once again the sum runs f r o m j = A'^  — 1..1, and the in i t i a l conditions for the 
recurrence variables are PN+I — PN = OIN+I = OCN = ^• 
This is only half the story. We required a mapping sixi) f r o m [e^, A^] to [ - 1 , 1 ] , 
and so for the A2(y, z) coefficient for the B a l l - C h i u vertex, w i t h f i x ) = Aix): 
f i s i z ) ) - f i s i y ) ) s i z ) - s i y ) 
z - y z - y 
I n the l im i t 2 —> y we have anal5^ically that : 
siz) - sjy) _ 
z - y 
iP,isi^),siy))-a2isiz),siy))) (A.45) 
s'iy) (A.46) 
Numerically we must cancel this explicitly, which we do so in the next subsection. 
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A.4.2 Cancelling the Divergence 
I n the case of the Chebyshev Expansion, we want to eliminate a divergence in the 
term: 
g ( ^ ) - s{y) 
z - y 
where the mapping funct ion s is given by Eq. (A.27): 
(A.47) 
log(AVe2) 
Substi tuting this into Eq. (A.47) gives: 
s{z) - s{y) _ l o g { z / y ) 2 
l o g ( ^ V A V ) 
z - y z - y log (A2/£2) 
I f we write 
(A.49) 
z 1 + u , z — y „ v 
- = where u = (A.50 
y 1 - u z + y 
Then the Taylor expansion is readily computable: 
Finally, when we are in the neighbourhood of z ^ which we w i l l choose to be when 
\u\ < 10"^, we evaluate: 
t i z ) - t i y ) ^ l o g i z l y l ^ _ ^ ( u^^_ \ 
z - y z - y z + y \ 3 5 7 J ^ ^ 
and our divergence is cancelled. 
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Angular Integrals 
B . l QED in 3 Dimensions 
I n the course of studying Q E D i n three dimensions, we are left w i t h a selection of 
angular integrals i n the SDEs. For the quenched case these, and in the explici t ly 
gauge dependent part of the projection, these can usually be analytically. Thus we 
need to evaluate integrals of the fo rm: 
IiaMk,P)= I ^ s i n V - ^ ^ - ^ , ( B . l ) 
which can be rewri t ten using the substitution: 
= (B.2 , 
We expand and collect in powers of q^, using the following angular integrals: 
' dtpsm^q"^ = 2 I k''+ p'^ +—kY (B.3) 
0 V "J / 
[ # s i n i / ' 9 ' = 2(A;2 + p2) (B.4) 
Jo 
/ dtpsintp = 2 (B.5) 
Jo 
k p 
k + p 
k — p 
(B.6) 
Jo ^ ^^'^ 
(B.8) 
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which are easily evaluated. 
B.2 QED in 4 Dimensions 
For Q E D in 4 dimensions (also appropriate for QCD) we w i l l need the angular i n -
tegrals as appropriate for the fermion propagator, and additionally i n section 2.2.3 
we need specific integrals evaluated for the photon propagator w i t h symmetric mo-
mentum rout ing. 
Integrals for the Fermion Propagator 
The angular integrals we encounter for the fermion propagator, w i t h asymmetric 
momentum routing, can be generally wr i t t en in the form: 
IaAk,p) = [ d V ' s i n ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ . (B.9) 
Since we have that q = k — p, we may use recast this integral w i t h the following 
substitution: 
fc2 + p2 _ q2 
2 
= k-p, (B.IO) 
and hence we can recursively define the Ia,/3 i n terms of 7o,/3-
C a l c u l a t i o n of / Q , ^ for P <0 
Integrals of the fo rm lo,0{k,p), given by Eq. (B.9), are t r iv ia l ly evaluated when /3 
is either zero or negative, and so we obtain the following results: 
•^ 0,0 — dip sin^tp 
~ 2 
( B . l l ) 
/ o , - i = So sin^ 
~ 2 
(fc2 + / ) (B.12) 
•^0,-2 = fo dip sin^ ipq-^ 
" 2 
(A;* + 3p2fc2^p ' ' ) (B.13) 
-^0,-3 = So dip sin^ ipq^ 
~ 2 
{k^+p^){k^ + 5p^k^+p') (B.14) 
-^ 0,-4 = JQ dip sin^ipq^ 
TT 
~ 2 
{k^ + lOp^A;^ + 20p'^k^ + lOp^k'^ + p^) (B.15) 
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C a l c u l a t i o n of 7o,i 
The first such equation tha t we wish to evaluate is: 
^,1 
which may be rewri t ten as: 
Jo T 
(B.16) 
sin^ Tp 
2 g c o s ^ + g 
+ {k^ ^ p") . (B.17) 
One may now use the identity: 
sin^ ip 
f 
Jo 
(1 - I - 2a cos ^ 
where the beta-function is evaluated to be: 
'3 n _ r ( i ) r ( i ) _ ^ 
B 
2 ' 2 r ( 2 ) 
(B.19) 
on knowledge that F (i) = y/n. The hypergeometric funct ion F{a,P;'y;z) can be 
wr i t t en i n terms of a series expansion for |z| < 1: 
T ( a ) m 
71=0 r (7 + n )n! 
(B.20) 
which terminates on the condition tha t a or /3 is negative. For /o, i we have that : 
i ^ ( l , 0 ; 2 ; ^ ) = l 
and so we find that Eq. (B.16) evaluates to be: 
(B.21) 
^,1 
p. A;2 
(B.22) 
C a l c u l a t i o n of /o,2 
We now wish to evaluate the angular integral: 
^0,1 / ' 
Jo 
dtp 
sin^ ip _e{p'^- '•^ 
p- ^0 ( l - 2 M c o s V ^ + p) 
(B.23) 
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which is once again wr i t t en i n terms of the beta-function B and h3^ergeometric 
funct ion F: 
i: 
• .sin^V' „ / 3 1 
' ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ' 2 
% 4 P ( 2 , l ; 2 ; - ) + ( P - / ) (B.24) 
The beta-function gives the same value of 7r/2, but on application of Eq. (B.20) the 
h5rpergeometric funct ion is: 
F ( 2 , l ; 2 ; 2 ) ^ I + z + z'^ + + • • • = 
1 
l - z 
Put t ing this together the integral yields: 
•^ 0,2 — 
Bip'-e) ^ e{e-p^) 
(B.25) 
(B.26) 
C a l c u l a t i o n of 1^,^ 
For angular integrals w i t h a > 1 we may use Eq. (B.IO) to reduce our integral to 
those already calculated above. Generally, we have that : 
k"^ +p^ 1 
4,/3(A;,p) = — - — l a - i , 0 i k , p ) - -la-l,0-lik,p) 
Employing this we find the following integrals for a = 1: 
(B.27) 
/ i , - 4 -
/ l , - 3 = 
/ l . - 2 = 
^1,-1 = 
/ i . o -
/ l , 2 = 
-7rkY{k'+p')ip' + ikY + 0) 
.^kV 
n fc2 
2 L J 9 2 (p2 _ ^2) 
e { p ' - k ' ) + 
p-
fc2 (k^ - p2) 
e{e-p^) 
(B.28) 
(B.29) 
(B.30) 
(B.31) 
(B.32) 
(B.33) 
(B.34) 
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Following the same recursive procedure, for a = 2 we obtain: 
'2 , -3 
l2,-2 = Iv'k'iv' + AkV + k ' ) 
.2^2 2,0 = gfcV 
T - ^ ''2,2 - Q 
For integrals of the f o r m I^^p we have: 
(B.35) 
(B.36) 
(B.37) 
(B.38) 
(B.39) 
(B.40) 
h-2 
-^ 3,0 
^3,1 
h,2 
p^k\p' + e 
y k 
16 
TT 
4 
k^ i2p^ + e) 
p. 
e (p2 - e) + ( P w 
it" (p2 + fc2 
p2 ( p 2 _ f c 2 ) 
Finally, we look at the integrals w i t h a = 4: 
e (p2 - k') + ik' ^ p') 
(B.41) 
(B.42) 
(B.43) 
(B.44) 
(B.45) 
4,-1 — ~ { k ' + p ' ) p ' k ' 
hfi = - k V 
h,i = 
TT 'k^ i^ + p 2 ) (2p2 + ^2) 
32 
h,2 = 
"A:" (5A;" + 2p" + 9A;V) 
32 p2 ^p2 _ ^2^ 
eip^-e) + {e^p') 
e (p2 - A;2) + (p2 ^ p-) 
(B.46) 
(B.47) 
(B.48) 
(B.49) 
Integrals for the Photon Propagator 
The standard integral tha t appears in the angular part of the photon propagator, 
necessary for the calculation of Sect. 2.2.3, is wr i t t en as: 
Jo 
dtp sin^ ip 
iP + qy4)-il-q) 
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B y making the substitutions a = P + q^/A and 6 = |/ | we can wri te this using 
par t ia l fractions: 
K. ^ [dipsin^ip^l^-dipsiii^ip^l ^ r + — — T " / 
0 2a \ a — 0 cos ip a + b cos ip 
{bcosip)°' 
2a 
where the integrals 
4 i = f s i n V - ^ 
Jo a-b  cos Ip' 
Ll 
(B.51) 
(B.52) 
6 - - 6 
are related to those calculated in the previous section. Indeed, we f ind for the 
simplest case of a = 0 that : 
-^ 0,1 — -^ 0,1 = -^ 0,1 
Prom Eq. (B.51) we have: 
Ko,i = l , ' 
(B.53) 
2Z2 + g2 /4 
(B.54) 
To calculate the integrals for a > 0 we may use: 
- l l + [I'+q'lA) ^l-q , l l - {I'+q'/A) = l - q , 
to f o r m the recurrence relations: 
•^c»,l = {^^ + la-1,1 - l a - l f i (B.55) 
(B.56) 
As a start ing point we need to know the integral of Eq. (B.53) together w i t h : 
-^ 0,0 = ^ , 0 = -^ 0,0 = 
n 
2 
(B.57) 
-^ 2,0 — hfi = hfi = 
^;2 2 
—Iq 
8 
(B.58) 
-^ 4,0 = hfi = hfi — 
1 6 ^ ^ 
(B.59) 
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Thus for the case a = 1 we have from Eq. (B.55): 
A . i = - + gV4)/o,i + 4o 
(B.60) 
(B.61) 
Since Ii i t is obvious from Eq. (B.51) that: 
Ki,i - 0 (B.62) 
and we find this to be the case for all a odd. 
The next non-trivial integral to evaluate is for K2,i which necessitates evaluation of 
72,1 and J2,i: 
hi = {l^ + qV^) hi - hfi 
hi = - ( / ' + g V 4 ) / i , i - / i , o 
We hence find 72,1 = 72,i = (P + 7i , i , yielding: 
1^2,1 = 
(B.63) 
(B.64) 
(B.65) 
Finally we need the integral K^^i whose evaluation procedes in a similar fashion: 
TT 
16 q ' 
(B.66) 
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Integrals for Transverse 
Ward-Takahashi Relation 
Note that in the text these functions will be assumed to depend upon pi and p2 
unless explicitly indicated. 
K(°HPI,P2) = fd'co- 3 ^ '^Koip,,P2) , (C.l) 
J [Pi - to) {P2 -LO) ^ 
K W ( 0 , p 2 ) = ^ = ^ K o ( 0 , p 2 ) , (C.2) 
J up' {p2 - w) 2, 
K W ( p i , 0 ) = f d ' u - = 'J^K,{p,,Q) , (C.3) 
J [pi -LO) LO^ ^ 
KW^PUP2) ^ jd'u- ^ ^ ' ^ { p , + p , ) K,{p,,p2) ICA) 
J [pi- a;) [P2 -to) 4 
Kl^H0,P2) = jd'u = 'J^p K,{Q,p2) , (C.5) 
J UJ^ {p2 - w) 4 
KW(p^,0) ^ [d'co ^ ! f . p Ko{p^,0) , (C.6) 
^ J [Pl- CO) LU^ 4 
J^"HPUP2) = [ d ' u — ^ - = ^ J o , (C.7) 
j'i^^iPuP^) ^ [d'co— % = ! | ! [p2 , J^ + p,^J^] , (C.8) 
^ 7 (p2 - W) P2 
(Pi,0) = / d ^ u = ^ , (C.IO) 
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2 
+ {pinP2^ + P2f,Plu - 9nu^^-^) JD] , ( C . l l ) 
= ! | ! ( ^ i . o ( 0 , p . ) + ^ ) , (C.12) 
= ^ ( ^ i ^ o ( p i , 0 ) + ^ ) , (C.13) 
lj^HPuP2) = jd'uj 
2 [P2M/A + P I M / B ] , (C.14) 
a;-* (pi - w) (p2 - to) 
(^ 2^MP2r. - g^u-^ jlc+ [Plt^Plu - 9ti^^j IE 
+ (pinP2v + P2nPiu - 9^,v^~^^ • (C.15) 
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C . l J-scalar functions 
JB = •^^^{-pl{pi-Pi-P2))+Pi-P2L-plL'-2{p^-p2-p'^S^ 
= TKi {^P? -^Pi-P2S + 2pi •p2L'+ (2pi •P2PI- ^plpf) J A - P\JB} 4A2 
JD = -^{'2'PI-P2PIJA + 2PI-P2P\JB-2PI-P2 + 2PIS-PIL'-PIPIJA 
+2P\S-P\L-PIPIJB] 
4A2 JE = ^ {2pl - 4pi • p2 5 + 2pi • p2 + (2pi • P2P2 - 3p?P )^ J B - PUA} 
(C.16) 
C.2 I-scalar functions 
r 1 / (p! - PI • P2) , , ^ Pi •P2\ o r, I Pi -Pz . 1 
. _ 1 / ( P j - P i •P2) J . n f . Pi-P2\ 0 r,PllPlT'\ 
/c = 1 ^ {2P? Jo - + (2pi • p2 - 3p?) J A - P? Js 
+ ( 2 p i - P 2 P ? - 3 p ? p ^ ) / A - p t / B } 
= ^ { - 2 p i - p 2 J o + 4 + ( 2 p i - p 2 - p 1 ) J A + ( 2 p i - P 2 - P ? ) J B 
+ (2pi • P2 P^ - p?P^) I A + (2pi • P2 P? - P?P2) Is] 
= 4A2 ^ { 2 P 2 Jo - 4 ^ + (2pi • P2 - 3p^) JB - PPA 
+ (2pi • P2 P2 - 3p?p^) IB - P2 / A } (C.17) 
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